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Southern states are "refusing
to, cooperate" in plans for next
yiar's Emancipation Proclama-
tion centennial celebration, re-
Seals Jet, the national Negroews magazine.
Governors of only 32 states
— mostly in the north and
west — have indicated inter-
est in the year-long coast-to-
coast celebration. Jet says it
learned from a White House
source. Border states such as
Maryland and West Virginia
have indicated interest, but the
Deep South hasn't
"The refusal of southern goy_
ernors to endorse the program
could severly limit the nation-
al celebration in that more than
half of the U. S. Negroes live
in the South," Jet says.
Negro schools, colleges and
other groups in the South are
planning to "keep the centen-




Al Nov. I I th Meeting
Officers for the 1963 terns
wile be nominated during a
regular meeting of the Bluff
City and Shelby County Coun-
cil of Civic clubs, scheduled for
Sunday. Nov. 11, at 4 p. m., at
the Sarah Brown Branch YW-
CA, 1044 Mississippi blvd. The
announcement was made by
the president, Rev. Alexander
Glad ney
It is generally believed that
Rev. Gladney. who has been
president of the Connell for
the last five consecutive one-




"The South's Independent Weekly"
MEMPHIS, TENN.
HONORED BY ARMY — Mrs. Leslie W. Smith, supervisor
of mailing and filing in the office of the Secretary of the
Arm). was presented an "Outstanding and Sustained Su-
perior Performance" award recently, and here she is shown
accepting it from James C Cook, administrative assistant





Mississippi Civil Rights Leader
To Address Memphis Audience At
Centenary Methodist Church
three years in the U.S. Army
and w a s graduated in 1950
from Xavier University's Col-
lege of pharmacy.
Henry has been convicted
in Clarksdale on a charge of
leading a boycott against
downtown merchants who do
not employ Negroes and pres-
Dr. Henry, a druggist, is ently is out on $2,000 bond.
— president of the Mississippi
State NAACP Conference and He is an effective 
speaker
secretary of the Mississippi and is expected to at
tract a
Regional Council of Negro capacity audience.
Leadership. Henry C. Ray is chairman
The outspoken civil rights of Centenary's Mens Day
fighter is also a member of the which has a goal of $5.000.
board of directors of the South- The Rev. James M. Lawson
ern Christian Leadership Con- jr., who stood out as a leader
ference and president of the of sit-in demonstrations in
Mississippi Federated Council Nashville, is pastor of Centen-
of Organizations., ary. He will preach at the 11
o'clock morning service.
GATLINBURG, Ten n. ganization to the struggle.
Full support of an intensified Board members from 10
integration drive in Birming- Southern states were present,
harn, Ala.. was voted by the including the Rev. Fred L.
board .of the Southern Confer- Shuttlesworth. president of the
Alabama Christian Movement
for Human Rights, of Birming-
ham.
Rev. Shuttlesworth told the
board that plans have been
ence Educational Fund at its
semi-annual meeting here.
Bishop Edgar A. Love, of
Baltimore, president of SCEF.
!laid the board pledged the full
resources and staff of the or- See SUPPORT, age 2
- -
A well known Mississippi
civil rights leader, Aaron E.
Henry of Clarksdale, Miss., is
scheduled to deliver the fea-
tured address when Centenary
Methodist church, 878 Missis-
sippi blvd., observes annual
Men's Day, Sunday, Nov. 11
at 1:30 p.m.
The 40-year-old Mississip-
pian is president of the Nation-
al Pharmaceutical Association
and a prominent layman of
Haven Methodist church in
Clarksdale.
He received his elementary LONDON—(UPI)— Sign in
and secondary education in a dress shop: "Maternity Wear
Coahoma County. Miss., spent for the Modern Miss."










Owen College's James Meredith
Business Mgr. Plans To Meet
To Alabama State With President
Leotus l'elcrinam business
manager for Owen college, has
resigned to accept a similar
position at Alabama State col-
lege at Montgomery, Ala.
The announcement w a s
taide recently by Dr. C. L.
Dinkins, president of Owen
college.
At the same time, Dr. Din-
kins announced that the execu-
tive committee of the Trustee
Latimer. Jr., of St. Louis, Mo.,
Board had elected Johnnie
as business manager.
Commenting on Peterman,
who had worked at Owen for
seven years, Dr. Dinkins said.
"While his leaving is deeply
regretted, we do wish him well
in a larger field of service; he
is eminently oualified and will
do a good job."
Latimer, who was to report 1
to duty at Owen college on
Monday. Nov. 5, is a graduate
of Morehouse college and holds
a master's degree in business
administration from Atlanta
university.
For the last eight years he
has been connected with the
National Baptist Training
Union Board and the Sunday
cchnol Publishing Board
where he has exterience in




The National Stamp Collect-
ing Week is being observed
Nov. 12-18. There is not an or-
ganized Stamp Collecting club
for Negroes in Memphis how-
ever. a number of persons are
Stamp Collectors.
Three Negro Ballplayers Honored
efomer Memphian Cited By Army At Annual Topps Award Luncheon
For 'Superior Performance'
>t former Memphian. Mrs.
Lagslie W. Smith. was official-
twcommended recently by the
Department of the Army for
"reitstanding service and sus-
tained superior performance"
al supervisor of mailing and
filing in the office of the Sec-
retary of the Army.
Mrs. Smith is the daughter
ter of Mr. and Mrs. T. J. John-
son of 1022 Woodlawn and the
sister of Mrs. Aretta J. Polk, a
member of he Grant Elementa-
ry school faculty. Both Mr. and
Mrs. Johnson are former em-
ployees of Memphis schools,
and he was principal of Klon-
dike before he retired.
Legion Post No. 27
4krges Veterans To
Take Part In Parade
The commander of American
Legion Post No. 27, Grover
Burson, is urging veterans of
all U. S. Armed Forces to ac-
tively participate in the Vet-
erans Day Parade, set to start
at 10 a. m., Monday. Nov. 12.
' Commander Burson said that
the line-up for the parade will
ele south on Main St. from Ex-
qhange. Turn east on Beale to
the Church Auditorium for dis-
bandment.
All marching units are urged
to line-up on Front St. and
gxehange at 9:30 a. m.
Some of the marching units
Will include a color guard from
gaglkinerican Legion Post No. 27,
Witarseries from E. H. Crump
Hospital, boy scouts, ladies
Oxiliaries, Golden Star Moth-
ites. and National Defense Ca-
et Corps.
Ws*
Mrs. Smith has been em-
ployed by the Army for more
than 20 years. As a supesvis-
or for the Administrative Sup-
port Group, she was cited for
her "consistently demonstrat-
ed great competence, sound
judgment, keen foresight and
dynamic initiative."
Educated at the Shelby
County Training school and
LeMoyne college, Mrs. Cmith
also attended Knoxville col-
lege in Knoxille.
Three Negroes were among
the ballplayers honored at the
annual Topps awards lunch-
eon held Oct. 25 at the Wal-
dorf - Astoria in New York
City. Two of the players, Al
Jackson of the New York
Mets and Ed Charles of the
Kansas City Athletics were
among the ten outstanding
first-year ballplayers elected
to the 1962 Topps All - Star
Rookie Team.
Manny Jiminez, of the Kan-
sas City Athletics was also
elected to the team but could
not attend the luncheon since
he was playing in the opening dinals, First Base; Bernie Al-
game of the winter league len, Minnesota Twins, Second
season in Puerto Rico. Base; Ed Charles Kansas City
Jesse Gonder, of the San
Diego Padres, was presented
the Topps "Minor League
Player of the Year Award"
for being voted the most out-
standing ballplayer in the mi-
nor leagues.
The election and luncheon
are sponsored by Topps Chew-
ing Gum who initiated the geles Angels, Catcher; Dean
event in 1959. Chance, Los Angeles Angels,
Members of the 1962 Topps Right Handed Pitcher; Al
All - Star Rookie Team are: Jackson, New York Mets, Left
Fred Whitfield, St. Louis Car- Handed Pitcher.





ALL-STAR ROOKIE TFAM was named by Turk Karam,
sports official for Topps Chewing Gum, Inc. Left to right are
Jesse Gonder, voted Minor League Player of the Year, Ed
Charles of the Kansas City Athletics, and Al Jackson of
4
Athletics, Third Base; Tom
Tresh, New York Yankees,
Shortstop; Manny Jiminez,
Kansss City Athletics, Out-
field; Al Luplow, Cleveland
Indians. Outfield; Boog Pow-
ell Baltimore Orioles, Out-
field: Bob Rodgers, Los An-
the New York Mets. Another Negro ballplayer elected to
the Topps major league team, Manny Jimlnes of the Kansas
City Athletics, was playing baseball ni ruerto Rico and
unable to attend the award presentation
James Meredith, the first
Negro to attend the University
of Mississippi, may go to Wash-
ington soon to meet President
Kennedy and his brother. Atty.
Gen. Robert Kennedy, reveals
Jet, the national Negro news
magazine.
The visit would probably
take place during the Thanks-
giving holidays or during a se-
mester break, Jet says.
"Plans are now under con-
sideration" for the visit. Jet
says. Adding "top government
officials want the opportunity
to meet Meredith and learn
first-hand of his experiences
and views."
It would be Meredith's first
public appearance outside the
South since the crisis over his
enrollment at Mississippi.
Attorney General Cited
By AJC For 'Advancing
Human Freedom' At Home
NEW YORK—Attorney Gen-'
eral Robert F. Kennedy warn-
ed this week that the United
States must end intolerance
at home before it can win any
struggle with the Soviet Un-
ion.
In a major address deliver-
ed upon receiving the Ameri-
can Jewish Congress Stephen
S. Wise Award for advancing
Human Freedom, Kennedy de-
clared:
"We will not win this strug-
gle just by confronting the
enemy. What we do at home,
in the final analysis, is just as
important.
KHRUSHCHEV
"We all must accelerate our
efforts to banish religious
prejudice, racial discrimina-
NAACP Fears Mayor May
Become Dictator Here
Why is the Memphis branch
of the NAACP asking Negroes
to vote against the charter for
the consolidation of Memphis
and Shelby County govern-
ments?
In a recent newsletter mail-
ed to members, the organization
listed seven reasons why the
branch unanimously adopted
a resolution against the mer-
ger.
They are: The I2-man coun-
cil would be elected at large
rather than from districts.
making it virtually impossible




Homecoming Day will be
celebrated at Rust college on
Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 22.
and will feature a game be-
tween the Rust Bearcats and
the Mississippi Industrial Col-
lege Tigers with the kick-oft
at 1:30 p.m.
Homecoming activities wi'
begin on Wednesday. Nov. 21
with the coronation of "Mis,
Homecoming" at 7 p.m. It will
be followed by a homecoming
ball in Shaw cafeteria.
A pageant will be presented
the hour before game time
and will feature the Rust col-
!see band and drill team.
"Miss Homecoming of 1962."
"Miss Homecoming of 1961,"
"Miss Freshman," the cheer-
leaders and a display depict-
ing the "New Image" at Rust.
Dinner will be served after
the game and the Thanksgiv-
ing holiday recess will begin
Mississippi State
To Play Bishop For
Homecoming Game
Mississippi Industrial col-
lege at Holly Springs, Miss., is
planning for t h e biggest
"Homecoming Day" in the his-
tory of the school on Saturday,
Nov. 17.
Events for the day will in-
clude a parade, football game
and an Alumni social.
"Miss Homecoming" will be
featured in a parade, at noon.
The game between Richton col-
lege rut Dallas and MT -sill he
olaved on Cottrell Field with
kiekoff time slated for 2 p.m.
Social activities for faculty
students and alumni will be
held in Frazier gym and Davis
hall on the campus.
Mrs. W. M. Frazier is presi-
dent of the MI college alumni
and chairman of Homecoming
activities.
picked by whites to be elected.
2. The expenses involved in
campaigning for city-wide or
country - wide districts for a
councilman's salary of $250
per month would prevent a
person of limited means from
seeking the office.
3. Too much power would be
placed in the hands of the
mayor.
4. Control of the budget,
civil service and purchasing
power would be placed in the
hands of the mayor.
5. A "political machine"
could result from placing so
much power on one man, and
tend to place the area under
politics and not under law.
6. The mayor and councilmen
would nominate the commis-
sioners.
7. The commissioners should
he selected by popular vote.
lion and any intolerance
which denies to any Ameri-
cans the right guaranteed to
them by the Declaration of
Independence and the Con-
stitution."
opessing only hours after
Jt.o, act 1-11:1111Vf 1111111Sht;1111V
ikaU ii6L'eva tu dismantle itus-
awn. 11116bIle bases in LUINI,
ueciareu:
"The confrontation between
the uulteu statts and the So-
viet Union is in reality a con-
irontation of all people woo
believe in human dignity and
lieeQUM witn Loose who be-
lieve the state is supreme.
nal is what this crisis is all
about; that is why our ships
are on station us the Lam-
i)eari and wny American sold-
iers are on duty tonight in
West Berlin, South Vietnam
and South Korea.
"They are there for the same
reason the Maccabbees stood
their ground against Antioc-
hus—for human dignity and
freedom."
HAILS CONGRESS
Kennedy praised ilse "last-
ing accomplishments" of Ste-
phen S. Wise, a founder and
longtime leader of the Ameri-
can Jewish Congress, after
whom the award is named, as
stemming from "a consuming
love of freedom and justice
and great courage in fighting
for both." These qualities, he
said, were characteristic of
Jews "throughout history."
Kennedy also hailed the
work of the American Jewish
Congregs as a "great contri-
bution . . . in the battle for
full equality in a free society
for all Americans."
Dr. Joachim Prinz of New-
ark, N.J., national president
of the AJCongress, presented
the award—a bronze medal-
lion—at a dinner in the Wal-
See KENNEDY Page 2
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Only a few days are left to
purchase tickets to the second
annual Broadway Extrava-
ganza which is being sponsor-
ed by the Alpha Eta Zeta of
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Fri-
day, Nov. 16 at LeMoyne Col-
lege's Bruce Hall. Curtain
time is 8 p.m.
The delightful New York
stage production features
Clyde Turner, head of this
company, who sings and acts.
Among others in the cast are
Miss Geraldine Overstreet: a
soprano who is well known in
oratorio and symphony circles.
She is a graduate of Chicago
the company is Miss Hilda
Harris, a mezzo-soprano, who
is a graduate of North Caro-
lina college in Durham. She
has sung with Leontyne Price,
Harry Belafonte, Patti Page
and others.
The show received a rousing
ovation of approval from MeM-
phians last year who thrilled
to t h e music of Gershwin,
Strauss, Chopin and others.
This year, Turner has se-
lected scenes from "Porgy and
Bess," "West Side Story,"
"Finians Rainbow" and "Lost
in the Stars."
Conservatory of Music. Tickets can be purchased




E. H. CHUMP HOSPITAL;
OCT. 20
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Cole-
man, 1822 Keltner CI.; Apt. 9;
boy, Randal MoreL
Mr. and Mrs. George Lewis,
1094 Poplar; boy, Orlando
Cdni ad.
OCT. 22
Mr. and Mrs. Jack W. Har-
mon, 3499 Rochester rd.; boy
Charles Everett.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L Love
281 Maryland; boy, Henry
Reginald.
-Mr. and Mrs. Frank Worth-
ern, 2475 Shasta; girl, Con-
stance Belinda.
OCT. 28
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Came-





Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Tells,
1456 Elision; girl, Shelia Re-
nee.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Her-
ron, 200 Marble; boy, Antho-
ny •Dewayne.
Mr. and Mrs. George Grace.
631 Beale; girl Garnita.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Mosley,
492 E. Olive; girl, Eunice De-
nise.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Noel, 72
Saffuans; boy, Edward.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Daw-
son, 720 E. Regent; girl, Wan-
da Fay.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dunbar
65814 Washington; girl, Irma
Jean.
Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Hughey, 789 Buntyn; girl, Ka-
ren Lanise.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Boyce,
188 Sycamore; girl, Minnie
Pearl.
Mr. and Mrs. James Price.
1960 Silver; boy Connie.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dowdy,
1639 Brookins; boy, Cornelius.
Support
(Continued From Page 1)
made for a full-scale move-
ment by all groups in the city.
The board responded With a
resolution which stated: "We
urge all officers and cooperat-
ing organizations to stand by
for action. including nonviolent
direct action."
Rev. Shuttlesworth is also
secretary ' of the Southern
Christian Leadership Confer-
ence, headed by Dr. Martin L.
King, Jr. The SCLC had pre-
viously pledged the participa-
tion of its officers and staff in
the Birmingham movement.
SCLC and local organizations
throughout Alabama have also
organized to step up voter reg-
istration and nonviolent direct
action in cities outside Bir-
mingham. Bishop Love said
that SCEF voted to support this
effort as well as similar activi-
ties in Mississippi.
REGISTRATION
"We will do all in our power
to protect and assist victimized
for taking part in registration
activity," the board declared.
In another resolution, the
board said: "We are concerned
about the increased use of state
injunctions and other local
court processes to stop the
movement for full citizenship
and integration in the South.
"Injunctions have been is-
sued against persons taking
part in peaceful picketing, pa-
rades. and sit-ins in such wide-
ly separated places as Talla-
dega, Ala., and Louisville, Ky.
City ordinances against picket-
ing have been adopted in Tal-
ladega. in Edenton and States-
ville, N. C.. and elsewhere.
JAMES MEREDITH
"SC/7 calls upon the Fed-
eral Government to help stop
the use of injunctions and
clearly unconstitutional state
and local laws to hamper the
movement for full citizenship."
The board praised James
H. Meredith for his courage in
. entering the University of Mis-
sissippi. It also commended the
Federal Government for "its
prompt action to protect Mere-
dith."
However, the SCEF board
added: "We also deplore the
failure of the Department of
Justice to halt the wave of vio-
lence against white and Negro
integrationists which preceded
the turmoil in Oxford. We fee
that this failure helped to en-
courage mob action in crisis.'
NEW MEMBERS
Seven persons were added to
the SCEF board during this
meeting. They are the Rev
Prank R. Gordon, Knoxville
president of the Tennessee
NAACP; Dr. Rhoda Edmeston
Nashville, Tenn.; Miss Ethe
May Taylor, Arlington, Va.;
the Rev. Virgil A. Wood
Lynchburg, Va.; the Rev. A. I.
Dunlap, Danville, Va.; the Rev.
C. T. V Chattanootra,T
.1...Tenn.; an ',. James, Sr,
Charleston, NS.
SCICF is a Sauthwide inter-
racial organization working to
end segregation and discrimi-
nation. DS main office is in
New (Meuse.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Clay-
ton, 9421/2 Kansas; boy, Randy
Ewayne.
OCT 28
Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Stew-
art, 28 W. Fay, twins: girl,
Connie, boy, Ronnie.
Mr. and Mrs. William Lee.
1219 Cummings; girl Barbara
Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Orr,
Denise.
304 S. Orleans; girl, Karen
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E.
Dailey, 215 W. Frank; girl,
Tammie Elaine.
Mr. and Mrs. James L Hicks,
970 Marechalneil; girl, Juanita
Laquita.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Jack-
son 1436 Roberts; girl, Adri-
enne Antoinette.
OCT. 29
Mr. and Mrs, Leo Webster,
169 Fairview; girl, Deidre Elo-
ise.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie J.
Stewart, 1281 Bruce; boy, El-
liott.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Wil-
liams, 723 Wells; boy, Fred-
drick Allen.
Mr. and Mrs. David L.
Mitchell 943 Annie pl.; girl.
Sharon Lanai.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L.
Branch 2517 Staten; girl La.
toyna.
Mr. and Mrs. Grafton Lo-
gan, 1577 Miller; girl, Cath-
ceine.
Mr. and Mrs. Kermit Bras-
Icy, 2212 Clarksdale; girl, Pat-
ricia Monea.
OCT. 30
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cald-
well 3253 Alta; girl, Demetria
Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Junious L.
Henderson, 113 E. Olive; boy.
Allen Laray.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Hollis,
987 Barton; boy, J. W. Jr,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Good-
man, 3856 Fizer; girl, Pamela
Jean
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent S.
Beckford 1225 Springfield;
boy, Leonard Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Rich-






Mr. and Mrs. John Thomp-
son, 699 Provine; girl Joan
Yvette.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard M.
Black, 919 McDowell; girl, To-
ni Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Dris-
kell, 1465 N. Decatur; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Daven-
port, 925 Olympic; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. James A.
Lynch, 850 Porter; girl Jac-
queline Elizabeth.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Lewis,
Jr., 2353 Eldridge; boy, Joe
Henry Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. James 1. Da-
vis, 2765 Select; girl, Darlene.
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy R.
Robinson, 1380 Chadwick cl.;
boy, Carl Lamont.
NOV. 1
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Mi-
nis, 949 McDowell; boy, Vin-
cent Edward.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Bradley.
981 McDowell; boy, Lee An-
drew.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleodia Co-
burn, 733 Glankler; girl,
Yvette Lanae.
Mr. and Mrs. Booker T.
Dickerson, 1103 Greenwood:
girl, Tammie Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry John-
son, 943 Alaska; girl, Shan
Yvonne.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Small,
1149 Chicago; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse L. Da-














Mr. and Mrs. M. C. McClin-
ton, 129 Gaines alley; boy, An-
tonio Maurice.
Mr. and Mrs. Emrick H. Pre-
vot, 245 Pauline cl., west; girl
Stephanie Anne.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Frichard,
1628 Harmen; boy, Christopher
Prichard.
NOV. 2
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Bur-
ton, 1392 Ledger; girl, Susan
Yvette.
Mr. and Mrs. Lavone Hodg-
es, 762 Marianna; boy, Ronnie
La vone.
Mr. and Mrs. Major Beard,
2134 Erie; girl, Janice.
Mr. and Mrs. James J. But-
ler, 1448 Doris; boy, Kelvin
Randolph.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. H
Maddrie, 838 Whitford; girl,
Debra Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Es-
tes, 2196 Castex; boy, Tyrone.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Thompson, 1090 Greenwood:
boy, Carl.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie J. Mc-




Four national marketing ex-
oerts were honored by the St.
Louis chapter of the National
Association of Market Devel-
opers at its "Negro Market
Forum" held October 26 at the
Statler - Hilton Hotel in St
Louis.
Harvey C. Russell, vice pres-
ident in charge of special mar-
kets for Pepsi-Cola company.
and principal speaker at the
forum, was honored for "out-
standing achievements in mar-
keting and for exemplary con-
duct in the performance of
duties as an executive of a ma-
or corporation."
Mrs. Louise R. Prothro of
Pet Milk company; Thomas J.
navis, of Cleveland; and Jesse
T. Lewis. Birmingham, were
^ited for "distinguished service
ta the National Association of
Market Developers and for ex-
"enemy in raising the level
of ethics and performance
among Negro-market practi-
tioners." The honorees received
olaques and citations.
Speakers on the afternoon
"and l discussion on "How To
Sell The Negro Market" were
Mrs. Prothro, Davis, Lewis.
LeRoy W. Jeffries. Chicago:
'4. A. Lockhart, New York, and
T. B. Banks, St. Louis.
HONEY BEES BUSY
NEW YORK — (UT'D —
Bees produced a record crop of
nearly 275 million pounds of
honey this year despite a 1 per
cent less hives than last year.
This represents a 12 per cent
Increase over the 11160-61 aver-
age.
United Negro College Fund
gets underway Monday night.
Nov. 12. Official kickoff will be
at LeMoyne college.
Spearheading the drive this
year for the Memphis area is
Frank J. Lewis, principal of
Grant Elementary school and
president of the Memphis chap-
ter of Tennessee State Univer-
sity's Alumni association.
The goal this year is $25.000.
At the final organizational
meeting last Tuesday night.
Lewis predicted that the goal
will be reached if all of the
volunteer workers roll up their
LOW RATE
AUTO LIABILITY COLLISION & FIRE INS.
Small Down Payment-6 Months To Pay
If you have a problem including your.




Ph. 526-2381 R•s. 274-9837
QUALITY
FURNITURE CO.
1294 Se. Lauderdale WN 8-3378
Model • 55C31F
.A lovely French Provincial SYLVANIA Stereo High
Fidelity console. Two 61/2" bass speakers, two 4'
tweeters. Automatic 4-speed record changer inter-
mixes. shuts off automatically. Ceramic dual channel
cartridge, dual sapphire styli. Cherry veneer cabinet.
with AM/FM tuner.
Avnlable in Danish Walnut Also
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
$189" Reg. Retail Price $289.95No Monday Down $1.99 per week
4-Room Special
7 pc. Living Reim Suite
7 pc. Bedroom Suite




All Yea Need Is 51.99 A Week.
(Continued From Page 1)
don-Astoria Hotel here. He
cited iseiuiedy's visor, cour-
age and determination tnat
testify eloquently to his cieep
commitment to freedom."
ussalialtf LKACii lasetAnal
Acepnen J. wise Award
exempiuying individual
' acnievement was presented at
inc dinner to freaerick W.
sticamond, president of the
Urban League of Greater New
York.
Shad Polier, chairman of the
National Governing Council 01
the American Jewish Con-
gress, presided. Attorney Gen-
eral Kennedy was presented
for the award by Dr. Alfred
J. Marrow, former chairman
of the New York City Com-
mission on Intergroup Rela-
tions, who served as chair-
man of the committee that se-
lected Kennedy for the civil
rights award. Richmond was
presented for his award by
Frank Abrams, a national
vice president of the Congress.
Polier, in opening the din-
ner, said the American Jew-
ish Congress sought, "in the
spirit of Stephen S. Wise to
seek justice with honor for the
Jewish people everywhere. „
and to enlist in the battle for
justice to all men." He added.
this organization's programs
to strengthen civil rights and
taken "not only in the courts
and in the legislative halls
but in the community, since—
in the last analysis—the qual-
ity of American ideals and po-
sition of our government at
home and abroad will be bas-
ed on the fabric of heart and
mind woven by the people of
this country."
Replying, Richmond said
"that while Mississippi may
capture the headlines today
many urgent questions and
problems face us HOU in this
city demanding prompt atten-
tion and action." In particu-
lar. he called on the New York
City Board of Education to
deal with "serious and un-
fair situations arising from
seeregated conditions in cer-
tain school areas" by giving
top priority to "effective in-
tegration."
POINT OF CONCENTRATION is being Indicated on a city
map by Horace Wallace who Is the 1962 "Every Member
Canvass" director for the Parkway Gardens Presbyterian
church.
Wallace To Lead "Canvassers"
For Parkway Gardens Church
A businessman who is a
member of Parkway Gardens
Presbyterian church, 1883 S.
Parkway East, has been chosen
by the church's Session as di-
rector of the 1962 Every Mem-
ber Canvass — a time when
each member has the oppor-
tunity to make a financial
pledge to the work of the
church for the ensuing year.
The director, Horace Wal-
lace, assistant supervisor of the
Southwest Area for the Fuller
Products company, has plan-
ned to lead 40 canvassers into
146 homes Sunday. Nov. 11,
after regular worship service,
thus culminating three months
of projected plans.
Wallace, who has been the
chairman of the board of dea-
cons for the last three years, is
affectionately called by those
who work closely with him,
the "philosopher." He says
UNCF Campaign To Start Nov. 12
At LeMoyne College: Goal $25,000
The annual campaign for the sleeves and turn in their best
efforts.
"All citizens of Memphis and
Shelby County should feel it
a privilege to contribute to
UNCF which gives financial
aid to 32 accredited private
colleges and universities," said
Lewis.
He urged graduates of state
as well as private colleges to
rally to the cause of UNCF.
Tennessee schools benefitting
from the United Negro College
Fund are LeMoyne, Lane, Fisk
and Knoxville. Philander-
Smith in Arkansas and Tonga-
loo Southern Christian in Mis-
sissippi also are UNCF mem-
bers.
The sum of $15,000 was
raised in the UNCF's Memphis
campaign last year under the
guidance of A. C. Williams.
LeMoyne received more than
twice this amour from the







Nylons for every day
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that, "Christianity is neces-
sary for the full development
of the individual and the fam-
ily. Without Christ, individuals
cannot live successfully under
the tensions and strains of our
times. Also, Christianity is a
community of love and it
serves to keep humanity to-
gether."
Wallace expressed his grati-
tude to his wife, Mrs. Yvonne
Wallace, for her inspiration
and concern, and those faith-
ful members of Parkway Gar-
dens who have given of their
time to train themselves for
"this significant event in the
life of the Church."
Rev. Lawrence T. Haygood
is the church's pastor.
INVY tailbrat 3 - 9, I*04.
r
4— .Application Deadline Near
For Free Navy College Plan
High school seniors and
graduates have only until Nov.
16 to apply for the Navy's Re-
serve Officer Training Corps.
Applicants will take the na-
tionwide competitive examina-
tion on Dec. 8 as the first step
toward an appointment as mid-
shipman.
Designed to supplement the
officer output of the Naval
Academy, the NROTC Program
makes it possible for a young
man to earn a regular commis-
sion while studying at a civilian
college of his choice which has
an NROTC unit. .
All tuition, fees anti books
are furnished by the Navy, and
the student receives an annual
retainer of $600 for not more
than four years. During the
summer he goes on interesting
training cruises to many parts
of the world.
After completing the usual
four year college course, he is
commissioned in the Regular
Navy or Marine Corps and
goes on active duty as a. pros-
oective career officer in the
Naval service. Ha receives the
same promotional opportuni-
ties, duty assignments and ben-
efits as his Naval Academy con-
temporary.
High school seniors and
traduates who have reached
17, but will not be 21 before
June 30, 1963 may apply for
the NROTC aptitude test.
Those who make a qualifying
score will be given a rigid phys-
a'
a
ice exam in 1963. From a
number of qualified young rfftrn
remaining in competition, men
than 2,000 wil be selected to
begin their naval careers ix
college next September. '
Application forms are avail-
able at high schools, Navy Re-
cruiting Stations or from the
Chief of Naval Personnel, De-
u'l.ment of the Navy, WailiT,
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“WHEN BENJAMIN F. can be heard at the Big M
BLAKEY left for Washington,
6. C., niesday, he made it no
'eget that the trip was in the
iolbrest of politics. He could
not be contacted to leain who
hetapected to see in D. C., and
*Mut what political situation.
BATTLE DRESS can be ex-
changed for civilian clothing
nolo since the Charter For Con-
solidation issue has been set-
tie.k1 — for the time being —
atjthe polls. It is easy enough
to retire Battle Dress — but
the deep inflicted wounds will
require much longer to heal.
LIKE! DIG THIS DAD!
with the Golden Voice"
every Tuesday, Thursday and
Sunday. This must be a swing-
ing set what, with the Cookers
being featured on the same
bill. The real shocker is not the
billing but when it was discov-
ered that this "Melvin" with
the golden voice is Melvin
Bond, operator of the spot .
ROOM TO HALL punish-
ment is being accused by the
parents of a nine-year-old Car-
penter Elementary school pupil.
Teachers named in the suit
filed in Circuit Court are Miss
Girtha Sermons and Miss Fran-
ces Williamson. In another case
of a county school teacher, she
was arrested about 5 in the
i
...1 OK OK 'OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OKLiability and Firie•Th•fts. Motorcycl•s—Scooters—Autos—Truck.
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PitIMBING & HEATING FIXTURES-- Parts New and Used
""f3PEN 7 A.M. to 6 P.M. • TERMS AVAILABLE
BROWN & EPSTEIN PLUMBING ANDHEATING COMPANY
1132Jacksen Ave. CONTRACTORS JA 7-2618
good jobs — in the higher
bracket — under Federal Civil
Service are made available
thru examinations We feel
that such jobs are presently
available. We would suggest
that if you have four years of
college training or the equiva-
lent, go to the Main Post Of-
fice and fill out an application
You should go soon because
you must qualify before Jan. 1.
1963 for one of the better jobs.
ALEXANDER GLADNEY.
president of the powerful Bluff
City and Shelby County Coun-
cil of Civic clubs — as well as
president of the Shelby Coun-
ty Democratic club — will not
be seeking reelection as presi-
dent of Council of Civic Club
during the upcoming election
scheduled for Nov. 11. He has
been president for five years -
taking over after the James T
"Jimmy" Walker administra-
tion. Who is likely to succeed
Rev. Gladnev? One name men-
tioned is the ex-president of
the Shelby County Democratic
Club, Frank Kilpatrick, who
has been vice president of the
Council of Civic Clubs about
eight or nine years.
IT IS THAT TIME in the
Shelby County Democratic
club — election time is very
near. President Alexander
Gladney appointed a nominat-
ing committee during last
Monday night's meeting. The
big question is . . who will be
president?
GEORGE HOLLOWAY —
apparently — has finally dis-
covered that some politicians
have clay feet. We will not say
he is becoming cool toward
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Its A Daughter For
The Richmond Family
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rich-
mond, 1958 Frisco ave., are the
parents of a daughter, Mon-
ique A., born in E. H. Crump
hospital Oct. 25. This is
the Richmond's first daughter.
They are the parents of two
sons, Gregory Berkley, 10. and
Ericster LaSha, 7.
Richmond is the manager o
a service station.
he is becoming more conserva-
tive.
FOUR STAUNCH BOARD
members of the local chapter
of the NAACP are talking
about resigning from the board.
The talk about the resignations
should not be taken lightly.
This is the time to take stock.
Their reasons for resigning —
if they will eventually reveal
them — should be evaluated
carefully in light of the future
progress of the NAACP.
Woman Tortured
by Agonizing ITCH
"Iirerer/y itched to death
ytars.Then I forma' a
WU, weirtirr mare. No.
Pira happy," unites Mr,
P. Ramsay of L A. Calif
Hera's blessed relief from
tortures of vaginal itch,
rectal itch, chafing, rash
and KUM& with an amazing new SCIVIIIIfie
formulacalledLANACANE,Thisfist-acting
medicated creme killaharrnful bacteria germs
while it soothe, raw, irritated and inflamed
tissue. Stops scratching—so speeds healing.
rton't suffer !Get I.ANACANT. at druggists.
Pair Begins Tour Of Negro 'Freedom Trail'
BOSTON, Mass. — The Free-
dom Trail which includes the
site of the "Boston Massacre"
where the first American.




NASHVILLE — Z. Alexan-
der Looby, a candidate for re-
election as a city councilman
has appointed Willard Bow-
den his campaign manager.
Both men are former residents
of Memphis. Looby, a lawyer,
practiced here before moving
to Nashville. Bowden worked
for Universal Life Insurance
Company here before estab-
lishing residence in Nashville.
Looby said of Bowen, "I am
very fortunate to obtain a man
of his influence to serve as my
campaign manager. He is well
known in political and civic
life of the state in which he
has participated more than a
quarter of a century."
Looby was unsuccessful in
his attempt to be elected to
the state supreme court as
judge during the Aug. 3 Pri-
mary election. Bowden was re-
cently elected executive secre-
tary of the state-wide Tennes-
see Federation of Democratic
Leagues.
In accepting the appoint-
ment, Bowden states that he
is happy to manage the cam-
paign to elect Atty. Looby as
councilman of the 20th Coun-
cilmanic district, a national
figure w h o has carved his
our country's struggle for free-
dom, was travelled today by
two young women beginning a
motor tour of historical sites Baltimore civic associations.
of general interest and of par- and Mrs. Jean Pittman, of
ticular interest to the Ameri-
can Negro.
Their choice of touring dates
is significant for 100 yeare ago
President Lincoln signed the
Emancipation Pr oc lamation
which freed American Negroes
from slavery. The Proclama-
tion went into effect on Jan. I
1883 and President Kennedy
has made special efforts to set
aside 1989 as a year of com-
memoration of the historic
event.
The American Oil company
is sponsoring a "Tour Ameri-
ca" informational project which
will highlight those places in
the United States that have
played a part in this great
American Heritage and has se-
Miss Sandra East, oflected
name in the history of Nash-
ville by his notable achieve-
ments and his dedicated serv-
ice to the community.
He further states that there
is no question as to whether
T.00by will be successful in
the race, however, he is de-
termined to pile up a large
majority in appreciation for
what his candidate has done
to make this community a bet-
ter place in which to live.
MI BIG "M"
Phone 523-1274 -ri.lecumos You
STEAKS - CHOPS - CHICKEN
AND SEAFOOD
OUR SPECIALTY
M. Donde, Prep.-255S. Wialiingion
•
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I F YOU HAVEANY •
•TROUBLE WHATSOEVER •
IN GETTING DRIVER'S LICENSE ji
TENN. STATE •




•• LEARN TO DRIVE••••••••
Baltimore. Md., a graduate of
Morgan State college in Baln
timore and a leader in many
Washington, D. C., a freelance
writer and the mother of two
teenage daughters, to make
this tow- and gather the neces-
sary historical and cultural in-
formation.
In addition to Boston, the
tour team of Miss East and
Mrs. Pittman will visit New
York City, Philadelphia, Chi-




I Dep•ndebl• • Courteous S•rvie•JA 5-7734
Louis, Memphis, TulOgee, At-
lanta and Washington, .D. C.
When you read about
Guy Morgan Jr. you could
be reading about mel
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1695 SWIFT
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Got a cold? 666 cold medicine will
NOW TREAT ALL
COLD SYMPTOMS.
666 gives extra-fast decongestant action because it's
liquid, no waiting to dissolve. Keeps you "regular" too:
There are 5 major symptoms of •
cold: stuffiness, satinets, fever,
constipation, and general "sick-
feeling." 666, the time-twited and
proven cold medicine, fights all 5.
No "one-ingredient" product can
do this. 666 was made especially
for colds.. .and only for colds. It
really works!
Th. fast decongestant action of
666 works through the blood
stream...reaching places where
nose drops and sprays can't pos-
sibly reach. It, paths laxative se.
tion keeps you "regular" during •
this critical time. The um:called
effectiveness of 666 has boos
proven to thousands of users.
When you have • cold, take
666, and Dee what real relief can be
Ilk.. Satisfaction guaranteed ...
or your money back. At all drug
counters, only 490. If you prefer
tablets, take 666 cold tablet....




3 Pc. Molded Luggage Set
Feather Weight—Extra Siurdy
esic
ow, modern, molded design. Handsome,
uff-resistant vinyl plastic coverings.
her glass reinforced shells. Matching
tioin case, overnight case and pullmon
ces• in forest green, charcoal grey or sea
hue.
1899
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Case, Lamp, & Table
Imagine! This wonderful offer includes a
Remington portable typewriter with fea-
tures you'd expect only at a much higher




































• Mixer With Juicer
and Meat Grinder
• 3 Tier Metal, Table
With Electr;c
Outlet
• 4-Pc. CannMer Set
g...LimxtHc,
Powerful 10-speed Dormever electric mix.'
sr plus everything sils• shown in this sen-
sational kitchen ensemble.
4 Cenvenient Memphis Stores
Other stores in Grenada, Miss., Ceeriath. Mist .
Nene*, Ark., Jort•sbere, Ark , ittleyf mid, Ky., Jack,on, Tenn
•
6. • ••• ...Rd, • • • • • W. 4•••••••04•41140 4t," V.;
Wag ea angal went down
al a pertain season Into the
00•18. end troubled the %ratan
%slipover then first after the
braiblbig f the wider step-
ped in was made whole of
whalsoeSer disease Is• had."
John 5:4
The month of November is
always one of mixed emotions
for me. I always associate it
with the passing of one of the
greatest figures I have ever
known. I was a freshman
teacher at Bishop college when
Dr. Joseph J. Rhodes, then
president, passed. In 12 months
of working with him I had
learned to appreciate him as
a man of stature. Few men of
any generation have ever
been able to rise to his stature
in my thinking. Never did he
content himself to do only that
which was popular. The peo-
ple of Texas and secifically
of Marshall still now benefit
from his labors. Like that
angel of years ago, he was an
angel who troubled the waters
that others might be healed.
In spite of the fact that he
was smarting under physical
handicaps himself he went all
out that others might live
through the sacrifices he was
making. The spirit he exhibited
is the kind each of us should
strive to show. In this day of
self-concern we need people
of his heart.
If one goes back a few
verses we will see that this
man had lain at the pool for
38 years. Each time the angel
came down and troubled the
water, someone else would
beat this sick man into the
water. We live in a day when
people are lying at pools
through our society waiting for
someone to disturb the water.
People in all walks of life are
encountering some type of
sickness. They are waiting for
some agency to come to their
aid that relief might be
wrought. -
It is at this point thatwe as
Christians take on new signifi-
cance. We must be so fortified
ourselves that we will be able
to withstand the temptations
of being successful. We must
be in a position to render a
real service to our day a n d
time that men of the fibre of
Livingstone, Pasteur, Schweit-
zer and the like must become
more numerous within our so-
ciety. Today we must think in
terms of the good we can do
rather than the goods we can
receive. As we trouble the
waters and make it possible
for someone else to be healed
we must lose self in the re-
wards that only God can give.
Life is a matter of mission.
All of us here are but mission-
aries striving through our tal-
ents to enrich the lives of all
of those with whom we come
in contact.
STIR THE WATER
The spirit of the angel com-
ing down to trouble the water
must become the spirit of each
of us. Today each of us must
start thinking in terms of
what good he can do to belief it
each of us. We clnnot forfeit
our mission here by inactivity.
We must fight the good fight
in interest of all those about
us. We must stir the water
about us and make it possible
for the people to become a
part of the abundant life.
Today we stand on the brink
Minister Reveals How
Sit-In Upsets Church
TALLADEGA, Ala. — The
agony of the Southern white
minister was personified in
Circuit Court here during the
hearing of an injunction
against integration leaders.
The Rev. John Willard Vess,
a Wesleyan Methodist pastor,
revealed the terrible conflicts
he had when three Negro stu-
dents knelt in at his church
last Easter Sunday.
Rev. Vess told Judge William
C. Sullivan that he asked po-
lice to arrest the students to
protect them from angry white
church attenders, including a
man with a knife.
UNDER COURT ORDERS
Judge Sullivan is holding a
hearing to decide if Talladega
college students a n d others
should be permanently barred
from taking part in integra-
tion activities.
The defendants are now un-
der a temporary order for-
bidding picketing, marches.
sit-ins, kneel-ins, and parades.
The order was issued after a
series of demonstrations last
April.
Rev. .Vess said there were
175 people in the church when
the student's walked past an
usher and down the center
aisle. The congregation was
standing and singing at the
time.
CONFUSION THERE
The minister related that
two men in the church, includ-
ing a professional football
player, wanted to drag the stu-
dents out of the church, but
he. Rev. Vess. stopped them.
Instead, he asked the Ne-
groes to leave because of the
confusion they had caused by
their presence. He said he did
this because he believes "God
is not the author of confusion."
Mr. Vess said in his state-
ment to the students: "I love
the colored race. I love the Ne-
groes, but there is a lot of. con-
fusion being caused and I
would ask you kindly to leave
to keep from being harmed."
The minister told the court:
"There was one man with a
knife. I knew that unless the
Negroes left of their own ac-
cord, they would have been
dragged out and there would
have been bedlam. I felt it
was for the protection of the
Negroes to let the police take
charge."
Police did arrest the students
but not the man with the
knife or those who threatened
to drag the Negroes out of the
church.
Mr. Vess also described the
effect of the incident on his
congregation. "Before the stu-
dents came in," he said, "there
was real spirit in the service
and people w er e thinking
about the Lord. But something
like this sort of takes the spir-
it out of you. We went on as
best we could and then dis-




Apple Cala a Willed
VINEGARS
CHAPLAIN VISITS
Soon after the service. Mr.
Vess was visited at his home
by Dr. Everett MacNair, white
chaplain at Talladega college.
"I felt that Dr. MacNair would
understand the burden on the
heart of a minister." Mr. Vess
said. "I would like to do any-
thing to get this straightened
out."
Yes. Live steam drives
natural vitamins and
minerals deep into each
white grain ... makes
each grain cook fluffier,
separate. A totally
new rice ... high in
food value with a fresh
new flavor. Try
VITAgrain... now.
CHURCH LEADERS MEET — Dr. Joseph B.
Jackson, president of the National Baptist
Convention, USA. inc., is seen in a private
audience with Pope John xxiss in the pen-
iff's private chambers. It is believed they dis-
cussed world peace freedom, better human re-
lations and the world's need for the influence
of the Christian church. Dr. Jackson, who Is
attending the Vatican Council as an observer,
has expressed great respect for the devotion
and Christian spirit of Pope John. Said he,
"We must not overlook the religious and
spiritual values of other leaders and peoples
who are not members of our particular church
or denomination. For people of different
groups are brought close together in their
devotion to Christ and in loyalty to His cross."
of social, moral and spiritua
decay. People have lost the
real meaning of these things
as they have affected society
today. We have become lost in
a sense of conformity. This
conformity has made for the
decay in our day and time.
We must rid ourselves of this
idea and dare to be different to
to the point that we can make
our contribution to a day that
will stand us in good stead
with our God and our fellow-
man.
The world today stands at a
point where we must trouble
the water and provide full
"CHRISTIAN WOMEN Facing
the World's Crisis" will be the
theme of annual Women's Day
at First Baptist Lauderdale on
Sunday, Nov. 11. The speaker
at the special afternoon pro-
gram at 3 will be Mrs. Mildred
P. Horne of 1602 S. Parkway
east. She Is a graduate of Ten-
nessee State university and a
teacher in the Memphis public
school system. Mrs. Borne is a
member of Avery Chapel AME
church.
growth for those about us .Ourond will be so until we rise up
every effort must be made to the demands placed upon us
toward the embetterment of by the broken hearts about us.
society as it is designed by
God. Contrary to the thinking
of many os us we must be of
that fibre that will enable us
to make a worthwhile contri-
bution to a day that is weigh-
ed in the scales and found






Th•r• is a reason why people
lik• to do business with •••. You,
too, will lik• our courteous treet•
went and desire to h•Ip you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P.M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Horns Owned - Hom• Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
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Examined and Supervised by
the State Department of
Insurance end Banking.
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161 S. Main, JA 1-6581
152 Madison, JA 5-7611
BUFFINGTON TAILORING CO.
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THIS WEEK'S PANTS SPECIAL AT PRICES YOU CAN
AFFORD. IF OUR PRICES DO NOT SAVE YOU MONEY.
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New Pastor Of Avery Chapel Is Civic Minded
The newly appointed pastor
of Avery Chapel AME church,
882 East Trigg eve., the Rev.
Peter G. Crawford, comes to
Memphis from Charlotte, N.C.,
where he was very active in
civic as well as religious at.
fairs of the city. He was nam-
ed to this pastorate during the
88th Session of the West Ten-
nessee Annual Conference of
the Ala church held here
Oct. 21.
Dr. Crawford, a native of
Mississippi, grew up in Detroit,
Mich. His higher education
was obtained at Wilberforce
university and Payne Theolog-
ical seminary.
He has held pastorates in
Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, and North Caro-
lina. In Charlotte, he was pas-
tor of Bethel AME church
three years.
Very active in the civic af-
fairs of the City of Charlotte,
he was chairman of the Church
Work Committee of the Char-
lotte Branch of the NAACP;
chairman of a TV Panel en-
titled "Charlotte Opportunity
Hour:" a member of the May-
or's Citizen's Committee; Par-
ticipant in a Preaching Cam-
paign, a weekly radio broad-
cast; director of public rela-
Now Solent Missionary
• Baptist Church






REV. WILLIE G. WILLIAM WILL DELIVER THE MESSAGc
6:00 P.M 
7:30 P.M  2nd Sunday Musical Each Mont Host of Visiting
Cheir'• and groups.
dons for the Kittrell Junior she majored in business ad-
college; director of public re- iministration.
tattoos for the Second Episco-
pal District of the ABU
Church.
Dr. Crawford has been en-
dorsed by the Second Episco-
pal District for the office of
editorship of the AME Review
of the AMC Church.
Ilias wife, Mns. Fannie D.
Crawford, is an active member
of the United Church Women
and a member of the board of
the North Carolina Group.
She is also area president of
the Women's Miuionary So-
ciety of the Western North
Carolina Conference of the
AME Church. She is a teach-
er in both the church and the
public school system. A grad- 1





YOU NEED HELP NOW — NOT NEXT YEAR
SPIRITUAL ADVISO
REV. C. W. F. JEFFERSON
Depressed Worried • broken klearied,
Lenely, Unhappy, U at Feelings,
Need Lave • Money Ptelslem•
• GOD CAN DO ANYTHING BUT PAIL •
SEND DONATIONS
Write 132 East 4Ith • Coil WA 4-0512 • Chicago 33, Ill.
FRIENDSHIP BAPTIST CHURCH
SEPTEMBER 16, 1962 at 7130 P.M.
F * • AIRS. SADIg HUNTER
Businoss Education Instructor at Tan A & I Rote Unlvirssity
and Renowned World Tremolo', In an !Imitations! 7'our of Thirty
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Get your NEW Quality Stamps Gift Book FREE!
72 Pages of Beautiful Gifts. in vivid color to satis-
fy your needs for home and family!
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DR. ROBERT H. BRAGG, has been named a senior mem-
ber of the materials sciences laboratory of Lockheed Missiles
and Space company's research and engineering organization
in Palo Alto, Calif. He will be in charge of the X-ray diffrac-
tion lab, supervising research in crystal structure and defect
structure of metals, ceramics, plastic and other materials.
graduate of Illinois Institute of Technology, Dr. Bragg work-




By CORTLAND R. RHEA
— A series of revival meetings
were held at Friendship Bap-
tist Church with Rev. W. M.
•Beaman, pastor of Pilgrim
; Baptist Church of Anniston,
• •• Ala. as the evangelist. Various
. 'choirs furnished the music.
i Rev. E. W. Norris is pastor.
' Langston High School Gold-
en Tigers football team with
Prof. Paul E. Christman as
coach, continues its win-
streak for the season by de-
feating the George Clem high
dchool eleven of Greenville,
Tenn., in a game played here
in Memorial Stadium recently
by the score of 196 which was
...sponsored by the Pro-to-Club.
• ill Rev. M. P. Linder, D. D.
; from Philadelphia, Pa., has
made his debut in the city,
• ais the new pastor of St. Paul
; A.M.E. Zion Church. He was
. transferred from the Phila..
46
 delphia - Bal A.M.E. Zion
Conference.
- . Mrs. Mattie Jones, mother
of Mrs. E. B. Collie has re-
timed to Birmingham, Ala.
, She has been visiting her
. "•daughter for the past three
'months. The Carver Kinder-
; „erten P.T.A. met at the Car-
ever recreation building Tues-
day, Oct. 16. The members
were entertained with a cov-
ered dish social. Rev. M. P.
Linder was accompanied by
his wife and daughter.
• Mrs. Frances Kilgore attend-
ed the East Tenn. and Va.
Zion Conference as a
; delegate from St. Paul A.M.E.
!' Zion Church, in Greenville,preen, pastor.
. .Tenn., recently. Brown's Creek Baptist
: 0 Rev. .1. F. Birchette, Jr., has Church presented its 4th Har-
; attended the Progressive vest of Gold Annual Tea. Rev.
I American Baptist Convention W. H. Murphy, pastor. Mrs.
. Inc., in Phidalphia, Pa. Florence Hicks, Chairman.
Rev. J. F. Birchette, and The women of the First
• Junior Choir, of Thankful Baptist Church, Maury City
Baptist Church conducted the gave their 2nd Annual White
service at Bethel Baptist House Tea on the Church
M.,,Church in Morristown, Tenn. lawn. The affair was largely
: •on the afternoon of Sept. 16. attended. Mrs. Mary Malone
i The Langston High School was directress. Rev. R. L.
I football team of this city won Drain, pastor.
; over the Douglas high school Robert Earl Foster Jr. ccle-
1, eleven of Bristol, Va., in a brated his 16th birthday re-
• grid game played there re- eently. Robert Foster jr. is the
cently, by the score of 26-12. grandson of Mrs. Ruby Guy.
" Prof. Paul E. Christman is He lives with his father in
. ' coach. Cleveland, Ohio.
• • • Mrs. Mattie Pinson of Flor-
JACKSON
1 ence, Ala., was 
a recent vis-
t ' By C. A. AGNEW itor in the home of her broth-
'. The Third Annual Fashion er and sister-in-law, Mr. and
Tea of the Helping Hand Club Mrs. W i 1 1 Steward at 230
1 of Greater Bethel A.M.E. Southern St.
. /Church was held recently in Mrs. Earnestine Brown o
; the lower auditorium of the 441 W. Franklin is at home
i
• church. Mrs. Bessie Alberta again and doing nicely after
! Swink served as mistress of having undergone a major op-
ceremonies. The program be- eration at Jackson - Madison
I :' gan with a selection—Helping County General Hospital.
Hand Club, invocation — Mrs. Mrs. Mattie Spight of 146
Mrs. Fred Campbell, a sister,
tha Collins, response — solo- ed after a very lengthy illness.
Moten, Welcome -.- Mrs. Ber- Eden Street is greatly improv-1
Mrs. Christeen Shelton of
IV. Mrs. Dorothy Springfield. Mrs. During this illness she has 
11 
Washington, D. C. and a host
Thelma Compton, owner and had the services of her sister, of other 
relatives and friends.
0 i 11
rooatol rwouf Cgoomeron'sakBeer 
for 
Mrs. Alma Cobbs of Toledo,r
Ohio; a nephew, Mr. Charles Mrs. F. A. Dobbins, Mrs. E.
1 the occasion having been in- Anderson of Chicago, Ill., who Ramsey, Mr. Frank Robinson
I troduced by Mrs. Odessia Wil- are still at her bedside and a and Mrs. A. D. Hardy who. . 1H who is also an accomplished friend, Mrs. Josephine Slaugh- served as mistress of ceremo-




. Beautiful solos were by Mr. Friends are hoping for the tor, Wallace 
Perkins, presi-
. -
' Thomas Howard, Mrs. Nettie continued improvement of dent, Mr. Isiah Savage, Co-
1
1 Taylor, Miss Bernice Sims and Mrs. Spight. ordinator.
11 Miss Zenola Williams. A duet Youth Day was held at Cain Sunday School promotion
by Mrs. R. T. Horton and Mrs. Creek Church. Mr. Willie Cox day was held at St. Paul C.-
Buck. The vivacious Mrs. Viv- of New Hope Baptist Church M.E. Church. 120 members of
Ian Bell of Berean Baptist was the guest speaker along tl.e Sunday School, 1 to 141
I A1 Church was narrator for the with other young people of years received Perfect Attend-
! 
Fashion show having been in- New Hope. The Rev. A. E ance Pins.
troduced by the charming Mrs. Freeman is pastor. Dr. Captolia Newborn of
. ; Gladys Frierson. The models The Laymen of Berean Bap- Lane College presented 20
1 •.' Included all age groups. The tist Church cordially invited Bibles from the Sunday School. 
: , & occasion was thoroughly en- the public to share with them to X members who were corn-
joyable. Mrs. Maggie Carver - in their presentation of "Ta- pleting 5 years of Perfect At-
president, Mrs. Jeffye B. lent Hunt Extravaganza." The tendance. Johnny B. Seals re-
Hearnton, supervisor, Rev. B. program consisted of Devo- ceived a Gold Certificate for
; S. Taylor, pastor. tion presented by the Ear 10 years of Perfect Attendance.
Ihi
Funeral services for Mr Shaw family, Musical selection Prof. L. R. Cunningham
Walter Springfield, 4 5 4 4 by Lane Tabernacle's Men's Treasurer of St. Paul Church
: I Woodlawn, Chicago, Ill., were Chorus and many _other Free received a Perfect Attendanceti held in the chapel of Rayner Lance artists. Among the ta Pin for 14 years. Rev. J. D
Funeral Horne - 41st Street lent Scouts were such prom!. Atwater - pastor, Mr. Carty
... 
at Cottage Grove. Burial was nent figures as Mrs. M. K Robinson - Jr. Supt., Mrs. M
In Burr Oak Cemetery. Mr. Smith, Mrs. M. L. Womack, L. Meriwether, Directress.
Mrs. Susie Ware of St. Louis,
Mo. came home for the fu-
neral of her nephew, Harry
Campbell she returned after




REV. W. w. HAMILTON
Betty Dawson, Myrtle Cum-
mings and James Patterson
were down at Jackson State
College for the Mississippi Vo-
cational - Jackson State game
recently. They were accom-
panied by Doug Dilworth and
Mr. John W. Patterson, sr.
Misses Patricia Dorsey and
Mildred Dilworth were chosen
as feature twirler for Jackson
State College Marching Band.
Mrs. Mattie Garrett and
Ronny along with James Pat-
terson and Charles Barnett re-
turned from their trip to the
Worlds Fair in Seattle. On
their way there they were






The first Sunday was reg-
uli r service day at Shady
Grove Baptist Church. That
afternoon was annual rally
program. Churches participat-
Springfield was a former Jack-
sonian. Survivors include his
wife, Mrs. Lacuelar Spring-
field, two sons, Clifford and
Porter Hopps, two daughters,
Dorthy Haskell and 
MattieBandy, two brothers, Mr. R.
D. Springfield, owner and op-
erator of Springfield's Gro-
cery and Mr. Elvernan Spring-
field both of Jackson; sisters
Mrs. Armelia McNeil of Jack-
son, Mrs. Mazell Bond, Mrs.
Josephine Grant, Mrs. Mary
Harvey all of St. Louis, Mo.,
and Mrs. Edman Norman of
East St. Louis, Ill.
Little Garland Lyons Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Garland
Lyons Sr. of East Baltimore
St. celebrated his 4th birth-
day recently. He was served
ice cream and cake with a
group of his little friends.
Mrs. Ezell Frye of 125 Jef-
ferson St. returned home re-
cently from Chicago, Ill. where
she spent a very extensive
vacation with her mother, Mrs.
Ihriet Eddings and an aunt,
Mrs. Lucile Riffe. Mrs. Frye
reported a very pleasant and
and pastor of Asbury Met 0-,
dist church in Holly Springs,
Miss., was guest speaker for
the revival held at Griffin
Chapel Methodist church Sept.
24 through 28. Rev. J. W. Mos-
ley, minister
Mrs. Mary F. Docking spent
last weekend in Louisville,
Miss., with her son and his





We are all happy to know
Mrs. Genola Redd is recuper-
oting nicely after undergoing a
serious surgical in July. She
is principal of Goodman school.
It will open soon.
The Mississippi Union Dis-
trict Mission Club met at
Goodman Baptist church the
fifth Sunday. It was not a
large attendance but the meet-
ing was very interesting, re-
freshments were served at the
close of the meeting. Mrs. W
W. Harman of Durant is presi-
dent.
Last rites of Mr. Ozell Fos-
ter at Georgeville Methodist
Church the fifth Sunday aft-
ernoon. Eulogy by Rev. W. L.
Mabry of Durant. He leaves to
mourn his passing, his wife,
two sons, one daughter, fa-
restful trip. ther and mother, one brother,
Women's Day observed ati and a host of other relatives
Blairs Chapel. The Rev. F. •and mends. Mr. Foster passed
D. Freeman of Cerro Gordo this life in Chicago in IC Rail-
Baptist Church was guest road hospital. He had been a
Speaker. Rev. N. Davis, pastor, long time patient. Burial was
Women's Day at Union Hill in the church cemetery.
C.M.E. Church. The following Rev. and Mrs. M. C. Billings-
churches participated in the lea attended the Whitefield
services. Cool Spring, Brown District Association at Dames-
Creek, Center Point, Isiah ens Baptist church, north of
Chapel, New Carmen, Cerro Starkville, last Thursday and
Gordo, Salem C.M.E., Berry Friday
Zion and St. Paul. Rev. F. L. The fourth Sunday was reg-
ular service day at Goodman
Baptist church. Rev. C. Bon-
nett delivered the sermon, was
enjoyed by all. Rev. F. L.
Gray is pastor
That afternoon was a won-
derful Usher Day program.
Mrs. Maggie Smith, of Pickens,
was guest speaker and was
S r alvery enjoyable. e v e
churches participated on the
program. Mrs. Pearlene Bil-
lingslea is president, Mrs .Lois
Garland is vice president.
Mr Willie James Chaplin
and Miss Lillian B. Lee were
married at the home of Rev.





Mr. Harry Campbell, of Jo-
say Creek community died in
October at Felix Long's Hospi-
tal after a brief illness. The
funeral was held Wednesday
at Josey Creek M. B. Church
with the Rev. M. R. Greene
officiating. He is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Johnnie Mae
Campbell, five children, his
mother and father, Rev, and
Mrs. Myrtle Smith of Wash.
By C. A. HAWKINS JR. Wilton. D. C. is visiting her
The Water Valley District mother, Mrs. Irene Bishop
Sunday School Convention was
held at Smith Chapel CME
church where the Rev. C. B.
Stribb is pastor. Sunday Mrs.
Zella Foster, Missionary pres-
ident was in charge of the
zone meeting. Your reporter
attended the meeting on Sun-
day.
Mrs. Myrtle Rivers of To-
ledo returned to her home aft-
er a 10-day stay in the home
of her sister, Mrs. Lillie Hawk-
ins, and her brother, Walter
Walters, at Oxford.
• Mrs. David Kerr, Mrs. Flora
Hawkins, Mr. 0. S. Spencer
and sister attended the zone




Mr. Houston McKell, prom-
inent resident of Starkville and
Oktibbeha county, died Thurs-
day morningg::IE TH ,gg,g,.
day afternoon while on his
place of employment. The fu-
neral will be held Sunday aft-
ernoon at Second Baptist
church at 2 o'clock.
Mr. Spencer McGee, of Los
Angeles, Calif., formerly of
Starkville, died Sept. 21. The
body was shipped here for bur-
ial and was funeralized Sun-
day.
Rev. M. D. Conway, Execu-
tive Secretary of the Upper
Methodist Conference of the ing in the program was very
Nashville-Birmingham Area, interesting. Dinner was serv-
ed at the church. Rev. R. C.
Sallis is pastor.
Goodman school opened last
Monday with a large enroll-
ment. The faculty members
are Mrs. Lois Garland, Mrs.
Bessie Pickens, Mrs. E. Book-
er, Mrs. Jennie Redd Walker,
a new member, Miss Hattie




MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD
Mr. and Mrs. William Allen
of Shreveport have enjoyed
an unusual pleasant vacation
which has extended into the
early autumn season instead
of their usual summer travel.
The Aliens are the parents of
Dr. Elbert E. Allen, papular
dentist of Shreveport.
Friends in Louisiana have
received invitations for the
marriage of Miss Jaye A. Dick-
son, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Elias L. Dickson of Detroit,
Michigan. Dr. Dickson is the
son of Mrs. Mildred Dickson
of Shreveport, Louisiana and
she is a retired teacher who
is well known throughout the
state.
Relatives and friends are
pleased to state that Mrs. Le-
na J. Purnell is improving
from her recent illness. Her
out-of-town children visited
her during the past two weeks,
this group included Mr. and
Mrs. F. H. Purnell and Mr.
and Mrs. S. E. (Billy) Purnell
of Houston, Texas; Mrs. Edith
P. Balton of Wichita, Kansas;
and a niece, Miss Fannie Jack-
son of Lobdell, La.
The sudden passing of Miss
A. Anita (Dollie) Daigre was
quite a shock to relatives and
friends. In addtion to the rela-
tives who were in Baton
Rouge to see Mrs. L. J. Purnell
and who were here for the
funeral of Miss Daigre were
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore (Ted-
dy) Lange, Sr. and Miss Cel-
este Fleming of Los Angeles,
California. These relatives, in-
cluding Mrs. Pearl D. Williams,
went or to Houston to attend
last rites for Dr. Hampton
Lange, former Baton Rouge
druggist.
Mrs. Eloise Williams Kelly
of Chicago accompanied her
cousin Mrs. Maud Cobb to
Baton Rouge for the inter-
ment of Mrs. Cobb's husband
Mrs. Kelly is the sister of Mrs.
Ivy Williams Boswell. Mrs.
Cobb is the former Maud Ri-
card of New Orleans.
Friends of the V. C. Thorn-
ton family in New Orleans
were saddened to receive the
news of the death of Mrs.
Thornton who was the for-
mer Ellen Caldwell, a scion
of one of Baton Rouge's oldest
and highly respected families.
Close- relatives here are Mrs.
Mamie Burch Lewis and fam-
ily.
A pilot Day Care Center for
children in the Park Area is
now open for service. This
project was established by the
Community Association for
the Welfare of School Chil-
dren (CAWSC). Mrs. M. D.
Izzard i directress with Mrs.
Myrtle Turner as assistant and
Mrs. F. Simms as Lunch Room
Manager.
In addition to volunteering
to adopt the painting and im-
provement of the outside of
the CAWSC Day Care Center
as a Council Project for the
1982-63 session, the Baton
Rouge Counbil, NCNW is busy
with plans for promoting its
First Annual Bethune Musi-
cal, Mrs. Charles H. Nobles is




MRS. MONETTE E. VAUGHN
The surprise party given in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Hardin recently, in honor of
her birthday, was quite an en-
joyable affair. It was sponsor-
ed by Mr. and Mrs. Sam San-
ders and cousin, Mrs. Samella
Sanders, of St. Louis, Mo.,
and,, $r. "and Mrs. Nathaniel
Sanaers of this vicinity. All of
these persons are relatives of
the Hardins. Guests present
were: Mesdames Cora Robin-
son, Pearl Fulce, Bertha Wade,
Nellie Sanders, and Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Vaughn. Ice cream,
cake, and pop were served.
Mrs. Hardin received some
very lovely gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Watts
of Chicago, Ill., were weekend
guests of Mrs. Geneva Kay.
Mrs. Kay and Mrs. Watts ac-
companied Mr. 'and Mrs. Char-
lie Webb to cape Girardeau,
Mo., to attend the centeniall
and cornerstone laving of the
A.M.E. church of which Rev.
Harris is pastor.
The Christian Community
Chorus rendered its monthly
program, at the Mt. Zion Bap-
tist church. A number of out-
of-town visitors were present.
Mrs. Geneva Kay and Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Webb ac-
companied Rev. Archibald
Mosely to St. Louis, Mo., to
attend the opening session of
the 108th Annual Session of
the A.M.E. Conference of
Missouri. The host church was
Wayman's Chapel A.M.E.
Mrs. Lorraine Garland at-
tended the funeral services of
her father who passed in Bar-
low, Ky., early Oct.
On the sick list are: Mes-
dames Hattie Hickman, Car-
rie Winston, Sarah Hayes,
Mollie Kyle and son, DeRoy
Kyle, and Mrs. Ola Jackson.
The Mt. Zion Baptist church
celebrated the first anniver-
sary of Rev. A. W. Conwell
as pastor, Sunday, Sept. 23rd.
Guest churches: St. John Bap-
tist church and pastor, Rev.
W. L. Reynolds, of Mounds,
Ill., and St. James A.M.E.
church of this vicinity. The St.
John Choir rendered the song
service. Rev. Reynolds deliver-
ed the message. Mr. Christine
Bell of Memphis, Tenn., was
guest of Rev. and Mrs. A. W.
Conwell and Mt. Zion Baptist
church, Sunday, Sept. 23rd.
Rev. A. Moseley and Mr.
Charlie Webb attended the
A.M.E. Conference in E. St.
Louis, Illinois. Mrs. A. Mosely
of Carbondale, Ill., served as a
substitute teacher at the Dun-
bar School for her husband,
Rev. Moseley.
Mrs. Fannye W. Webb at-
tended the funeral of her cous-
in, Horace Thompson, Wed-
nesday, Sept. 26th, at the Ruf-
fins Funeral Home in Cairo,
On the sick list are: Mr.
DeRoy Kyle and mother, Mrs.
Mollie Kyle; Mesdames Alice
Johnson, Ola Jackson, Carrie




Mr. and Mrs. Simon Trotter
accompanied Mr. and Mrs.
Stafford Taylor of Cairo, Ill.,
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Willie Smith, 71, died in the
V.A. hospital where he had
been confined for sometime.
srop-i.oua•witi
I was trained by the Seven Sisters of
New Orleans. I succeed where others
fall. FREE advice FREE. Send nomoney. PREIS advice. Send stamped
seitAddressed envelope to Ivory'sProblem Bureau. P.O. Box 52..p. St
Louis 15, Missouri.
8—Personals
CHRISTIANS. We need your prayers
& support to distribute Bible & Chris-
tian Literature to mankind throughoutthe United States. Write us todayChristian Workers, Brentwodd, Mary-
land.
BILLS PRESSING?? Free yourselffrom 'debt without borrowing. Full
authoritative instructions 62. CR EI)EXDept 14B I'. O. Box 1368. lie rlin genTexas.
Alabama
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
The Progressive Goodwill
Club recently honored their
wives and special guests with
a fabulous banquet at the Elks
Rest. Autumn colors were per-
fect for table arrangement.
The menu included cream june
peas, baked turkey with dress-
ing, potato salad, baked ham
the Annual Conference of the
A.M.E. churches of Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Cole-
man and mother, Mrs. Saun-
ders, of Chicago. Ill., visited
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Saunders
and granddaughter, Jacqueline.
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman motor-
ed to Memphis, Tenn., for the
weekend.
Rev. Carl McKay. former
pastor of the St. Paul A.M.E.
church, has returned to St.
Paul to serve another year.
On the sick list are: Mrs.
Mitt Mahones, Mr. Lonnie
Lewis and daughter, Mrs.
ROXi Ross, and Mrs. Donna
Tinsley.
Fire completely destroyed
the home of Mi s. Jones. The
house and its contents were a
total loss. A little two month
old grandchild was so severely
burned that it died within two
hours after entering St. Mary's
Hospital in Cairo, Ill.
Mrs. Lillie Shackelford left
Saturday afternoon for Chica-
go. Ill., where she will spend
about two weeks with her
daughter.
Funeral services for Rev.
D. B. Britt were held Sunday,
Sept. 23rd, at the Mt. Tabor
Baptist church where he was
a member. The pastor, Rev.
W. L. White, officiated. Rev.
Britt died at the St. Mary's
Hospital where he was a
patient for about one week.
Funeral services for Mr.
Horace Thompson were held
at the Ruffins Funeral Home
in Cairo, Ill., Wednesday, Sept.
26th. He died at the St. Mary's
Hospital in Cairo, Ill., Sun-
day, Sept. 23rd, after an ex-
tended illness. His sister, Mrs.
Nan Stewart, of Chicago, Ill.,
was at his bedside when he
passed.
Mrs. Irene Taylor is spend-
ing the fall and winter with




By WILLIE L. BOYETT
Rev. Samuel Brown of Rock-
ford Illinois preached the
gospel for St. Paul Baptist
Missionary Society Sunday
evening.
Homecoming day will be
celebrated Nov. 25th at the
church. Mrs. Willie Mae Perk-
ins is chairman.
Rev Clifton J. Brown de-
livered his last sermon Sept.
30. He is no longer pastor of
St. Paul Baptist.
Charles Boyette is recuperat-
ing after surgery at Chicago.
On sick list is Mrs. Gussie
Phillips, Willie Lewis, Mrs.
Mazor Green.
• 0—Speczai SOYVIC•11
TOT CAN oef A CASH LOAN
mall. Write: E. D Cs mpbe I I. Box579 Pro newick, Georgia. No post
13—Correspondence Clubs
F FOR FRIEHUS THOU DORT tINS,to Bile friendship club Just drop aline. Prestiege Friendship Club, P.O.Box 8564, Chicago 80, III.
LONELY ? BP., HAPPY. JOIN THEAmerican Club. CO. Box 757. Gary.Indiana. Send for information.
WRITE IFTZIFIRATrAi• ERTEN 0meet young & old. Info. writeC. M. Henriques, 20857 A.C.T. Fern.dale 20, Mirk
14—Instructions
TIVITIVE COURSE. CREDEN.
tills, Diploma. Free Informs tion.
Southwestern Institute Criminology,






Wanted to an ratan adeartatine in
the Memphis mutat. We pay 25 per
cent and 80 pit cant contract corn.
mission tel the dollar.
The New Tri-State Defender
138 A. Wellington Rt.
$Smphis, Tetmemee
32—Employment Egencies
'MAIDS—N.Y.—to SR. wk. Tirkoln
sent. John waiting. M 5 N ARO,
210 Post An,. Westbury. N. 1'
-"Ti 1_8 u of
Town Real Estate
2 WARM MoTICL STYLE ("A MINS
Mod, conveniences. Covert. Mini,
Owner nave In Chleago, yenta rnicaar.
1/efender, Box UM. 5400 & Mich
'with, crabapples, hot rolls, ice
cream and a variety of drinks.
The wives were showered
with gifts from their husbands.
Everyone enjoyed a delightful
evening. Club officers are Mr.
Robert Jones, Pres., Mr. Rol-
ley Widman, Vice Pres., Mr.
Harrison Gaddis, 2nd Vice
Pres., Mr. Isom Walton, chap-
lain, Mr. Albert C. White,
Treas., Mr. Joseph Robinson,
S.c., Mr. Lev McKinzie, Fi-
nancial Sec., Mr. Willie Rog-
ers, Business Mgr., Mr. George
Carr, Asst, Bus. Mgr., Mr. Rob-
ert Varn and Mr. E. Nelson,
members.
The Hudson Grow Savings
Club met at the home of Mrs.
Florence Akens Monday, Oct.
8, 1962. After the meeting the
club was served by the host-
ess. The menu included, fried
chicken, salad, macaroni and
cheese, green peas, hot rolls,
ice cream, cake, cold drinks,
candy and peanuts.
Funeral rites for Mrs. Mary
Pighler was held at Church
of Christ Tuesday, September
18, 1962 at 11:00 a.m. Eulogy
by Rev. Marks, Mrs. Pighler
departed this life, Sept. 13,
1002. She leaves to mourn her
passing three suns, 1 sister, 1
niece, 13 grand children, 1
great grand child, 3 great great
grand children and a host of
other relatives and friends.
Interment at Shadunilon Cem-
etery.
Mrs. Virgina Williams of
Cleveland, Ohio is vacationing
with her in-laws Mr. and Mrs.
John Thomas of Jonesboro,
and other relatives and friends
of the city.
Get wells wishes are to Mrs.
Annie Thomas, Mr. Silas Grif-
fins, Mr. Oscar Higgins, Mrs.




By L. R. MEYERS
Charlie Hood who has suf-
fered the duration of several
weeks illness is convalescing.
L. R. Meyers spent the
weekend with friends Allow
Wright and his son, Melvin
on the hog farm. Mrs. Muse
Bean, Sr., is on the sick list.
Number one workers Council
of the Village Spring Manly
District S. S. St B. Y. P. U.
Congress of which Mrs. R. P.
Boyd is chairlady were held
last week in Birmingham at
the Healing Sprint Baptist
—Church, Rev. A. N. Blackman,
pastor. Several members from
the Mt. Canaan Baptist
Church were in attendance at
the Congress where their pas-
tor, Rev. T. C. Williams, spoke
Sunday morning.
Services at the Mt. Canaan
Baptist Church, Rev. T. C.
Williams, pastor, were greatly
enjoyed throughout Sunday.
A great sermon was expended
by the pastor in the morning
worship. The afternoon serv-
ice featured an elaborate pro-
gram sponsored by the Young
people of the church. The
!Perry, Jr., of Birmingham, ,
guest speaker for the • . • 'dm
Other- visitors from
ham were Rev. C. Pa •
Mrs. Thelma Long and
Richard Warren.
The Mt. Zion A.M.E. Ch
Rev. L. J. Washington,
was host to several out
town visitors Sunday
came from far and near
joined the men in their
nual Celebration of Men's •
Mr. George Washington ,
guest speaker for the coma
Mrs. Rosa Lee Allen. who
(erect a light stroke Friday
doing fine. Seven candi•
for baptism were acknowledg
ed in the revival meeting *
at the Mt. Joy church. P
H. J. Lane did the preaching
Rev. A. D. Whittem• •
spent Saturday night with
and Mrs. Alvin Wiggian •
was a guest in the home •
Mrs. Mary F. Atkins, S
for dinner.
The Social Welfare clU
w it to Triinble Inn Sun•
evening for service.
Mr. James C. Wright,
Dyer, Tenn., was the guest •
Mrs. Ella M. Watson Sunday
Those who attended •
Walter Hopewell Pres.
in Dyer, Tenn., Friday
Saturday were Mr. Earl 'an
Archie Woods, Cloy Walker
Dolly Jones, Rev. M. J.
Mrs. Mary Fatkins, Mrs. Rua
estine Scott, Mr. J. W. •
Mrs. Carey Walker and
Charlotte Douglas.
St. Paul C.M.E. Mission •
ciety met at the church Tues-
day night about 7:45 with th
president, Mrs. Mary Lou Ha
milton presiding. Our less.
was taken from the 1st Chap-
ter of Genesis. Mrs. Ophella
Wainwright, teacher; Mrs.
Flossie Wyatt, treasurer; Mrs.
Mary Lou Hamilton, president;
Mrs. Alice Harris, secretary.
Mrs. Katie Watkins of Dy-
ersburg, Tenn., the mother of
Mrs. Odie Welch, Mrs. Mollie
Martin of Dyersburg, Tenn.,
Mrs. Odie's sister and Mr.
Acie Watkin of Gary, Indiana,
were the guests of Mr. and




Mrs. Lena Murray is a
patient in the Crisp Co. Hos-
pital. Funeral service for Mrs.
Bertha Boland was held at the
Pleasant Valley Baptist church.
Rev. L. Dean officiating. Her
survivors are a husband, Mr.
Clyde Boland, four sons, one
daughter, one brother, Mr. Joe
Bass and two sisters, Mrs. An-
nie Napier and Mrs. Gussie
Poole a host of nieces and
nephews.
Mrs. Josie Pryor, Mrs. Rena
Locket, Mrs. Hattie Allen and
Eula Mitchell attended service
at Piney Grove and Drayhton,
Georgia, the third Sunday.
Mrs. Sarah Adams Is
patient in the Crisp company
hospital. Mrs. Josie Pryor and
Mrs. Rena Lockett attendld
service at Mt. Carmon
church in Americus, Georgia,
young minister, Rev. W. M. last Sunday.






You can't buy freedom. For cash or
installments or any other way. It's not
for sale.
You can make a sound investment in
freedom, though, by investing in U.S.
Savings Bonds. Just $4.33 a week on
payroll savings where you work will
buy a $25.00 Bond each month.
As your savings grow, built up by
34% interest, you get closer to
financial freedom—a desirable state
for each of us if America is to be
financially strong.
At the same time, your dollars go to
work for another kind of freedom,
the kind you'll find fully described
in a document conceived nearly
two centuries ago at Independence
Hall.
Start buying Bonds where you work
now. When you do, you'll be joining
8 million Ameri-
cans who have
signed up for a reg-
ular share of free-
dom each month.
Keep freedom in your future with U.S. Savings Bonds
* The U.S. 00011/11116•Pli done net ear for this adnertifensont. The Ilinorl Ddimoron,ni• Moran The Adusrearniag Goma and onn usumpaper for their mend k support•
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
Pray For Peace On Veterans Day
Veterans Day this year will be
celebrated with a backdrop of globial
strife. A divided Germany will look
to,,the borders of India which are at-
tempting to prevent Communist
Cliina from edging deeper into its ter-
ritory. Infant states in Africa will be
chorusing louder and louder to the
tune of "A united Africa for and by
Africans." Viet Nam will claim the
attention of the United States of
America on the one hand while
greeter concentration will be directed
at the dismantling of long-range mis-
sile bases in Cuba to the chagrin of
Soviet Russia, on the other hand.
Under such a panorama, a detail
of United States Armed Forces men
together with a few government
functionaries and civilian dignitaries
—will appear at the tomb of the Un-
known Soldier, perform a brief cere-
mony — starting at 11 o'clock in the
morning: then stand with bowed
heads during a two-minute-long
silence in memory of all soldiers who
were called to duty, or gave their life
while bearing arms in the defense of
this country. A large ribboned wreath
will be placed at the tomb of the Un-
known Soldier before the services end
with an abruptness as precise as the
military start. This will take place on
Beginning And End
The political races has ended. The
beginning of terms as public elected
officials have started. We congratu-
late those candidates who won. Most
of you received our editorial endorse-
ment because we felt that you were
the best suited candidates available.
We will be just as interested in your
performance as we were in your vic-
tory at the polls.
.elected public officials you
havi been., entrusted with a great
pritIlege by voters who always main-
tain their right to recall you if your
performance in office warrants such
action.
Inhuman Treatment
NBC's report on Newburgh's
(N. Y.) relief folly was a spirited,
deVastating exercise. It was television
jotirhalism at its best.
: Nothing written here or anywhere
else could document the story of
Newburgh's inhumanity as persuas-
ively as the sight and sound of a
father breaking down in tears in the
presence of his wife and children as
he recounted the inhumanity and in-
dignity he had endured under New-
burgh's "get-tough" program.
Monday, Nov. 12 instead of on Sun-
day, Nov. 11.
What is now known as Veterans
Day was initially known as Armistice
Day. It was on Nov. 11 in 1918 that a
general armistice ended hostilities in
World War I.
The term "armistice" was right-
fully employed for that celebration.
Because it does not mean end of war.
But it simply means "a brief cessa-
tion of arms, by convention — a tem-
porary suspension of hostilities by
agreement or a truce (1914-1919)."
About 20 years later World War II
was underway (1939-1946). Nearly
four years later the Korean War was
in progress (1950-1953).
Above the beating of drums and
blaring of bugles; the twirling of ba-
tons; the tramp of measured footsteps
of marching units down main streets
on Veterans Day 1962 will be the
memories of wars fought and the
threat of wars to come.
Our memory of the horrors of war
is too short. Our lust for total con-
quest is too staggering. Too few seek
"peace on earth—goodwill to all man-
kind."
During the traditional two-min-
utes-long silence on Veterans Day, let
us pray for peace.
While your political race to the
office has ended — your greatest race
has a public official has just begun.
This is the most important race to
win. In most cases you have four
years to prove to voters that they
were not wrong in entrusting you as
as their representatives.
This newspaper will be just as in-
terested in publishing your violation
of public trust as it was in parading
your qualifications as candidates.
The Tri State Defender congratu-
lates the winners. For some of you
this could be the beginning of a long,
honorable political career — or the
end of public trust.
If there were those unmoved by
that episode, we guess we would
rather not meet them. Beyond that
was the dramatic confirmation of the
exposure which came last week from
the New York State Social Welfare
Department:
"Newburgh appears to have been
denying aid to persons actually and
legally in need."
We trust that Illinois will not pat-





Saturday before last I attended the fall
Camporee for the Boy Scouts in the Cen-
tral Division of Chickasaw Council, which
was held on the campus of Owen College.
The Boy Scouts and their leaders appeared
to have enjoyed the overnight camp and
cookout very much.
I was not pleased with what I saw. I
saw approximately 50 boys participating.
let there are approximately 10,000 Ne-.
groes who are in the age range to be eligi-
12e to join the Central Division.
' There is definitely something wrong
With the parents of these eligible boys.
There is decidedly something socially
wrong with the Churches in the areas
where these boys reside.
too BUSY
• For an instance, of the neary 500 Negro
Owned churches within the city limits of
Memphis only four troops from Churches
participated in the Camporee. They were:
; 'Troop No. 102 from Metropolitan
ChOrch, lead by Johnny Powell; Troop No.
119. from Progressive Baptist church.
traded by John Davis; Troop No. 129 of
ffeel Presbyterian Church, under the
supervision of Daniel Durr; and Troop No.
105-from Magnolia First Baptist Church,lima by Willie Horton.
:Another thing! Where were the fathers
of most of the Scouts who attended? Are
thelathers of these boys too busy to spend
an overnight camping trip with their sons?
WHAT EXCUSE?
I noticed that several men who either
did not have sons of camping age,or did
not have sons, participated. Mr. J. T.
Chandler, whose sons are far removed
from camping age, participated. I noticed
that Dan Partee, who doesn't have any
children—in fact, he is not even married—
was there doing his bit.
Furthermore I noticed that Willie Hor-
ton, Daniel Durr, T. W. Williams, Jerry
Johnson, Floyd Newsome, Lucious Gibson
and several others were concerned enough
to participate in the Camporee. They are
all busy men. They could have said, "We
don't have time."
Pastors of many of these churches
might try to find an unreasonable excuse
by saying "I'm not being paid to carry on
a Boy Scout program. That is why we
have seen to it that a professional Scout
man is hired as an executive to carry out
the Scouting program. Tell Mr. Percival
Venson McMillian about it. He's the Scout
executive."
PERCIVAL VENSON McMILLIAN
It is true that Mr. McMillian is the
Scout executive. It is true that he is being
paid for the job. But the success or failure
of him performing his job depends — al-
most decidedly upon individual and organ-
izational participation he can receive
from parents, Churches, community orga-
nizations and civic minded citizens.
What excuse will the Churches offer
for non-participation? What reason for
dereliction of civic duty will be advanced
by parents and other community workers?
Pardon me Memphis—but your neglect
of the Boy Scout Program Is showing.
JACKIE ROBINSON
All True Americans
Back JFK In Crisis
THE ADDRESS BY the President on
the current world crisis was magnificent
and stirring. Every true American will be
willing and anxious to back him in his
decision to draw a line and dare the
enemy to step across. We have been all
too patient in our reactions to the Soviet-
backed Castro Government.
I am sure that there are many peo-
ple who are weary of hearing those of us
who are constantly repeating that Ameri-
ca and the Western nations are missing
the boat with the newly-liberated African
people. Mrs. Roosevelt, Chester Bowles,
Nelson Rockefeller and the most enlight-
ened editors have been saying, over and
over, that we must clear up our own race
problems in America if we are to win in-
ternational respect.
Even if some of us are tired of hearing
this, we had best heed it — especially in
light of the perilous international situa-
tion which confronts us.
I don't think there could be a better
example of the truth of this point of view
than an analysis of the recent visit of
Premier Ahmed Ben Bella, head of the
Algerian Government.
Consulted Dr. King
YOU WILL recall that, when the Al-
gerian Premier came here, the first thing
he did was to consult with Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., on the interracial prob-
lem in America. He saw Dr. King before
he spoke with the President. The Premier
made no secret of his admiration and re-
spect for Dr. King's leadership in racial
matters.
Traditionally, when foreign diplo-
mats come to this country, they maintain
a polite silence about such things and the
State Department — in all administra-
tions — has always been careful to steer
them away from seeing or commenting
on the evidences of the cancer of Amer-
ican prejudice.
When Premier Ben Bella got to Wash-
ington, he was given the full treatment
by Mr. Kennedy. Rarely does the head of
a visiting government receive the warm
sort of reception he was accorded. If you
recall, even little. Caroline Kennedy got
into the act.
Praised Castro
IT WAS ALSO significant that, in
spite of the red carpet treatment given
Mr. Ben Bella, he immediately took off
for Cuba and was photographed under
the most amiable circumstances with Mr.
Castro whom he praiesd highly.
This should make us think.
It should make us aware even more
deeply that there is a great deal to be de-
sired in the view of the African people of
this nation of ours. How can you have a
dark skin, anywhere in the world, and not
be affected by the strange story of James
Meredith?
How can you believe in a country —
no matter how much you wish to believe
— which says it is for freedom and which
has so much dirty washing hanging out in
We Need Allies
its Southern backyard?
IN THE DAYS ahead, we are going to
need all the friends and allies we can get.
If we can't see that it is moral and
decent to treat the Negro as a human be-
ing, we had better get ready to realize
that we shall have to do so as a matter of
self -nerservation.
When Mississippi explodes and when
a Negro is denied a . job or an apartment
because of his race, Mr. Ben Bella and
millions of others throughout the world
cannot help feeling like the Chinese laun-
dry man who hung out his sign on his
window during the Harlem riots some
years back.




I read the article entitled
"See Racism As Church's
Worst Shame" in your Oct.
9 edition of the Defender. I am
glad that you recognized the
editorial in the Chistian
Century because it does print
the truth and the general
public should read it as soon
as possible.
Religious segregation is one
of the worst sins that man can
commit. Christians should be
as close together as possible.
We should worship together in
peace and harmony in order
to strengthen ourselves
against the evils of the world
and the contempts of Satan. I
think that something should
be done immediately to stop
the segregation practices of
our churches.
To deny a fellow Christian
the right to worship in the
church of his choice is nothing
but a sin. Why would a person
who calls himself a Christian
deny his brother or sister the
right to worship in the church
of his or her choice? A Chris-
tian is supposed to believe in
God. A true Christian is a be-
liever of righteousness and he
strives day by day to influ-
ence his felloWntan to follow
Jesus. • .
I don't think a true Chris-
tian has time to frown on the
color of any person. Evidently,
we have a lot of false Chris-
tians in this world. I don't
think the majority of our
fellow citizens really believe
In God. It seems as if they
build and attend beautiful
Churches and cathedrals midi'
ly to raise their "social" status.
I sincerely hope that the
false Christians soon will wake
up and really accept Christ. I
hope they will eventually
understand that human beings
in this world weren't meant to
be segregated from one an-
other.
The only planned segre-
gation will be when God
separates the Christians from
the pagans on the Judgement
Day. That will be the time for
segregation—not now.




Why must the Negro race
have as a member of it a man
by the name of Elijah Mu-
hammad? What beneficial pur-
pose has he been to us?
We are classed today as a
minority race in the United
States. Since we are classed
as a minority group, we are
fighting very hard to gain
the respect, equal opportuni-
ties, liberty under the law,
and the full citizenship that
are legally ours as American
citizens. We are trying to
fight as peacefully as possible
to attain our goal. We are not
trying to run the white peo-
ple out of the lend that is
legally theirs, as well as ours,
nor are we tryinii to attain
a position whereas we can de-
ny them their rights. We only
wish to become first class citi-
zens audio be treated as such.
I think the entire world knows
this.
This tliJah liuhammad has
the wring idea about the'
whole4lissig. Re wants to run
• 1
a race of people out of their
homeland. He wants to lower
the status of the Negro race
by converting it into a race
of people-haters. He couldn't
have any Christianity within
him because he is of such a
violent nature. He calls upon
the Negro to stand up and
fight like a man to rid the
earth of the white man. Yes,
we should fight like a man,
not to rid the earth of the
whites, but to promote a much
better understanding between
us and the white people in
this country. If we should
fight like Muhammad wants
us to fight for the purpose for
which he wants us to fight—
we won't be fighting like
men. Instead, we'll be fight-
ing like beasts. I'm quite sure
that no Negro wants to be
labeled a beast.
Muhammad wants to bring
an end to segregation in a
hurry. So do the rest of the
Negroes. But, if we should
try to end segregation the
way Muhammad's plans call for,
there will be no people left






I am taking the liberty of
writing you on the somewhat
controversial subject of birth
control. I deeply feel that
those elements of the popula-
tion which believe in birth con-
trol and want it, should have






y NAT D WILLIAMS
YOU BETTER READ
LeMoyne College. here in Memphis, is
a first class institution of higher learning.
Ask anybody who knows the facts about
good colleges, and you'll find ready agree-
ment that LeMoyne rates with the best.
Check the records of LeMoyne. graduates.
They'll tell the same story of the excel-
lence of the training they received at one
of the Mid-South's oldest Negro educe,
tional institutions.
So, it's no surprise to learn that Le-
Moyne is way out front on a matter of
intense importance to educators every-
where. LeMoyne has instituted a reading
project of great potential for this year.
The college's administrators haVe launched
a program designed to bring concentration
of their students on the real meaning of
real reading. And from here that "real ‘e
meaning of real reading" means the ability
to secure ideas from what is read . . . the
ability to formulate ideas from what is
read . . . and the ability to express ideas
in effective, understandable language.
"Reading makes a full man," somebody has
written. And that's right.
THE PRINTED PAGE
In a recent conversation with Dr.
Hollis Price, president of LeMoyne college,
a sketch of the LeMoyne Plan for Reading
was obtained. Mr. Price said the high-
lights of the Plan include the naming of a
"Book of the Semester." All students in
thecollege are required to read that par-
ticular book. During the semester, book
reviews are given, panel discussions of the
book are held, and various other steps are
taken to insure that the students not only
pronounce the words of the "Book of the
Semester." And , by "pronouncing the 
words of the book," attention is being 
in
called here to the unfortunate fact that too
many folks conclude that they are read-
ing when they only pronounce or go over
the "words" on the printed page.
There's more to reading than that.
Someone has said "reading is getting
thought from the printed page." And some-
body else has said, "reading is putting
thought in the printed page." Both are
right.
If you'd like to note the difference be-
tween "pronouncing words," and calling
it reading, and truly reading with the
mind's being stimulated and enriched as
a result, have some average student or
even adult, read a fairly serious passage
from a book or newspaper, then ask him
to tell you what he has read .. . giving an
interpreation of the text. Then, ask him to
tell you his personal reaction to the pass7 •
age he has read.
PET PREJUDICE
Ten to one he'll have to re-read the
passage ... this time to try and "read" the
words, he has just "pronounced," either
orally or silently. Try somebody and see'.
Or better yet, test yourself.
The LeMoyne reading program is
apparently calculated to lead LeMoyne
students into that rich realm of ideas, conr
tamed in sensible, or would-be sensible
books. All books aren't good books. But all
books contain something worth observing
. . . even those that go counter to some 
pe
prejudice . . . even those which may take
the position that the Negro ain't as good
as something that the cat dragged in.
The important thing is the idea that
books contain. If a book is without an idea
... which is a rarity. .. then a good reader
will know it, because he picked up the book Ak
seeking ideas . . . whether ideas relatinggr
to science, politics, entertainment, or what-
have-you. "Good literature" is writing that
benefits a body. So any book worth reading
is "good literature." Of course, there are
"better" and "best" literature ... two other
categories into which one may place his
reading matter.
The LeMoyne Reading Plan should,
if nothing else, lead LeMoynites toward
becoming discriminating readers, by guid-
ing them in the techniques of searching for
ideas in the books they read. They should
be able to read a book and be able to give
their reasons for agreeing or disagreeing
with the writer. They should be able to
choose their books like they choose their
Mod, proceeding with the educated per-
son's knowledge of what is best for nour-
ishment and growth.
PROPHET BALAAM
The LeMoyne program suggests a prac-
tical approach to a long needed awaken-0
ing among Negroes in particular. There are
too many "literate illiterates" in the race.
There are too many Negroes who are walk-
ing symbols of what the writer meant who
said, "A little learning is a dangerous
thing." They are the type Christ was re-
ferring to when He said, "They have eyes
but they see not, ears but they hear not."
Too many degree-holding Negroes roam
the race, who haven't read anything
worthwhile since the last required assign-
ment in English to complete their college
course. They went through college without
an idea and came out without one.
Yet, such folks are placed in positions
of responsibility, and continue to clutter
up the world with intellectual density . . .
the "educated fools" to whom the old
folks referred . . . the pretentious idiots,
who can use two or three sentences cor-
rectly . . . look intellignt . . and still bell
as dumb as the animal the Prophet Balsam


















































































































































































































Other People's Mortgage Bankers Plan Big t'•
BUSINESS Push e FornewaNegro Home Loans of asaoci
By A. L. FOSTER
Executive Director, Cosmopolitan Chamber of Commerce
1111111111111111211111111011111011111111111111111111111111111111011111111011imingingaigis1111111111111111111111111
Capacity Crowd
DESPITE THE FEARFUL threat of war, a near epidemic
of influenza, a hot political campaign and a month literally
tilled with dinners ranging from $10 to $100 per plate, a ca-
pacity crowd, composed chiefly of business people, filled Mc-
,Cormick Place for the Cosmopolitan Chamber of Commerce
banquet.
The speakers' table was pretty hard hit with Ira J. Bach,• commissioner of the Department of City Planning, a victim
of the flu, and Virgil Gunlock, chairman, Chicago Transit
Authority, and Seymour Simon, president, Cook County Com-
mission, called into an emergency meeting on civil defense.
. H. W. Carver, president of Great Atlantic and Pacific
Tea Company, and Harley V. McNamara, retired president
of National Tea, were attending the annual meeting of the
-.National Association of Chain Stores in Denver, but A & P
was represented by M. E. Pierce, a vice president, and Mc-
Namara by John Findley, divisional manager.
A & P was given an award for being the first chain com-
pany to employ a Negro above the level of a menial, and Me-
4gamara for being responsible for upgrading the first Negro
:itore clerk to a manager.
Most comments regarding Dallas Mayor Earle Cabell's
address have been favorable although a few felt that he over-
emphasized the role which people "representing the middle
position" must play. These express the opinion that Negroes
must be even more militant and that what some people refer
to as "extremism" cannot be applied to Negroes who are
simply fighting for those rights guaranteed under the Consti-
iution.
Chamber members are indebted to William Baxter Col-
a' Ler, general chairman, Anthony A. Poliquin, Jr., of Horders
IP 'to-chairman in charge of arrangements, Millard Robbins, co-
'Chairman, and Josie Brown who recruited a bevy of charm-
ing young women to serve as hostesses.
Assisting Miss Brown were Mesdames Jacqueline Moore,
Foretine Albright, Louise Chambers, Alma Pryor, Elizabeth
Shannon, G. T. Wood, Doris Worthington, Dorothy Bingley,
Alfred Bishop and Wilbur Thomas. Also, making themselves
very useful were Beverly Williams of the Chamber staff, and
Willena Sutherlin, a young woman attending Du Sable High
school.
Board chairman George S. Harris urged the attendants
to become active members of the chamber. It is anticipated I
that many persons who are eligible but have not participated




about my little village of Glen-
Poe have caused much discus-
sion about prejudice in that
northshore community. Sev-
W eral Glencoe residents of both
races who are making an hon-
est effort to improve human
relations, take exception to
my claim that conditions have
ehown little improvement since
the days when the "syndi-
cate," controlled by Negro-
haters, was trying desperately
to drive Negroes from the
community and when anti-
Semititms was at its hateful
height.
- It is true that there is now
Negro teacher of mathemat-
ics in an elementary school
and a Negro on the police
rforce. Incidentally, the Negro
jpoliceman had the highest rat-
ing of any who took the ex-
amination at the time he did.
'Several Negroes hold good
jobs with the post office.
Through political pull sev-
eral Glencoe Negroes have ap-
pointments in county jobs. Job-
wise, Negroes have made some
advancement. Thanks to the
victory of my own family in
the U.S. District Court, Ne-
groes use the facilities of the
beach without difficulty, at-
tend the one movie house and
eat in all places serving food.
There are no taverns — that
is none operated openly.
But the spirit of the town
hasn't changed. At least not
perceptably. The boundaries of
the "ghetto" are rigidly re-
tained. White folk still show
their contempt as they en-
counter Negroes on the trains.
The air of Nordic superiority
prevails.
And, as I said before, the
ghetto is becoming a slum, not
in the deterioration of prop-
erty, but in the violation of
zoning laws and through de-
moralizing influences. I still
say that Glencoe is no longer
a community which I will rec-
ommend to my friends.
War On Dirt
REV. PAUL E. TURNER, coordinator fo
r the Mayor's
Citizens Committee for a Cleaner Chicago, 
and the Cosmopoli-
tan Chamber of Commerce's 43rd, 47th 
and 51st street area
units are developing plans for a gigantic
 campaign to im-
prove sanitary conditipns in the area 
bounded by 39th, 55th,
State and Lake Park.
.; The first step will be to involved 
business people, both
members and non-members of the Chambe
r. A brochure ad-
dressed to "Mr. Chicago Busines
sman" entitled "Cleanup
Isn't Monkey Business—It's Good 
Business," is being distri-
buted. Prepared by the Citizens 
Committee for a Cleaner
. Chicago it says In part:
. "As a businessman, you know
 that cleanup is common
•. sense! If you'll forgive our pun . . 
. you know that a cleaner
Chicago not only makes sense—it makes 
dollars too, for our
'business community, by attracting more 
people—shoppers—
Rspenders. The surest way to make YOUR 
business a natural
' magnet for more customers is to 
doll it up . . . package it
. prettily . . . and, above all . . . 
to keep your property im-
- maculately clean."
New Business Associate
A HEARTY WELCOME to
George Altman, known more
popularly for his baseball skills
with the Cubs, but now as a
•
businessman associated with
'Divine & Fishman, securities
9house at 134 S. La Salle. Alt-
-'man visited our office a few
days ago and attended the
r banquet.
I learned that he will soon
be a full-fledged registered
ripresentative, dealing in
6stOcks, bonds and securities.
He will also be qualified to
'deal with commodities. Al-
Proud Of Officer
IF CHICAGO HAS many police officers like John Doby,
we have every reason to feel proud and secure.
Several weeks ago, Officer Doby called to say that he
had found my wallet and would bring it to me He did and
I was delighted to have a rather long chat with him. 
First,
I suggested that I was greatly indebted to him because 
the
wallet did contain valuables—all of which were intact.
I suggested that I show my gratitude by at least refund-
ing him what the trip had cost. With pride he said, "I only
did my duty as a police officer and could n
ot possibly accept
0, an award of any kind." Then he added, "Of course, even if Iwere not a policeman, I would have returned the property."
• It wiisn't so much Officer Doby's honesty that impressed
1 me but his ambitions, his pride in his job, his outlook on life
as disclosed in our conversation. Officer Doby is one of Chi-
cago's finest.
though "sold" to St. Louis
Altman proposes to continue to
make Chicago his home and
plans to become an active Cos-
mopolitan member.
He is an Alpha Phi Kappa
and a member of the BOard
of the Boys Club of Woodlawn
where he will give volunteer
service. At the banquet he sur-
prised the Hyde Park High
School choir with his appear
ance before they entered the
main dining room to render
their selections.
money for Negro home-
owners may be open in the
near future.
This is the belief of the
United Mortgage Bankers of
America, headed by Dempsey
J. Travis, and composed of Ne-
gro financial institutions.
In February, some 40 Negro
financial leaders from 25
states, plan to spend three
days in New York and another
three days in Washington,
D.C., to talk to officials of
leading white insurance com-
panies and savings banks.
Not ony will this group of
businessmen seek mortgage
loans for all qualified Negroes,
but they will also ask each
institution to state its policy.
PLAN BOYCOTT
Those institutions that fail
to allow the Negroes the same
rights as whites in borrowing
money will be boycotted, Trav-
is maintains.
Also expected to bring pres-
sure on the white institutions
is the formation of more Ne-
gro owned banks and insur-
ance companies. Although
they will only be able to lend
a small number of persons
money for mortgages, they
will still take money from the
white institutions.
After a study of real estate
transfers in Cook county,
Travis reveals: "Commercial
banks, union pension funds
and life insurance companies
are scouting all over the coun-
try looking for sources of high-
er investment earnings, but
they're almost completely
overlooking a market that is
screaming to be discovered—
mortgage loans on Negro
housing."
Of the 141 commercial banks
and 225 white life insurance
companies in Chicago, almost
none of them made loans to
Negroes. Only 10 per cent of
the 241 white savings and loan
anions made money
available to Negro potential
homeowners.
"TOUCH TIME"
Not willing to admit that he
will not give money to Negro
applicants, one Southside bank
president said, "The money we
lend is not our own, and we
must invest it in sound paper.
Negroes just have a tough
time meeting our mortgage
standards.
"They generally lack job se-
curity, are burdened with in-
stallment debt and offer us a
substandard house for collat-
eral. Often these houses don't
even qualify for adequate fire
insurance or federal backing
of the loan."
Of the 255 life insurance
companies approached to name
a Negro firm as loan corre-
spondents (a local concern that
finds mortgage business for an
insurance company), none
have agreed to do so, Travis
explained.
It is not unusual for local




A Negro real estate broker
in Atlanta stated, "Some large
life insurance companies we
have approached insist they
don't discriminate against Ne-
groes, but when a fully quali-
fied Negro borrower seeks a
mortgage loan from a corre-
spondent, he is turned down.
"We complain to the home
office and generally the loan
is approved. Then the next
Negro applicant is turned
down. It gets to be a very frus-
trating situation."
Competing against such sit-
uations by setting up their
own financial institutions, one
Negro leader in New York de-
clared, "We have taken away
enough Negro customers from
these institutions to make
'them realize they can't just 000 to 766.000.
take Negro savings and not of-
fer loan services in return."
Another in Los Angeles
maintains, "There has been
no real shortage of mortgage
money for Negroes in our area
for the last two and a half
years because of the rapid
growth of Negro savings and
loan associations. White sav-
ings and loans are competing
openly for the Negro mort-
gage market."
Throughout the U.S., Ne-
groes own 19 banks, 27 say-
ings and loan associations, four
mortgage banks and 50 life
Insurance companies. A few
weeks ago, a group of Negroes
received a charter for a new
bank in Houston, Texas.
Conceded white Houston
money lenders, "We're not ad-
mitting it publicly, but we're
beginning to make an effort to
show our Negro customers
that we're interested in lend-
ing to them. In the past we
haven't been interested in
making mortgage loans to Ne-
groes."
In Atlanta, a savings and
loan association psesident con-
fided:
"For both economic and so-
cial reasons, we don't make
loans to colored people mov-
ing into all-white or transi-
tional neighborhoods. We owe
it to our stockholders not to
risk their money on such prop-
erties. We also have to con-
sider impairment of the value
of the mortgages we already
hold in those areas."
In an effort to disquiet the
fears of whites, Negro leaders
explained that if whites didn't
panic and run, the property
values would not drop.
The leaders also pointed out
that Negroes do not have ex-
cessive defaults. They also de-
clared that between 1950 and
1960, the number of Negroes
earning 85,000 rose from 43,-
Frosh At U. Of Georgia
Take Snubs, Studies In Stride
(Special to the Defender)
ATHENS, Ga. — What is
it like to be a freshman—
the first Negro freshmen at
the University of Georgia?
Two boys and two girls
can answer, if there was some-
thing to tell. Their united re-
ply to the question is "There's
really nothing to tell."
But it was a different story
when Charlayne Hunter, now
a senior, and Hamilton Holmes,
also a senior, enrolled as the
first Negro students in Janu-
ary. 1961.
Until school authorities took
a firm grip on the situation,
there were riots on the cam-
pus. Last September, when the
freshmen enrolled, they were
lust four students among 9.000.
OTHERS ARE PLEASED'
Charlayne and Hamilton both
agreed that they were "well
pleased" that more Negroes
had entered the university and
hoped "many more will take
advantage of the excellent ed-
ucation facilities of our state
university system."
The four freshmen are Har-
old Black, an 18-year-old hon-
or graduate from Atlanta; Alice
Henderson, 18, Kerry Ruskin,
17, both high school honor
graduates, and Mary Blackwell,
of Athens.
The reason there's nothing
to tell, a 21-year-old white
graduate coed says is that
white students are not "neces-
sarily Ignoring the Negroes:
they just plain don't notice
them."
She continued, "There is a
small minority of students who
still feel antagonistic toward
Negroes in general and there-
fore to Negro students at
Georgia in particular.
MINORITY TRIES
"There is a small minority
of students," she concluded,
Georgia students pay very lit-
tle attention to anything," was
the quick reply of another
student.
Like all the other students,
the four freshmen use all the
university facilities. They
usually eat in the dining hall
because all freshmen are re-
quired to buy meal tickets.
The four freshmen have been
excluded from most social af-
fairs, except those given by re-
ligious organizations.
Miss Ruskins said, "We are
probably better off than most
students in that we have so
little to keep us from our stud-
ies."
Black, Ruskin end Miss
Henderson are required to at-
tend dormitory meetings and
parties because they live on
the campus. Miss Backwell
lives at home.
The two coeds, who live on
"who are conscientiously try- campus, share an apartment
ing to break down barriers of with Charlayne. It is located
tension and antagonism." on the first floor of Center
"What she means, is that Myers hall, a freshmen dormi-
tory.
To questions about their life
on campus, the freshmen's an-
swer is short and curt, 'Things
are just fine."
They are more enthusiastic
on questions about their class
work and the Georgia football
team. They are quick to say
that they are just four of 9.000
students trying to get through
"that rough Fall quarter."
Of the four, the only one tak-
ing part in extra-curricular ac-
tivities is Black, who plays
Illinois Federal Set
Illinois Federal Savings and
Loan Assocation reported that
August will one of the most
successful savings months in
its history, reversing the pat-
tern of most associations, for
which August is a poor month
for savings.
In 21 business days, starting
with the opening of its new
headquarters at 4619 So. Park-
way, the association reported
$709,023 in gross savings and
the opening of 1,027 new ac-
counts.
Despite the usual heavy Au-
gust withdrawals for vacations
and other summer spending, net
savings gain for the month was
2272,000. In other year s,
August has accounted for as
near record performance, by
an Illinois Federal spokesman.
During that time a choice of
attractive premiums for sav-
ings was offered.
"Because of the public re-
sponse, much of it coming in
September after the special
offer ended, we have decided
to renew the premium pro-
motion," the spokesman said.
During all of November, a
choice of gifts will be offered
for new accounts of $200 or
more.
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
lake Him ititallOittl, And fetes life
di  °reparation IlUSAIOSIX Inv
• *hoes sestet 'ease. all • PHTS1
IAN, WIWI A only 5500 fei • 2
emit teittahr Mense-bstir It net firth
silo' I IstIlas. time COO Owl
o Monty O'de' NOW
THE RUMTOREX CO.
731C 113th St.. Bell I
If Itching, Stinging Skin Misery
Much as $75,000 in withdrawals Gives You No Rest ... Get Relief
in excess of savings.
m
The grand opening of its new
illion - dollar office w a s Like Thousands




Nowl You San get the fast relief you need
from nagging backache, headache and
muscular aches and pains that often <noise
retitless nights and miserable tireri-mo
feeling.. When the,. dierornfortli row, on
with over-exertion or stress and strain
-- you want relief - want it (anti A not her
dintorbance may be mild bladder irritation
following wrong food and drink-often net-
tins, op a melon uncomfortable feeling.
Doan's em. work fast in a separatf
Ways, l•brsPoerly pain-relieving action to
ease torment of nagging backache, head.
ache., tninteular ache, and fining 2. by
soothing effect on bladder irritation. A. by
mild diuretic action tending to increase
output of the 16 miles of kidney tithes
Enjoy • good night'. sleep and lb.
same happy relief milliona have for over
80 year.. Large, economy elaa eaves money
Got Dosn's rills today!
Quickly Relieves Itch-








Thousands of people all over
the world praise Black and
White Ointment for its sooth-
ing relief of itching, stinging
skin misery. You, too, can en-
joy this grand help. Today,
try Black and White Oint-
ment—over 51 million pack-
ages sold! Large 75c size con-
tains 4'i, timea as much as
regular 35c size. Thal size 2Se
And to keep your skin clean.
use mild Black and White
Soap. It thoroughly removes
surface grime, leaves akin
feeling fresh and firmer.
GETTING READY for her panel appearance
at the National Association of Market Devel-
opers meeting in St. Louis, Louise Prothro
(kill, senior home economist for Pet Milk
company, selects • chapeaux or two from
Atlanta's millinery designer Lillian Head. Mr's.
Prothro, at marketers session, served on panel.•
with business experts who discussed "How in
Sell the Negro Market." Harvey Russell, vice
president of Pepsi-Cola, was guest speaker.
Rhodesia Head Vows To End Bias,
Sees African Control In 15 Years
(Special to the Defender)
UNITED NATIONS, N.
Y. — The Prime Minister
of Southern Rhodesia vow-




Bindley C. Cyrus, acting
chairman of the Board of Di-
rectors and president of the
Victory Mutual Life Insurance
Company, announced that Miss
Cleopatra Robertson, 9228 S.
Pannell ave., was appointed
assistant secretary of the com-
pany.
Miss Robertson began her
career with Victory Mutual in
1948 in the addressograph de-
partment and worked her way
up to the Accounting Depart-
ment in 1956.
At one time or another, she
has efficiently served in every
department of the company.
In 1956 she was made secre-
tary to the president, a posi-
tion she held until 1961 when
she was appointed chief ac-
countant.
Educated in the public
schools of Chicago, she attend-
ed Northwestern University
where she worked toward a
degree in law or business.
clarinet in the ROTC band
which is part of his air science
military requirement.
While Alice and Kerry are
undecided about their majors,
Harold is following a pre-law







riming itch from sim-
ple piles? Enjoy pallia-
tive relief with DeWitt's
ManZan and its special
ingredients — bansocaine
to ease pain. Allontoin to
promote fast healing, and •
vasoconstrictor to help ra.
duceswelling.BuyManZan
ointment or suppositories







Royal Crown Hair Dressing lot WON11111.
Deluxe Pomade tor men. 15t and 35c
SW RICA'S LARGEST SELLING HAIR BUSSING
'
Speaking before the Gener-I constitution and postpond elee-
al Assembly's trusteeship corn- tions.
mittee, Sir Edgar Whitehead
said that the end of discrimina-
tion would allow Southern
Rhodesia to develop into a
nation "that might be of im-
mense value to the world as
a whole."
"There is no doubt," he said,
that Africans will control the However in Southern Rho-
government of the country in deals, he explained, there are
the next fifteen years." He white Africans who have lived
outlined specific steps that have there three to five generations
been taken to end bias, and
said that he favors making
racial discrimination a crimi-
nal offense.
The Prime Minister's speech
caused a rash of angry answers
from some African delegates.
At one point, order had to be
ailed.
African and Asian represen- omy would collapse.
atives were perturbed because
of a new Southern Rhodesian
Constitution which goes into
effect Thursday, elections fol-
lowing on Dec. 14. The objec-
tions raised by these delegates
hinge on the new Constitution's
provisions, which allot only 15
seats in Parliament to 3,600,-
000 Africans, and 50 to 225,000
whites.
A total of 40 African and
Asian states called on U.
Thant, Acting Secretary Gen-
eral, to take prompt action
with England and Southern
Rhodesia to suspend the new
Animal Welfare




The Prime Minister related
that the Southern Rhodesian
solution was quite different
from those of other parts of
Africa. In other areas, whites
are generally expatriates who
ultimately return to their
homeland.
and have brought about politi-
cal and economic development
of the land. Should they be
forced out of the country be-
cause they thought they would
be discriminated against by
the new governments, the re-
sult would be a tragedy. It
would be worse than in the






'JENS" — ENERGIZER PEP,
TABLETS. Married
men and women of a
us•
'JEMSdiki—Itfour hpr_clifi can
always be son sfoctory .
when you use
"JEMS' — Live Moto Its full:.
est. ACT NOWI Send
today for your
• — ENERGIZER PEP
TABLETS.
Trial Supply $3.00
King Size Supply $5.00
All Products Unlimited, Inc:
P.O. BOX 162, Olio. 506
B. V. Stolen, Miami 37, Florida
Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Stops Itch—Relieves Pain :
New York, N. Y. (Special) —
For the first time science has
found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids, stop itch-
ing, and relieve pain — without
surgery.
In one hemorrhoid case after
another,"very striking improve-
ment" was reported and veri-
fied by a doctor's observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving
pain, actual reduction or re-
traction (shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all —
this improvement was main-
tained in cases where a doctor's
observations were continued
over a period of many months!
In fact, results were so thor-
ough that sufferers were able
to make such astonishing state-
ments as"Piles have ceased to be
a problem!" And among these
sufferers were a very wide va-
riety of hemorrhoid conditions,
some of 10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the use of
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret is
a new healing substance (Bio-
Dyne1)— the discovery of a
world-famous research institu-
tion. Already, Bio-Dyne is in
wide use for healing injurftl"'.
tissue on all parts of the body.
This new healing substance
Is offered in suppository or oint-
ment form called Preparation
He. Ask for individually sealed
convenient Preparation H Sups
positories or Preparation H'
Ointment with special applis







100 single white sheets
(50 imprinted, 50 plain)
50 envelopes .... $1.50
Informal notes, 36 notes
(imprinted with one line
only) 36 envelopes, not
Imprinted  SI.65
Send check or money order
Fashion
Post Office Box 311
Memphis, Tenn.
:






▪ BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
BRAWNER covered herself
with sheer glory last Saturday
night when she made her
debut with New Yory City
Center Opera in the title role
of: Verdi's Aida.
Through telephone report
the TSD learned last Sunday
that Alpha scored a tremen
dam success before an over-
whelming audience. It is re-
ported that the young dramatic
soprano was stunning in ap
peirance in her role as the
Egyptian princess Aida, wear The WOMEN'S AUXILI-
ing in one scene a gorgeous
electric blue costume in the
colorful court scene, her coif-
fure styled into the Egyptian
hair style, sans a wig, which
is customarily used by stars in
this: opera.
New Yorkers are said to be
vigorous in their opinion that
Miss Brawner's voice ranks on
the same rung of the operatic
ladder of success as Metropol-
itan star Leontyne Price.
Nevertheless, we are anxi-
ously awaiting the report of
the critics of the New York
papers, on whose opinion
hangs the ultimate assay of the
talent of any artist. These re-
ports, of course, were forth
coming on Monday, after the
filing of this column.
On December 3, Miss Brawn-
et- will be presented by the
NEW YORK CONCERT AR-
TIST GUILD, which will be
witnessed by her sister, Dr.
Cara Brawner.
Memnhians will remember
at Miss Brswner was pre-
sented in concert here in
Bruce hall two years ago. just
prior to her Carneeie hall de-
but, by the Aloha Kappa Al-
oha sorority. It is our sincere
hope that she will again ap-
pear in Memphis. as a logical
choice for the Arts Apprecia-
tion Association's series in a
forthcoming year. or any other
group or organization interest-
ed in promoting more local
interest in the performing arts.
EMMANUEL CHURCH
Last Sunday it was the
privilege of the members of
Emmanuel Foisconal church to
have the first visit of THE RT.
REV. WILLIAM E. SANDERS
D. D., bishop coadiustor of
Term., who condlicted Holy
Communion and Confirmation
service. Bishop Sanders is the
former dean of St. Mary's
Cathedral. He succeeded Bish-
op Coadjustor Vander Horst
who became the Bishop of
Tennessee following the death
of Bishop Theodore Barth.
Bishop Sanders' renowned
warm personality and the ap-
peal of his sermon has endear-
ed him in all religious groups.
and in other audiences which
sought his presence, including
many of our high schools.
Confirmants who received
the "Laying on of Hands"
were Nannie Crutchfield, Cas-
sandra Dean, Willa Earlin
Garland, Craig William Gar-
land, June Etta Johnson, Val-
erie Phillips, Larry Vick Rich-
mond, Alonzo Thomas and
Michael Howard Williams.
-.MINI 41111•1141••••111•1
Native daughter ALPHA table at the Coffee Hour which
followed the service in the
Parish House were given by
Mrs. Josephine Bridges and
Mrs. Valtina Robinson.
OTHER INTERES"TING
NEWS from this same church
Includes The ST. ELIZABETH
GUILD'S annual allotment to
Episcopal Missions, this year
he donation going to South
Dakota, and 200 pounds of
medicine to Liberia, West Af-
rica. MRS. WILLIE ANDER-
SON is chairman of the guild.
ARY of the church collabor-
ated in the annual WORLD
COMMUNION DAY on Nov. 2,
3 project of THE UNITED
CHURCH WOMEN. They also
contributed and participated in
the service at Westminister
Presbyterian church at Lamar
and S. Bellevue streets, with
three other churches, Frazier.
Whitehaven a n d Mullins
Chapel. The project of the
United Church Women this
year was the sending of sew-
ing packages to natives of
South East Asia, including
materials for sarongs. MRS.
JOSEPH (DOROTHY) WEST-
BROOKS was in charge of the
World Communion Day activ-
ity. .
FOUR SUITORS CLUB
THE F 0 U R SUITORS
BRIDGE CLUB was the guest
of MRS. A. B. (LOIS) HAR-
GRAVES at her Quinn avenue
home recently, when members
Charlene McGraw, Alma Holt,
Emma Thom Johnson, Thelma
Harris. Bertha Johnson, Ger-
trude Walker, Celia Chaplin,
Jewel Bethel. Celeste Porter,
Bennye G. Williams. along
with guests Fannie West and
Inez Carnes, enjoyed the din-
ner party which preceded
their session of progressive
bridge. High score players
winning an ice bucket, a cos-
tume broach and cologne were
Gert. Alma and Bennye.'
FALL TEA
CHI ETA PHI SORORITY
the newest national group in
our city, composed of nurses
held its annual all tea in the
parish house of Emmanuel
church recently. The tea sup-
plemented their Student Nurs-
es' Scholarship Fund. Decor-
ations included a festive har-
vest frieze on one wall and
the gold and green of the or-
ganization's colors carried out
in the yellow chrysanthemum
centerpiece on the table, over-
aid with lace cloth Tea, cof-
fee and frappe were served.
Taking turns at pouring
were Mrs. I. S. Bodden. Mrs.
Nettie Reeves. Mrs. Bernice
Walker. Mrs. Lydia Campbell
and Mrs. Rubye Hines.
Appearing on the musical
nrogram were Mrs. Leanthine
Lucas, Robert Jones. Charles
Iles, sr.. Tommy Pinkston and
Mrs. Lillie B. Jeffries.
This effort was planned
with the direction of Mrs
Laura Kinchelow who served
as general chairman, and Miss
Jessie Venson, basileus of the
chapter.
PENTECOSTAL PROJECT
Flowers on the altar and The Expansion Project Rally
centering t h e refreshmen of PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE
TAYLOR'S MATTIE BEAUTY SHOP
AND SCHOOL
259 N. MAIN
HAIR STYLING TAUGHT THE MODERN WAY
DAY AND NIGHT CLASSES
SPECIALIZING IN HAIR COLORING
CREATIVE AND LATEST STYLES.
PERMANENTS SCALP TREATMENTS
can you be sure you are
buying the best rice? Get
Riceland. This is the brand
that cooks perfectly every








Church of God in thrist eli
maxes Sunday. Nue. 11 with
Home Corning Day. Mohtbers
are urged to plan to4uttond the
entire day's program and bring
a friend.
Sunday School will be held
at 9:30 a.m.; Morning worship
11:30 am.; Training union,
8:30 p.m; Barrett's Chapel
High School Glee club 8:30
p.m.; and culminating with
radio ministry at 10 p.m. Din-
ner will be served in the din-
ing room for fifty cents
CHIT CHAT
SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY'S
Athletic Director, ROBERT H.
LEE. was in town last week-
end for a short stop with his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Law-
rence Lee at 1106 Mississippi
blvd. before going to Nashville
where Southern played Ten-
nessee State university in a
football classic last Saturday.
More anent the lure of the
oigskin . . . Folk braved the
blustery, inclement weather of
last Saturday night to see the
only college football game it
has been our privilege to see
this season. when Fisk univer-
sity met Lane colleue at Mel-
rose stadium - with the Fisk
team winning 20 - R. with eight
outctandins Memphis nlayers
Visiting in Memphis for the
week end was FicKITE TOss-
MYE KAY HAYES. who spent
the week end with her parents
Mr and Mrs. Thomas H. Haves
Other Nashvillians in town.
also visiting family, were MR
and MRS. HAROLD SHAW.
who visited LILY PATRICIA
Mrs. Shaw's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. A. Meiceo Walker. The
Shaws moved to Nashville
from Chicago this Fall, when
Mr. Shaw (Harold) entered
Mehsrry Medical college.
LITTLE EDITH FAY LONG
made her debut into the world
on October 31 in Chicago, for
her proud parents. Mr. and
Mrs Newton*Long. The little
charmer is named for her
grandmother. Mrs. Edith Hub-
bard. She joins four other
little Longs - Tonita. Denis
^.arlo and Sherrie. Mrs. Long
Is flie former Ella Hubbard.
More news of the Hubbard
concerns daughter MARGAR-
rT H. STRONG .who with her
litt'P daughter, Leslie has join-
ed pr. Strong. who is now in
service at the Bunker Hill
kir Force Base. at South Bend
Bend. Ind.
MR S. HATTIF, BRAITH-
WAITE has returned home
from a soiourn at Fort Worth.
Texas, where she was the
guest of Dr. and Mrs. U.




mid her aunt, MISS ANNETTE
CHURCH arrive-; in Memphis
Monday for a visit with Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas H. Haves
sod to cast their ballet in the
general election. Friends of the
deliehtful flair are always
hanny to have them back home
again coming from Washing-
ton, D. C., where Miss Roberts
Church holds a high civil ser-
vice nosition dealing with Re-
habilitation of the Aged. Miss
Church is the daughter, and





CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
Pest Exterminating CI.
o. Z. E55,5 FA 74033
STRICTLY BUSINESS - Cassius Clay,
heavyweight contender who Meets Archie
Moore in Los Angeles Nov. 15, reviews his
unique contract with William S. Cutchins,
president of Brown & Williamson Tobacco
MI Alumni Club Presents
Fashion Show And Musical
By ANGIE MITCIIELL
A fashion show and musical
program was presented by
members of the MI College
Alumni club at the Lelia Walk-
er clubhouse recently and
there to share it were mem-
bers and their guests.
A number of fashion design-
ers participated in the program
of which Mrs. A. T. Williams
was chairman.
Miss Odessa Rice modeled
clothing for Rosalie's Dress
chop. She wore a two-piece
set with casual trousers, and
a number of sighs were heard
when original hats designed
by Mrs. J. C. Austin were
shown by co-eds.
Models included students





Student model, were Misses
Brenda Jones, Yvonne Wil-
a
Republican party leader, whose
family gave the City of Mem-
phis the land for the first Ne-
gro Community center, Church
Park auditorium and play-
ground on Beale Avenue.
AKA's staged a very succes-
sful Harvest Dance at Currie's
Club Tropicana last Friday
night, and the winner of the
U. S. Bond given away was
none other than well-known
EDWIN T. PRATER.
DR. T. H. WATKINS is ill
st the E. H. Crump Memorial
hospital: and h i s legion
friends wish him a quick re-
covery so that his cheerful and
endearing personality will be
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Never out of Style
A standby favorite for generationl
Rice Pudding Will rates high en the
dugout list. It's not ORLY easy to
fix ... it's delicious. low.cctit, higlu
In energy.
MONUMENTS:









1. Gonanor rice, water,,batto, self
IA es 1,.. 2. Bruer to boll. Stir
once, er with tight lid, reduce
its* simmer IS mintage. 3. Rano,*
front heat, add auger. 4. Stir wane
silk Into sal yolk. Pour Into cooked
lice. Add vanilla, blend well. S. Coot
until thick, beat egg white until WA
sild 2011.1,o_Ilarves
corp. Cutelans Is a member of the
iagn's group providing Clay's financial back-
ing and management. Under the contract.
Clay has a guaranteed annual income and
trust fund to protest his ring earnings.
- -
liams, Martha Jones, Carla 41-
len, Ida M. Jones, Virgie Les-
ter, Gloria Jean Williams, Hel-
en Coburn, Linda Faye Herring
and Samuel H. Herring.
Selections on the musical
part of the program were given
by Miss Sandra Wayne Hill,
Miss Angelia Bacon, Miss Va-
rine Dickens, Miss Velva Wil-
liams, Mrs. Polly Wicks, Mrs.
Georgia Woodruff and S. Lark,
a visiting student from MI col-
lege at Holly Springs, Miss.
Among the other guests was
Miss Vivian Moore, a faculty
representative of MI college.
Mrs. Angie Mitchell was
fashion narrator and Mrs. A.
Wilson gave the fashion over-
views.




Mrs. Georgia V. Harvey, a
member of the faculty of Ma-
nassas High school, will be
the guest speaker for the
Woman's Day program to be
presented at Ebenezer Baptist
church on Sunday, Nov. 11.
Mrs. Ruby Chambers will be
in charge of the Sunday school.
A panel discussion will be pre-
sented at the afternoon ser-
vice with Mrs. Hazel Guy, Mrs.
Mattie Hargrave, Mrs. Jean
Thomas a n d Mrs. Lucille
White participating. Mrs. Ter-
esa Claiborn will be the mod-
erator.
The pastor, Rev. E. L. Slay.
will give the regular morning
sermon. Iii charge of the day's
activities ire Mrs. A. Iteven-
son, chairman; Mrs. Ira Black,
Mrs. Ernestine Jenkins, Mrs.
Clara Blockwoud and Mrs 011ie
King.
Perry 's Beauty and Barber Shop
452 Walker Ave.
BEAUTY SHOP














Mrs. Mollie Long was haat-
ess to Club Mitre Nous initial-
ly Friday evening, Oct. 19. at
the Langford's .on Horn Lake
road. Presiding over the meet-
ing was the president. All
members were present except
Mrs. Hannah Hirsh and Veni-
ta Thomas.
Following the business ses-
sion and personal expres-
sion and gifts to Mrs. Mari-
anne Roach on her departure
to Gary, Ind., refreshments
were served.
Three rounds of bridge com-
petition culminated with first
and second club prizes going
to Carrie Scott and Marianne
Roach. Guest prize was won
by Helen Batts. Other guests
present were Vernette Golden,
Nora Jones, Margaret Sanders
and Elizabeth Rumby. Ad-
business- ditional members included
Gladys Anderson, Delores
Scott, Lillian Wolf e, Nedra
Smith, Earnestine Gray, Arand




Members of the Delta Moth-
ers club heard two views giv-
en on how to vote on the con-
solidation issue when they go
to election booths on Tuesday,
Nov. 6.
Speaking at the regular
monthly meeting on Sunday,
Oct. 28. were Jacques A. Bean-
.hamp, editor of the Memphis
World, who spoke for consolida-
tion, and Atty. Russell B.
Sugarrnon, Jr., who advised
members to vote "No."
Hostess for thg meeting at
1814 Marjorie at., was Mrs.
Beatrice McDowell. Other
members present were Mrs.
Alice B. Burchett, Mrs. Min-
nie Brinkley, Mrs. Ida Lenoir,
Mrs. Ada Spraggins, Mrs. Mary
W. Collier, Mrs. Estelle Camp-s
Mrs. Ethel Douglas, Mrs.
Clara Parks and Mrs. Georgia
Somerville.
Delta. Mothers will fete
themselves at the December
eeting.
Holiday Party Planned By DAC
Mrs. Aleean Isabel of 620 S. Brown, secretary, awl
Orleans was hostess when the Alberta Ford, reporter.
members of the DAC club met
1-ecently and planned fur a
party to be given during the
holiday season.
Each member of the club
has the privilege of :nviting
six persons-to the affair given
between Christmas and New
Vein E.
The club's next meting will
be held at 1200 Cella at., with
Mrs. Mattie Johnson as host-
ass.
Officers are Mrs. Steve
Smith, president; Mrs. Land)
Mrs.
UPHOLSTERING SPECIALS
• Save Up To 40%
• No Down Payment
• Up to 21 Months to Pay
FREE ESTIMATE, Materials
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SPECIAL 'El- vsr.-r. c, RANT CO. Yo"" ""'"144 r "I'l SPECIAL
DOWNTOWN - MAIN AT GAYOSO
S1 WILL   AyHAOWL DA ONWILLL yH AOWL DA y0 N
1 FOR XMAS I FOR XMAS
SPECIAL
FOR ADORABLE DOLLS
A. SHE WM. 1(5121" tall. Rooted hair, long
ponytail. Fully-jointed, moving eyes.
Pretty dress, red suede shoes-3.99
B. NEWBORN BABY-Huggable! Cloth-
covered stuffed body. In 2-pc. crawler
outfit. Rooted hair. 6 99
C. BABY MELODY-I6' infant. Wind-up
music box in body. Doll moves in
rhythm. Fully dressed. 7 99
D. DRINK-WET D011. -20" baby. Fully
jointed. Rooted hair. Nylon dress.
taffeta slip, booties.  6.99
F. WALKING DOLL-36" life-size. Rooted
hair, long bob. Lovely nylon dress
in assorted colors  11.99







































































































































Pixie Youth Building Bridge
Between Races, Says Baldwin
Special to the Defender "And just think," he contin-
:„NEW YORK — The ued. "of what some of the
Only author to ever have Southern white kids go
through trying to help. They.two books on the best sell- move into a kind of limbo. The
or list at the same time, be- real importance is that they
lieves that youth in the are creating a kind of bridge
South are building a bridge be- from whites to embittered Ne-
tween whites and Negroes. greet
James Baldwin, author of "These poor kids are trying
"Nobody Knows My Name," to undo the work of genera-
which Is non-fiction, and "An- tions in about five minutes,"
other Country," a novel, thinks the author said.
that money should be sent to Switching to James Mere-
ese struggling youths in- dith and the situation at thead of just paying them lip University of Mississippi, theservice and giving them sym- famous writer commented,
pathy. "The thing that frightens me
The author stated, "T he is that each time a Meredith
South keeps all these cats in appears and opens a breach in
jail and fines them astronomi- the wall, he sets loose all the
cal sums. It's not enough to most dangerous emotions in
a r e countless casualties. I
talked to kids who had .been
beaten up in Mississippi. They
couldn't fight back — they're
non-violent,
"Think of the frustration
and rage, especially if your
girl friend is being beaten up.
They have no outlet for their
rage. I don't think I could
take It, although I would go if
I were asked."
way it's being done. But there he will speak will be "Ameri- "There were none of mine, ab- if he is planning another novel.
can Literature and Social Con-
cern."
The author turned lecturer
has just completed a nine
weeks tour of Africa that took
him through six countries.
From information gathered, he
will write a series of articles
for The New Yorker magazine.
Relating he had brought
back a trunkful of notes and
documents, Baldwin said,
"I don't know how I'm go-
The author is on his first ing to boil it all down. I con-
speaking tour on behalf of tracted for three pieces. I'm
CORE. In a whirlwind of tours going to concentrate on the
that will take him to Harvard people and what they said —
university, Massachusetts In- I'm not an expert on Africa."
stitute of Technology, Brandeis While on his trip. Baldwin
univeristy and Cornell univer- was surprised to find that
sity in as many days, he will United States Information Ser-
admire them. What you must this country. • ta'k before student rallies, vice had neglected to add any
do is to uncl•?rstand that you'ie Baldwin continued, "The faculty meetings and seminars, of his books to its collection.
involved, only way it can be done is the One of the topics on whichl T h e writer commented,
Eastern Private Prep School
Integrates And Likes it
Special to the Defender
DANBURY, Conn. — A
Aimall all-white New Eng-
Wand prep school six years
ago sought integration aft-
er admitting its prejudices
and today the Wooster school's
headmaster, Rev. John D. Ver-
dery, boasts of a total enroll-
ment of eight Negroes.
This figure represents six
per cent of the school's popula-
tion, the highest proportion of
Negro students in any inde-
pendent school in the East.
The Episcopal church-relat-
ed school, which has an en-
rollment of 140 boys in grades
eight through 12, is a boarding
school in Danbury, Conn., and
has as its primary aim, pre-
paring students for college.
"The more easy victories we
can win over segregation," said
the Rev. Verdery, "the fewer
e really difficult battles will
91
-A few white people of
leadership a n d conviction
could break the color line in
thousands of schools, colleges,
clubs, professional organiza-
tions and business offices, with
hardly a blow being struck in
wposition.
"We shouldn't scorn the
easy victories. Much progress
is being thwarted by a kind of
prejudice which is not really
deep-seated, which is nothing
more than irresponsible leth-
argy."
ARGUMENTS FOR BIAS
Outlining the most common
arguments used against inte-
gration, Verdery said he was
faced with such ancient no-
tions as Negroes are an infer-
ior people; "We would gladly
accept a qualified Negro;" or
that of fear. Fear he said, was
due to economic pressure. He
noted that Wooster, being a
northern school is dependent
for its existence upon a full
The integration of a boy's enrollment and also on regular
boarding school in New Eng- support from benefactors.
land is an "easy victory," the Comparing his school to
Rev. Verdery said, compared southern schools he said, "I
with the admission of a Negro know of certain independent
student to the University of schools in the South that
MISsissippi. would have had an integrated
WORTH WINNING student body long before now
:nut Wooster's experience has if it were not for the fact that
criavinced him that easy vic- some of the benefactors would
tories are well worth winning, withdraw their children or
'Prejudice hits men where
they're weakest," he s a i d.
"Why don't men hit prejudice
where it's weakest?
-rPressing the issue of inte-
gration a little harder, in situa-
tions where the opposition is
likely to be weakest, is a tactic
that has been too much ne-
glected in our preoccupation
with the tough-nut cases."
'The tall Episcopal minis-
ter acknowledged he had some
trepidation about admission of
Negroes to Wooster. An inde-
o
ndent school, even though it
located in the north, is ex-
eedingly vulnerable to eco-
nomic pressure.
He also had a handy ration-
alization for dodging t h e
whole issue. Like many other
private institutions, Wooster
could honestely claim that no
Negro had applied for admis-
sion.
NOT REALLY WANTED
"It took us some years to
face honestly the simple fact
that Negro parents. like other
parents, are not eager to place
their children in an environ-
ment in which they have reas-
on to believe they are not real-
1 * wanted," the Rev. Verdrey
mid. "From a practical stand-
point, the institution that
ts Negroes must first ask
thm to come. If it has none,
fair to say that it simply
deesnt want them."
Wooster went out and invit-
ed qualified Negro students to
apply, and-offered them schol-
arship aid, if they needed it.
ke first Negro students werenitted in the fall of 1955
"without a single incident and
with hardly a murmur of pro-I
test from any quarter."
TOKEN INTEGRATION
Then t h e Rev. VerderY
found himself confronted with
another and more subtle prob-
lem of conscience. The fashion-
able thing to do was to admit
one or two "symbolic Negroes"
as proof that the school had no
color barrier.
But he felt such token inte-
gration of a private institution
villa a fraud. "Morally, the
sylnlaolic Negro, except as a
first step. is a dishonest ges-
t_gre." he said.
—Far from causing difficulties
Ilegro students have fitted into
Sehool life so quietly that the
Rev. Mr. Verdery wonders
hv he ever worried about in-
egration.
suspect that some of the
leSsons we've learned here
may he applicable to many
other situations," he said.
stop making donations .to the
institutions if they were to
integrate."
Still another feeble argu-
ment is expressed by the state-
ment, "It is unfair to the Ne-
gro." Verdery said Negro par-
ents should be given the oppor-
tunity to decide what is or is
not unfair or unwise for their
children. He commented that
this is a strange sympathy
which locks the doors from the
inside. "Rather it is merely an
excuse for sniping at integra-
tion." the school head re-
marked.
In some instances Verdery
believes that an institution
which opens its doors to one
or two Negroes is only doing
so as an escape mechanism. He
sighted several instances where
principals have been asked.
"Do you have any Negroes in
Your school? and their answer
very quickly in a defensive
manner was. "Yes, there roes
one now. I don't know where
the other one is, but he's
around here somewhere."
FEEBLE GESTURE
"A single Negro student,"
Verdery said, "represents a
feeble gesture." He said that
the headmaster of another
school accused him of having
only two Negro students at
the onset of Wooster's inte-
grated student body so the two
could room together. However,
Verderv said this was not the
case. He contends that now
with a Negro enrollment
above the two, the students
may choose their roommates.
The boys' school head corn-
mente.d• that the battle against
rt
acial prejudice usually ends
after knowledge of the situa-
ion has been acquired. He
said, "We all tend to forget
that the word prejudice means
'to judge or have an opinion
before having knowledge.' "
Backing up his philosophy
for ending prejudice. Verdery
contends, "Once Negro stu-
dents have been admitted in
any numbers and are in fact
an integral part of an institu-
tion. prejudice disappears by
definition "
GLOW OF PRIDE
At the beginning of the
school's integrated program.
Verdery admits that he had
certain uncontrolable and in-
appropriate feelings of pride
that amounted to a glow of
virtue.
"I believe that the students
had reached that point long
before, he added.
What was the school's ap-
proach to enrollment of its
first Negro students?
The first step was seeking
help from individuals and
other institutions. The bulk of
their help came through the
National Scholarship Service
and Fund for Negro Students.
Specifications Verdery said
he elaborated on were:
First, he didn't want just
one Negro boy nor did he want
an outstanding athlete or the
son of a nationally-prominent
Negro;
Second, -he wanted Negro
boys with greater academic
ability than the average boy
at Wooster, which has fairly
high standards, but they didn't
necessarily have to be out-
standing;
Third, he asked that the
first two be young, but not in
the same class. His reasoning
behind this third request was
that the boys are housed in
dormitories according to clas-
sification and he was anxious
not to have the boys in the
same room and preferred that
they not be housed in the same
building.
The headmaster explained
that the first two boys filled
the bill perfectly and met all
of the requirements, but he
said, 'They were as different
from,as each other as can be
imaglined. One, who was from
the South, had never attended
an integrated school, but he
was capable and entered on
scholarship.
The other, from the North,
was not a particularly strong
student, but he came from a
family of comfortable means,
and was admitted without
scholarship.
Graduating from an inde-
pendent school such as Woos-
ter, Verdery said the students
have no problem gaining ad-
mission to northern colleges.
In fact he feels as though there
is a distinct advantage. He
said the real problem is to
beware of the college that is
interested merely in the sym-
bolic Negro and which may in
its eagerness to acquire such
a Negro, accept one who may
have trouble meeting the aca-
demic standards.
The first three Negroes who
entered Wooster are now all
in college. One is attending
Colby, one Denison and the
other Yale. All three reported-
ly are getting along fine from
every standpoint.
Socially the boys were able
to adjust to new situations,
and as Verdery stated, the
other students seemingly ac-
cepted the change better than
the parents and other adults
who were involved.
During the first semester of
integration when Wooster had
a dance with a girls' school
the headmistress was contact-
ed and told of the Negro boys
who would be attending. Ver-
dery said, "She thanked me
and said that she welcomed
the opportunity to speak to the
girls on the subject.
solutely 'none, on the USIS To inquiries, he replies, "My
shelves. Some of Langston publisher plans another novel.
(Hughes), none of Richard There will be a collection of
Wright, not Ralph Ellison. But short stories or essays next
USIS is ordering my books as year. I'm doing two plays. The
a result of the trip." one I'm engaged on now (don't
know whether it's on or offSpeaking or his working Broadway)i s about a Harlemhabits, the noted author said,
f 
"I don't know whether 
thisemale pastor and a Negro  
makes sense to you. I'm like 
jazz musician she's married to.
Switching back to his series
an oyster with a pearl inside.
I do an awful lot of work be-
on his recent trip, Baldwin re-
toted. "The New Yorker pieces
fore I write. on Africa I expect to begin ap-
"I write many, many, many peering around February."
times before it begins to shape "And I have another New
up. I have done 18 to 20 hours Yorker piece coming up in two
at a stretch. When I begin to or three weeks.
think I have it, read it to my "It's not quite true to say its
brother, or a close friend to about the Muslims. It's an in.
see if I've hit it. I'm not a vestigation of the emotional
writer. I'm a rewriter." background, a study of my life
Of course, all of the youth- when I was a boy preacher
ful writer's fans want to 1u-tow from 14 to 17."
and said all was fine."
An amazing coincidence was
that one of the girls' date was
a colored boy whom she had
known in high school.
However, when another
dance was set the headmistress
remarked, "We have a number
of southern girls this year
Don't you think you could per-
suade your boy not to. attend?"
This Verdery strongly object-
ed to and quietly cancelled the
dance.
Being a part of a new situa-
tion, and probably one of the
first in the community to in-
troduce integration, Verdery 
"Later she called me back Verdery said that no private
educational institutioa has yet
been a b 1 e to determine
whether or not there should
be a Negro quota. No school or
college, whatever its enroll-
ment, can seriously defend the
quota system, he declared.
"If this is their claim, then
they might better have a quota




TUTE, Ala. — A friendship
that was established in
Ethiopia this summer has
resulted in the formation
of a student exchange program
between Tuskegee Institute
and Wesleyan University, Mid-
dleton, Conn.
Six male students from Wes-
leyan are exchanging visits
here.
The idea for the exchange
grew out o f conversations be-
tween John Walley, a junior at
Wesleyan, and Annie Worth'
am, vice-president of the Insti-
tute Council (student govern-
ing body). Both were volun-
teers in Ethiopia with the
Crossroads Africa project this
summer.
On their return to this c
m 
oun-
try, they received authoriza-
tion for the exchange from their
colleges and from the U.S. Na-
tional Student Associatoin.
PROJECT PURPOSE
Walley, who is chairman of
the Wesleyan program, said
purpose of the project is to
give the students from his col-
lege an understanding of the
academic and social conditions
at a southern Negro college.
"Through informal contact
with Tuskegee students there
will be opportunities to be-
come acquainted wtih some of
the aspirations and apprehen-
sions of the students concern-
ing their changing status in
American society, and the role
being played by Negro college
students throughout the Uni-
ted States," he said.
T h e Wesleyan delegatiois.
traveled by private cars to
Tuskegee, and are living in
campus dormitories with stu-
dents for one week.
Among the activities plan-
ned for the group will be a
meeting with Dr. Charles :G.
Gomillion, chairman of the di-
vision of social sciences, and
president of the Tuskegee Civ-
ic Association.
Dr. Gomillion was plaintiff in
the case involving the gerry-
mandering of Negroes in Ws-
kegee. The students will aDo
attend a meeting of the T.C.A.
RETURN VISIT
Tuskegee will return:-
visit by sending four male .and
two female students to Wes-
leyan in mid-November.
"This project, which has
grown out of an impulsive
idea, means very much to me."
said Miss Wortham. "I envision
the day when more of these
protects can be participated in
by the Tuskegee students."
"I hope that the results of
this experiment will prove that
this hypothesis John (the Wes-
leyan student) and I adhere to
is the right one. Crossroads re-
emphasized to us that once
people get to know each other,
an understanding and appre-
ciation for each other is
gained," she said.
First Negro Prof At Harvard
became the topic of eenver" Wills Scholarship Fortion. His oldest son, then sev-en, was even the center of at-
traction when he was seen
walking home from school
with a Negro friend.
"Get a load of Daniel Ver-
dery. He's trying to steal his
father's stuff," one neighbor
remarked.
"Deep-seated prejudice is
difficult to overcome, and vic-
tory can only be won with
time and patience," Verdery
stated. "But much progress is
thwarted by a kind of preju-
dice which is not really deep-




It was pointed out that a
few white people of leadership
and conviction and a little
grace could break the color
barriers in many of the clubs,
schools, colleges, and offices
with only slight blows being
struck in opposition.
Verdery stated: "Prejudice
hits men where they are
weakest. Why do not men hit
prejudice where it is weak-
est?' If this approach were
used, Verdery says the easy
victories would make the real-
ly difficult situations easier to tirement in 1950. At his death
wercome. in 1959, he was clinical pro-
(Special to the Defender)
CAMBRIDGE, Mass .—
The will of Harvard's first
Negro professor has provid-
ed for a Dwight D. Eisen-
hower scholarship fund for
graduate students at the famed
institution.
Th3 late Dr. William A. Hin-
ton asked that the fund, which
may eventually amount to $75,-
000, be named in recognition
of the notable accomplishment
during the administration of
President Eisenhower toward
ti,e acceptance of the principle
of equal opportunity for all.
In a letter to President Nathan
M. Posey, General Eisenhower
said: "I cannot recall having
been given a personal distinc-
tion that has touched me more
deeply."
Dr. Hinton, a bacteriologist
and immunologist who devised
the widely-used Hinton test
for syphilis and directed lab-
oratories of the Massachusetts
Department of Public Health,
taught Harvard medical stu-
dents from 1919 until his re-
fessor of bacteriology and im-
munology, emeritus.
The fund is a memorial to
Dr. Hinton's Chicago father
and mother, Augustus and Ma-
ria Hinton, "who, although
born in slavery and without
formal education, nevertheless
recognized and practiced not
only the highest ideals in their
personal conduct, but also the.
true democratic principle of
equal opportunity for all, with-
out regard to racial or religi-
ous origins or to economic or
political status."
Dr. Hinton left the fund "to
be used in any department (of
the university) by way of
scholarship grants, prizes for
scholarly treaties or other
achievements, or otherwise."
"He taught with devotion
and undiminished gusto," a
colleague recalled, "and his
manner, friendly and informal,
invited the student to learn in
an atmosphere free of academic
protocol."
In 1927, Dr. Hinton reported
a new blood test for the de-
tection of syphilis, still used
widely, and in further studies
determined and improved its
sensitivity and accuracy. Later
with Dr. John Davis, he de-
veloped a test on spinal fluids
for the detection of syphilis.
Dr. Hinton also studied the
clinical and pathologic aspects
of this important disease and
was often consulted by other
doctors whose patients had
venereal disease. In 1936, he
published his authorative text-
book: "Syphilis and its Treat-
ment."
Dr. Hinton gave his popular
lectures to medical students
while directing from 1915 to
1953 the laboratory department
of the Bostdn Dispensary and
the Wassermann Laboratory of
the Massachusetts Department
of Public Health. At the dis-
pensary, he helped to set up
one of the first schools in the
United States for training
medical technicians. Under
him, the Wasserman Labora-
tory became a model of its
kind, and he helped to estab-
lish over 100 new diagnostic
laboratories when Massachu-
setts established prenatal and
premarital laws.
Dr. Hinton was born in Chi-
cago.
How Congo Independence Created Ghost Town
• By NIEL SMITH
BUKAMA, The Congo —
(UPI) — Civilization died
in Bukama in June, 1960.
It may never return.
Other centers in the Con-
go survived the initial buffet-
ing of independence because
enough Europeans and trained
Africans remained behind to
keep things running. But Bu-
kama was too small and today
the very reason for its exist-
ence has disappeared.
The Europeans who built it
and brought it prosperity have
left.
Until June, 1960 Bukama
was an important station on
the main railroad from Elise-
bethville to the north. From
here great flat-bottomed stern-
wheelers like Mississippi
steamboats sailed down the
Lualaba River to Kabalo more
than 300 miles away.
On a hilltop overlooking the
bustling little port and rail-
road station the European
transport officials built a town.
It soon became an active trad-
ing center. There were also
modern bars, a cinema, a small
hotel and a scattering of com-
fortable villas.
The 60 white residents shar-
ed the good life of most Euro-
peans in the Belgian Congo.
Cheir neat orderly settlement
reflected a way of life that
must have seemed as perma-
nent as 1 h e railroad tracks
and steamboat lines they serv-
ed.
END TO NEATNESS
June 30, 1960 brought inde-
pendence to the Cong o. As
news of violence elsewhere in
the Congo reached Flukaina
the white population meltc.,
away.
It did not take long for 1h.
violence to reach Bukama it-
self. The town was caught up
in the vicious tribal battles
that racked Central and North
Katanga after Moise Tshombe
declared his Province indepen-
dent. It was no longer safe to
navigate the Lualaba River.
Fierce anti-Tshombe Baluba
warriors controlled the river I
banks between Bokama and
Kongolo. Africans no longer
came to town to do their shop-
ping. The remaining Euro-
peans gave up the struggle
and fled. Bukama became a
ghost town.
I visited Bukama by rail-
car. It was much faster—and
safer—than travelling by road.
Highways in this part of the
country are no longer main-
tained and after rain they can
be hazardous.
Even the single track rail-
road showed signs of the ebb-
ing economic tide. Grass grew
between the rails. This line
which once carried up to five
trains a day now takes only
three a week. With few ex-
ceptions the wayside stations
were boarded up and deserted,
their signals out of action.
The road f rom Bukama's
shabby, peeling railroad sta-
tion to the town is potholed
and rutted. Long grass and
stray branches reach out to
clutch at passing vehicles.
The road climbed a steep
hill and we were in the tree-
lined main street. On one side
were a bar, a bakery and a
cinema. All were roofless and
grass was poking its way
through the jagged remnants
of windows. On the other side
were an abandoned hospital
and the gutted remains of
what had once been a bank.
An African woman suckling
her infant stood on the veran-
da of the hotel by the cracked
glass doors stolidly watching
us pass by. Nearby were vil-
las but it was difficult to see
them clearly through the rank
growth of tall grass and trees
in the gardens run wild.
On the central square of
Bukama lizards and tropical
birds darted through the ruins
CREEPING JUNGLE takes over modern
abandoned building in Rukams in Katanga.
Once neat and orderly, the city reverted to
wild state when most inh•bitants left in wake
of the post office and spiders
spun their webs across the
gaping holes of windows. It
contained the pr iv a t e post-
boxes of the long departed Eu-
ropeans population.
ONE OFFICE GETS CARE
Only the local administra-
tor's office showed signs of
being cared for. The building
had been painted recently and
the grass outside was cropped
short. It made the rest of the
town seem even more forlorn
by contrast.
One European lives in Su-
karno today, George Frangou-
lis, an elderly Greek trader.
His general store in a ram-
shackle villa is the town's sole
business enterprise. He came
to Bukama a year ago from
the chaos of Kivu Province
after the worst of the tribal
wars in Central Katanga were
over.
African customers are be-
of Congo violence in June, 1960. Railroad,
which formerly had five trains scheduled
daily, now has only three a week.
1
ginning to trickle back into
town, he told us, but many of
the former rebels insist on
paying in Congolese francs
which are worthless in Ka-
tanga. Few strangers visit Ka-
tango these days. Frangoulis
spoke to us eagerly about any-
thing and everything. "I had
'a young boy from the bush in
the store this morning," he
said. "He could hardly believe
his eyes when he saw me. I
was the first white man he
had seen for 18 months."
The administrator drove Us
down to the river port. From
a distance it looked intuit
with modern warehouses insi
boats moored at the wharf,
but as we lurched along jhe
appalling swampy track lead-
ing to the river, we could gee
no traffic had passed this way
for months.
He was still standing there,
handkerchief in hand, when
the railcar pulled out of the
station for the long run back
to the equth.
BULLET HOLES in the windows of Bukama post attics re-
flect chaos folooing Congolese Independence. Modern struc-
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N*011tE OF tLEC4TION
GENERAL ELECTION TUESDAY NOVEMBER 6, 1962
The undersigned, S. Nelson Castle, G. B. 'Pat"7 Joyner, and Lester H. Brenner,Commissioners of Elections for Shelby County, Tennessee, pursuant to law, herebygive notice of a GENERAL ELECTION, to be held in all the wards and precinctsIn the City of Memphis and Shelby County, Tennessee on Tuesday, November 6, 1962.
The election is called for the purpose of voting for Governor, United StatesRepresentative, 9th Congressional District, Public Service Commissioner, State Senator,30th Senatorial District, 31st Senatorial District, 32nd Senatorial District, 33rd Sena-torial District, Representatives to General Assembly Districts 1 through District 13 and
CONSTITUTIONAL REFERENDUM
For the Convention • Against the Convention
SPECIAL ELECTTON REFERENDUM
Sec.: 6-3708 & 9 of the Tennessee Code
For Consolidation of Memphis and Shelby County
Against Consolidation of Memphis and Shelby County
Notice is hereby given that City, County, State or Federal Government employeesare not eligible to serve as election officials by State Statute (2-1120). Any Governmentemployee listed herein is requested to inform the Election Commission for removal oftheir name by calling JAckson 6-8831, Station 205.
St. Mary's School
Mt. Olive ('ME Church 
• • WARD 14.1 . •- ISS Linden 
'Amoy,. CollegeOFFICER-Annie Mae William-
son. • eel Walker
,.„ OFFICER-Rosetta miller.JUDGES-Bernie" S. Will''''''. JUDGES - 2.Irs. Tommie Wal-Eunice E, McNeal, Cora Lee, 
Bellevue & S. Parkway




,... Pansies Walker, J. N. Cowan,REGTSTRARS-Mattie H. Hunt; Bessie L. Davis, Mary Wet- OFFICER-P. G. Krouse. thia Carter, Nina J. Daugh-
Irene J. Gleeden. WARD 12bins, Hattie Powell, Jimmie Associated 6 I Contractors 
'JUDGES -- Lillian I.. Davis. erty, Natalie Wadley, • I. A.Clara Blockwood. Homer C. Watson, Jr., Joetta Dandridge,
WARD 71 Lee Daniels, Willa Mae Gard-
ner. 310 8. Dudley ' Sellers, Annie Jackson, Mat- Ella Chilton.
' Owen COUPES own:pm- -.E. M. Holder. Jr. ; tie Lee Neat, Bobbie L, Cm, REOISTRARs--Kathryn Thorn-
Ell 3. Odessa REGISTRARS - Earths Mae JUDGES-l-Neal E. Tidwell, LAI- sine, T. J. Warren, Susan ton, Vivian Willis.
Waddell, }tidies. Graham.OFFICES-Will Purdy. rifle R. Waller, Bonnie Bender-, Hyde, Kitty Banks.
JUDGES-Louise Allen, Melva- WARD 144 
WARD 27•1
man, Sam J. Andrews. Or-REGISTRARS _ m„, Nem,St. Jude Baptist Church ville M. Holt. A. , U. Colinell. Krouse, Mrs. W, R. Stegall. Hume% High School
659 N. Manama*
wood, Emma Mae King, The-
resa McFaden. Margaret
Jackson, Ora Crutchfield, Mat.
tie Todd, Loretta Preston.
Polls in all voting precincts of the City of Memphis and Shelby County will openat 8:30 A.M. and close at 7:30 P.M. Central Standard Time.





D. B. Crowley, Mrs. D. B.
Crowley, Mrs. Charles' S.
Drake, Gordon Hollingsworth,
Jr., Fred Muller, Jr., Earl P.
Davis, Dudley S. Jefferson,
Alma Zimmerman, Waldo A.
Zimmerman.
REGISTRARS-Helene E. Greg-
son, Alice S. King.
• MUD 174
nor Fisher, Nannie Purdy, A.
R. Buford, Clara Winston, cg . . 
WARD 23
Pernina Williams, Dr. B. F.'OFFICER--Areszsdeece Cumby. REGISTRARS-Neil C. Whir- Memphis Housing Authority
McCieave. JUDGES..- Nettie B. Rogers, ton, Nora Fontaine.
JUDGES-James Harris, Mari- Graham, Eva Young.lyn Harrison, Thomas Frank-I
Merle Marbury, Mrs, Zada James.
lin, Ella B. Mallen, -Jesse WARD 26.2
Cummings St. Baptist ChurchAllen, Mrs. S. 0. Todd, Ethel REGISTRARS-Mrs. F. Frank- 1220 CummingsM. Fransioll. Louise Harwood, lin, liars. S. Clayborn. ,OFFICER-Ruthie Mae Deber-Mrs. Raymond Selph, Mrs. C. WARD 21.4 i ri.•A, Breekenridge, Mrs'. Marioq Vacant Store IJUDGES :- Louise Whitfield,• Kelleher.
REGISTRARS-Nits. A. It Ilast. OFFICER-R L. Greer.
1182 Jackson AAA.. I Odessa Williams, Betty. D. 
Strong, Rev. Louise Lynom,/1123, Mrs. Jesse R. Nelson. JUDGES-Re;:. G. Griffin, By. Arnetta Weatherspoon, Irene




JUDGE.11-Mms. J. H. Mitche'l, } ort, Etta Milan.Katie Meeks, Dudley Johnson. REGISTRARS - - Mrs. WilleanMrs.' R. 'F. Schneider, Mrs., Tyler, Alice Holeman.AV. Rannels. I WARD 22REGISTRARS - Mrs. W isle: 'Vacant StoreCrockett, Dorothy L. Craft. we Chelsea
WARD 31.1.
Fire Station No. IS
460 E. Parkway, N.
OFFICER - Mike Gavin.
JUDRES - J. W. P. Fleming,
B. T. Highland, Mrs. Mike
Gavin, Sam. F. Cole, Mrs, J.
A, Phillips, Mrs. R. D.
• Wright, Dr. S. R. McKinney.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Stanley
Hardy, Jessie G. Wade.
• WARD 38-1 •
Armstrong Furniture Co.
2331 Broad
OFFICER - B. C, McKee.
JUDGES Louise B. Harlow,
J. H. Norton, E. T. Hodges,
R. S. Hawkins, Fred C. Beek-
endorf.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. R. S.
Simpson, Mrs. J. H. Finch,
WARD 344,Hackett, Ray Francis Gordon. Pine Bill Mod •WARD 29.3 . 1087 AUGHanley 8t. School OFFIC'ER - Kyle Healey.
OFFICER-Grant PeYerham.
JUDGES-ItEliciovelynmanT., W0a.ltonn, , LoumB'rsHi.se'RG.wihsvilitie.arn,LiHn.WcoHln.j.G. 
B, B.
JUDGES - W. H. Jack, Mrs.
Burks, Sam Nolan, Subrathes chrisionher.
Hardaway, Faye A. Burrow, gEsmintAsts..... ken. Astor.-Susie L. Briggs.
nest M. Jenkins, Marvin H. Cumming, School 
'Perkins, Lucille Boyd. Argo Cleaner.
WARD 34.2REGISTRARS - Mrs. Arthur
Sims. 1037 Cummings 
WARD 30 1534 5. Lauderdale .
REGIMARS--Pauline Reitz, OFFICER-Mildred Townsel, Pposeeimoody Cke,rmamnung jelotyondCenstwer. JOUFFID2611,_-311.3Joh.ntp.EWariltlaertts:Gladys '7'. Simpson. JUDGES -- Nellie Bridgelot•th,. WARD 21.3 Bessie Lee Forrest, Annie, JUDGES '.-- Austin T.• Welsh, "Cody, Inez Payne, Anna R..
OFFICER-Joseph J. Sweeney. Vivian C.. Williams, Elvira
Klondike School Mae Threat, Daisy Lee Luke Kingsley, Sr E 34 Willis Ella Winters; -Ella
OFFICER-E. R. Rhodes. REGISTRARS - M i 1 d r e d 
Lclinargkeetdel‘d,eiricinAiairslt..Geoma.ameG: LumSnipems, FrGeoardditeesue.hWht,anC.EDr..
3230 Valentine Strong, Marie Brown. 
1344 Summer
-- OFFICF.E L. A. :McCune.INTee. 
B. 
Grant, Lillian McNeil, nestine Boone.
REGISTRARS - Jessie Mc- H. Wyckoff, Mrs. E. B. Ben-
JUDGES-George Brown, Ruth
REGISTRARS -- Ada Coulter, Mahon, Emma, Argo. dell, Mrs. Robert O'Brien,Leona Jeter.
WARD WI . Florida Street School D. Edwards, Mrs. Bruce Da-
Ward 35.1 Mrs. Sam McCalla, Mrs. T.
Peabody School 
cus, Ernest Williams.2015 Young 
3510 Florida •
REGISTRARS--Mrs. Portia Col,
OFFICER - Travis H. Howell. 
jOuDFFIGCEESR ___.-- RmutahrthPaerryli.unter,
R. L. Crider, Carl 0. Nash, Martha Woodhouse. Bernice 
Mrs. C. B. Anderson.
WARD 3s.3
JUDGES - John Morris, Mee. .Elizabeth Smith, Ada Payne,
Mrs. John Morris, Mrs. W. L. AnvoidielonH., L. Boyce, Henry Tent-$.E. "Ismer Guernsey 8Ward, Mrs. Fredericks Shaf- Holmesfer, Lillie Mahaffey, Chas, C. REGISTRARS - Alberta Snell, OFFICER-K. A, MoESeen.,Flanigan. Georgia Mae Nicholson. JUDGES - Mrs. Vernkt Legt.REGISTRARS - Mrs. A. C. 
Walter Forrester, Mrs. Joe D.Anderson. Mrs. LaRue E. Ward 115.2




ell. • WARD ISJUDGES-Ruby IV. Banks. Al- Rad Cress Bldg.phi 13, Lewis, Owen AL Wade, Mandield Central
_Deneford, Joseph! T. Cavallo. 147 8. Parkway, W. OFFICER - salaries Crawford.
Jilt!. Dodson, Lola B. Jones, OFFICER-S. C. Lancaster.Pearling Kimbrough. • JUDGES-Andrew Jobe, A. B. RLGISTRARS - Mrs. E. W. OFFICER-HarryHobo,
JUDGES - Rosa Lee Cooper,
REGISTRARS-Edna Si. Mitch- Sanders, Jesse Cunningham, Lowrie, Helen Gray. .JUDGES-Ella Hudson. Addle Mettle Moore. Earnestine
ell, Martha J. Bratnlett. Mrs. .1, C. Lancaster. Rich- WARD 204 M. Harley, Samantha Hudson, Hughes, Eva M.
ard Shepherd, Mary Elizabeth Josie Holloway, Alonzo Cald- Tommy Guy, Jr., Shirlee .A.well. •
Redd, Wylie Holeman, Mrs. 
Finnic. Edna M. Haywood.
Thomas White. REGISTRARS-Julia Hightow- REGISTRARS - On Moore,
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Ralph er, Rosie L. Appiewhite, Ella-Belle Raines.WARD 244
Grayson, Mrs. Lester Green.
Mt Mortals Baptist ChurchWARD lel. 
• 1264 Florida- Idlewlld School 
OFFICER-Warren Burt.113e Liedea 
JUDGER-Lillian Thomas, Sena
OFFICER-Oialmers 
Campbell, Zelphia Hentz, Dor-
JUDGES-T. D. Moss, Howard 
rim J. Morris, MargueriteTurner, Airs. Will, Thomas,.Tessie Mae Henderson, Ma-lin Williams, Nettie MaePorter, Arnantha Steele.
REGISTRARS -- JosephineWatts, Viola Robinson,
WARD 23.1
Walker School
M Aa5 S. lderdale
OFFICER-Lofton Rowers. •
JUDGES-Georgia Lewis, Ern-
estine Shumpert. Mrs. A. L
Willis, Anne SpragginsWm. T. Gurney, Dorothy San-dem Tom Harris,
WARD
Building
467 N. Fifth Street
OFFICER-Charles Nunnery.
JUDGES -- Alma IT. Trobaugh,
James F. Holcomb, Ron L
Nunnery, Airs. II. H. Smith,
Mn,. A, R. Xiques, Lillie D.
Rut ford. Rev. D. B, Burbidge,
Hattie Bell Swift, Earline Wil-
liams, Cliff west, Mrs. Mel-
sin A. York, Mrs. .1. A, Mar-
tin.
REGISTRARA-5It e. Pat Dene-






Anastasia B. Hall, Audrey A.
Folsome, Ruth Lewis, Jean-
ette Flynn, John W. Tyler,
Lula F. Bulord, John Mc-
Donald.




Henry Zclerad, Jeered G.
Blanchard, Jim Breytrpraak,
F. Ai. Greeson, C. S. Moser,
Preston McDaniel, Troy Rit-
ter, Mrs. E. A. Russell, Mrs.
Chas. H. Patton, Mrs. Law-
Winn, Lawrence Mason, War- renee crehim.
ten Webb, Marie Gibbs, J. REGISTRARS-Mel C. mer-Frazier Ailsworth. min, Mrs. Arthur Sample.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Howard WARD 2111Winn, Dorothy Sullivan.
Mammal' Lodge
WARD 141 las Overton Park
Coedit Library OFFICER -Austin Frame.MeLeen 0 Peabody JUDGES -- Drucilla Mosley.OFFICF.R-T, W. Billions. Paula IV. Hoes, AgnesJUDGES-Mrs. Hal P. Bailey. O'Leary, Mary O'Leary, Mrs.
Lynn N. Ferguson. W. T. T. G. Emmons, Jr., Sue B.Biggs, Mrs. Melvin Furchgatt, Baker, Blanch* Phelps, Ar-Jr., LaValle Sorrells, Herbert thur F. Schoembs. LouiseA. Wilmot, Waiter Hoffman. Betz, Louise Hermit TomPaul R. Benjamin, Mueneh, Mrs. Eva D. Marks.REGISTRARS-Maria T. REGISTRARS-Mrs. M John W. REGIIVRARn-Rcase F. Chisel, REtifsTRARs Alma E. Cut
gan, tacmieline L. Parte,, Spence, Barbara T. Hall. Clara M. Smith. lei., !vole H. 
'limo... 0
Hurst, Mrs. J. P. Burn.,.
24.1





JUDGES - Mrs. E. M. AlcCal-
la, J, K. McDaniel„ Charles
NV:Kinsey, W. D. Howell, Roy
Emerson, Mrs. B. L. Robin-
son, W. J. Floyd, Mrs. J. L.
Wright, Mrs. L. W. Lowe, L.
W. Lowe, Harry S. Marsh
REGISTRARS -Hattie Surratt
Mrs. B. M. Peterson.
. -Ward 29.3
Orange Mound Swimming Pool
• 2376 Carnes
OPVICER - Rudolph Johnson.
East.WARD 261 WARD 31.2Bellevue Park - Tent Rozene School
993 Roland
OFFICER -Richard T. Poole.
JUDGES - Hattie Marsh, Mrs.
C. C. Campbell, Alice S. Wil-
kinson, C. J. Harding, Juanita
Bartholomew, W. R. Wilkin-
eon, Florence Dean, Mrs.. W.
Ellis, Lens H. Howard,
REGISTRARS - Jo Ann




Willett Ss FosterOFFICER-John J. Person. oficreirm John es Lucchesi.JUDGES--Ruth Beck, Martha JUDGESGeorgie m. Ingram,Scheele, Mule Sanders, Mar- Fenner Lee Cox, F. F. Luke,ion Sanders, Theresa Morella, Lena Mae Leake, Mrs. Ben:Mrs. Roy Bray. it: Edwards. Mrs. Sidney A.REGISTRARS-Ann Marie Dal- Law. Ruth W. Hunt.ton, Mrs. Fred Wells, REGISTRARS-Mrs. Fred Y.
WARD Demuth, Mrs. George R. Ta-
lent.}Ire Station No. 6 
WARD 31-4924 Thomas Tent - Glenview Park
Lamar & Barkedale
OFFICER.- W. Neal Maxwell.
JUDGES - Evelyn McLinlith-
lin, Warren P. -Ware, Helen
S. Wagner, W. B. McLaughlin,
Mrs. J. K. Maguire, Mabel B.
Hill, Mrs. A. L. Duval, An-
. Mow A. Meyer, Mrs. John E.
Conley, M r Amelia Cam-
matt





OFFICER L H. Bonham.
JUDGES - Mi!s. Joe Powell,
B. C. Berry. James M. Som-
ers, Dorothy Gold, Mrs. Wil-
lie Oglesby, .Neal F.. Tidwell,
REGINTRARS - Mrs. R. H.




OFFICER - Ruth A. Pegram.
JUDGES -- Randolph Holt,






JUDGES - Alice N. Booth
Mrs. Jack FUlton, P. K
Holden, Helen Dale, David E
C,aywood, 0. T. Booker, Mrs.
William (1. CraneY.
REGISTRARS - - Mrs. .T. B
Ferzuson, Mildred Harris.
WARD 284
Flill Bros. Motor Co.
2144 Madison
orirtcra-s. n.
JUDGES- Fzle S. Elrod, FA
R.. Dewey, N. Bagwell, R.
Hale AloslesillEthel Rawlinson,
Herbert S. Each, A. L. Dalt-
ney, Mrs. A. I. Dabney.
I 700 Adams
IIEG ItIRTARS-C.eraldine IV, Gladys M. Taylor, Margaret 
orricER-c. w. thirst.
Jena, Firs. Willie F. Taylor E, Alexander, Cora L. Glees.. WARD II .
JUDGES-Ehner F. Davis, Nor.WARD II 
: Mrs. Vernon Diekens, Ermece Hodges Field man .1. Flynn, Peter H. Mitch-Merrill School 
1, Taylor, Annie Bell Parker. Waldron & Jefferson ell, James It. Bums, Ben I...
PREGISTRAXS-Ann Edith Kin- OFFICER-Lee Gilmore. Madison.
lea Joses .
OFFICZR-3.1araden D.. Miteh-1 chew. Rhea Hinds. JUDGES-Mrs. E. R. Caudle, REGISTRARS ..... Sirs. c. W.Kathryn McGuire, Carolyn
Metcalf, Mrs. Dumont Frank-
lin. Rhea Pinson, Frances
Riverview School
ea Joubert Mrs, Everett C. Catlin, Mrs.
OFFICER - Elnora Tipton. J. F', Crossno, Mrs. W. D.
JUDGES - Al Jackson, Lula Castro.
White, Ernestine Clark, Ells- REGISTRARS-Mrs. Walter R.
abeth Black. Odessa C. Jordan, Mrs. S. E. Rialtos.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Hilton






E. J. Washington, 'Betty F.
Chism, Richard Johnson, Mil.
dred L. Sweet, Henry 7.
Filcher, Oscar Joyner, Ellie-








JUDGES-Mrs. Robert E. Mar-
shall, Walton P. McCarty,








JUDGES-Erline B. Dye, Mar-
garet L. Hatcher, Mrs. Ito
Miller, Mrs. L. K. Foster,
Mrs. Douglas Cooper, Mrs. D.
A. Ellis, Mrs. R. L. Lankhuff,
H. IL Fisher. ,
REGISTRARS - Juanita P..





REGISTRARS - CRUM E. Mil-





JUDGES - Bessie Claybrook,
Lydia E. Hawkins, Addle
Wright, Lettie Si.. Dean,
Beatrice M. Thornton, Sallie







JUDGES-Mrs. Frank E. Faux,
Andrea S. Baker, Martha E.
Rantsey, Lucille Collins, An-
thony A. Aspero, Dr. G. B.
Ramsey, John A. Peterson,
Geo McLean, John W. Ap-
piing/
REGISTRARS - Mrs. J. W.





JUDGES-.Iesse P. Bellamy, A.
C. Cross, Jake Principl, 'John
Getz, E. A. McDermeitt,.Mrs.
Joseph Cowling, Sally Dame,
Gertrude Carpenter, C. P.
Coleman, H. Ar1117101111 Dorris,
Robert Outland. •






rnnoEs - Margaret Poston,
Claude G. al/Utley, Mrs. B.




520 N. Highland .
OFFICER-T. W. Cannon,
JUDGES -Mrs. J. Id. Hauer,
Mrs. J. R. Vaughn, A. J.
jbe. Eliza th Guopidna.Abr
ham, lairs. 
Mary Northeott, Mrs. B. 'C.
Collins.
REGISTRARS - Thelma .W.






len Johmaxt, Dorothy Anders
son, Nannie Dixon, Emma le.
Ford, James Brown, L. C.
Bledsoe, Annette Duffey. Jet.








Gray, Myrtle Canada, Este
B. Davis, Rosetta 0. Jackson,
Lucille Price, George B, Ross,







JUDGES - Mrs. .1. L. Dixon,
Emma L. Rogers, C. E. Bar.
entitle, Mrs. Carl West, Eddie
C. Doyle, Louise J. Donati,
Laird Ainsworth, Helen I.
Davis,
REGISTRARS - Mrs. R. I.,




.rotirttrAL Ansi KrI,ENteN I , rotj . Au, r Itr1-1011..vr, ,rottrirAL tAtrIsttighT) trOUTICAL ADS titrb,LMENT
l'i ti, GENERAL ELECTION TUESDAY NOVEMBER 6..1962,
• 
WARD 43•1 WARD 50.2 W \RI) 57 WARD et.2 - i WARD 14-PRECTSSCI I MILLINGTON
. Shelby Oeuxty Pseud Pali
MULLINS,
Shama Ideal OFFICER-Fred Burmeister.
, Chickasaw Gardema
°REIMS-Marcus D. Sloan. OFFICER.-- C. P. Bayer...
• 44U Poplar
OFTICIIIII -James McDonald. OFFICER-Walter G. Furr. • 
JUDGES
21414 Seers 3346 Millington OFFICER - - Aaron Longmire.
• Millington SchoolPink Pales* Mallory Heighle School Christ Methodist Out* Dunbar Reboot lire Slating No. 0
• 
• WARD 41-I.
forth, Sirs. Leslie Norment, Andrew Whalen, Roy Gott
JUDGES-Slaudie Glenn, Mti. 
-- Ma Mae Clark, IMPFIninearli-442s .... 
Mn.
* 31  R°A.a;,.. ......•
. 311541 Shelby
OFFIC6R-Geerge C. Caudle. Mrs. Robert E. Rich. Geo 
Summers. John H. Shelton. E. Mrs. Chas W. Montgomery 
Commander Leonard Reintjes,
Omar Pitts, Gene Sanders. •Lneille Collett: Mrs. J. E.
• ISM libmiasa JUDGES-Stewart F. Morley, JUDGES-N. E. Sloan. Odessa JUIRiEs -L. S. Lawo, Jr. ittostign - Gertrude Bridge- .
JUDGES-Ireie Burrell, Gracie 
Sallie Wall. Mrs. J. Norman Plainer, III, Daniel E. West. Glover. Virginia Glover, Viola . Wm. Chambers, Joe Saig,
Sue Couble, Morris Raney, . Shnirson, Mrs. J. V. Walla..
Mrs. R. T. Waldron.
Madlinpr, Bert Ferguson, C. Weber, Grace McHelvy, Jr., A. C. Peterson, James C. Irene Richmond. Layette L rich, Siri. Frank Horn, Mrs.
Parker, Dorothy Daniels. Lou- dFolZ,ZIWBa:Tr'codyjr".Weartm. °row' G°r: Wood Prudence B. Teal. Joseph H. Michael. Thomas Hill, Josephine' Hewitt. Eliz..a. 
mJohnarvinFrTaccsahinsiorCd.. P. Sigler, Tom Clifton. . N. P. Barrett, REGISTRARS -A F. Taybx.
Bowling. 
' been Saunders. 1-"ella W. REGISTRARS -- Beatrice Beet- 
Louise V. Brooks, W. F. Mo- Mrs. S. C. Harris.is. 
Roberson. Arizona,,,,Camth-,,,, ,.. • McIntosh, Merles Berry, !ts:GI.IT:AR8 . . Mrs. J. K . Johnston, Mrs. Ralston T.
Brakebill, W. B. Mason, Jr.. . kle. 
Kelvy. Mrs. Dewey C. Bailey.. era. •*'"*. """`a'a 
M. •"'"'-4"" Airs. Geo. Madlinger, J. W. Stone. Alice Morton, •Eddie Belle NelSoo, EUllne REGISTRARS - Mrs. A m Is 1 REGISTRARS - Susie Bryant, 
galupo, Mrs. Charles 1.. Nee- OAKVILLE I
Baker. Haynes 0. Jones, Aim James Hugh". WARD 51.1 Peterson, Mrs. J • m e a M Ester Jones. ' 
REGISTRARS -- Venita Cali-
Jackson Gales, Limbs Mae arGisTRARA _ Mrs. W. D. Carnes &noel .
WARD 83 
.
WARD WI-PRECINCT I. 
lout% Helen Chapman. DemoermOakalu: agebeialhway n
543 Lane Campbell. .




Frayser High Scheel 
RALEIGH - 
OFFICER -- George W. Grant.GETett• Mathis, Helen Morley. Jactsoa' School
.• Caudle, Lillie H. Jones. WARD 454 IUDGES---Mattie B. Chatman, 1601 DeUwood 
Raleigh Utility Commission
4114 James RIDGES -- Mrs. Nancy. R.
. WARD 414 • Mendel( School 
Martha Randle, Mary Exunt, tee 5. Highland . OFFICER- A. B. Irwin, Jr. OFFICER-Charles W. Patton. OFFICER -- Bob Crain. •
ltd.
Bradshaw. Mrs. D. Ir.. Mar
Lorenzo Childress. Ode s s a OFFICER - L.- F. Islaub. JUDGES - Mrs. J. W. Card. JUDGES - Sam Cacciola,. Ed. JUDGES -Gertrude L. Daniel- honey. Sin. Lurlin• 
)n
7113 Greer
Bazaa airedi ' Irls011wo OFFICER-Albert J. Daniels. 
Donelson, Sadie Reddus, Tony JUDGES -Frances Woodward, Mrs. D. C. Pass, 'Joseph C. ward B. Farrell, Haywood son, Claude Reese, Howard Mrs. J. F. Howell, 
' • 17411 Vollantine JUDGES-Pauline Montgomery, 
B. Simon.. Amanda Banks, Juanita Walls, Mrs. Henry James, Mrs A. F. Russell, Williams. John B. Crain Jr., Reese. Mrs. Glenn Steddick, Stowe, Mrs. Howard Pl: Creed.
OFFICER-G. T. Wage. Lora Habern, Hilda Sinn. An- 
F'red Horton, Lovertt Mack, Fones. Dorm a Nell Sullivan, A. F. Russell, H, A. Wendt, Hoyette Hodnett, J. A. Regan, Taylor ' B. Cowan, Bill Pus-.son, • Mrs. Dorothy J. Grant.
JUDGES - Ruby 'Jenkins, Elsa We M, Hannah. G. H. Luckett, 
. 
Smith, Jeanette Neal. 
Arezetta Jefferson, Leroy V;. Mrs. Joe M. Morris, WM. K.
. :
James F. Davis, Mrs. John W. T. Rankin. Dr. Fred Raths cell, Mrs. Harlan Couburn, REGISTRARS - Mrs. Frank
Mrs. Agnes Dsnielson, Chu Bociamer, Mrs. Sam P. Odell.Moister, Mrs. G. T. Wingo, Ann L Bishop, Mrs. W. E.
Mrs. George Dorman, S. L Brower, Edna White, 
Leah REGISTRARS-Inez Ivra, Geor•1Walter' I  
Connors, W, D. Stallings. Mrs- C. Tapp, Elbert M. Bryeans, Mrs. Haywood Williams, Mary  Marquardt. Mrs. Annie Mrs. G. E. Diviney, John R. Sue Riley, Helen StIvers, Mrs. Littlefield.
Nichols, D. R. Finch, Umbert • Torn. gia L. Walker. • I 
B.  Avens, Mrs. D. B. Sans-
bury 
- Lucille Sere . OAKVILLE I. John 13. Crain Jr., Mrs. J. A. DE6DITDUIS
' ' Parini, Morris Ostrov. • REGISTRARS-Mrs. H. R. Tay- WARD 514 REGISTRARS --Dorothy Cow- 
REGISTRARS - Mrs. A. R. Ir. Via.
Baker, Jr.
Ines Armour. Knight Road School
.REGISTRARS - - Mrs. Umbert lor, Mrs. Hulet Beard. D. H. Parish & 50111 win, Jr., Mrs. R. J. Billions. REGISTRARS -- Mrs, Parnell ill'inchester Pike & Knight •Pierini, Mrs. W. A. Ryan. IOU Galloway 
Scenic Hills School
SCENIC) HILLS. . gill, Nola Jean Gnssom.
WARD 654 • Dwyer Jr., Mrs. Richard Arnold Rd.
Me Saulhern 
JUDGES-Mrs. Arthur summer. Sherwood 
Surnmerfield
field, Mrs.. R. Billingsley,' ' 3717 Vainly'
School
OFFICER -Edward Kallaher'.1 •
ale N. Perkins . ' 
78-PRECINCT 2• 
.
. WARD 41.3 
pylinAilegaDr. OFFICER -Henry D. Pearson.
• WARD U-S , Rerclair School .
Hyde Park School 
•
Flre Station No. ilt
WARD 45.5
Delano School 
OFFICER .-- Harry V. White.
JUDGES -- Mrs, Fran Pollock reit, Charles Van Eaton,
SOO Scenic Highway
JUDGES -Mrs. Howard Far.
llat Tunica OFFICER-Geo. Holley. George Tidwell, Sr., IO•nry OFFICER - C. N. Talley. JUDGES -Wm. Earl Whisen- • lns Delano J. II, Bostick. Bruce Welch Thomas W. Taylor, Mrs. HaysOFFICER-Rev. M. Winfield. JUDGES - Mrs. Willis Head, O'Neil, Cathryn }taxless. Mrs..JUDGES --- Vernon S. Cash. ant, Sara. Blount, Sandra
B1 t Ralph E Jones Lit- OFFICER-. George S. Reeves. 
James ,,. Patton, Chester K ' Faulk, Mrs. C. D. Case. AnniemtoGES-Mariorie T. Johnson, Mrs. Geo. Holley, Douglas • Finley H o I m e s, Elizabeth' Mrs. Dixie Reitano, Mrs. B. Graham. Albert E. Walmsley. Mae Temple, Shirley Pearson,011ie Ward, Sara L. Fletcher, Walker, J. B. Carney, Bonnie 
O'Neal. • G. Brown. Mrs. A. M. Sutler,
lien Conrad, Louis J. 
,
JUDGES-Mrs. Willie S. Dew. Elizabeth D. Hinckley, Mrs. Susan Bowen, Harry B. Rob.Addie Johnson, Shirley 'Bea- ' Springer, Elizabeth Jackson, 
Rs•(.1•TRARS -. Mrs. B. F. Allen Robinson. Mrs. .Keith
Patricia Jones, Louise P. Jen- son, Mrs. C. P. Voss, Mrs. -Gene Strong, Jane Everett, ertson, Mrs. Harry Robertson,mon, Amend Britt. Frank H. Hick C. Williams, Dr. Richard 
Head, Sr., Frances McGold. Colbert, Mrs. Harry J ones. kins, Mrs. C. A. Hoots, John- Paul. A. Flanders. Raymond Jr.Gray. Ernest Winfield. Raridon. rick, . REGISTRARS -Martha Slash-
Jr., Mrs. C. N. Talley. ny W. Sandy, Jr. A. -Putt. D. A. Jackson. Joe 
Mrs. W. F. Lenderman 
-lane H. Eve.REGISTRARS-Josephine ' Yet, REGISTRARS-Mrs. Bruce Ely', • WARD 53.1 . D. Chastain, C. IV. Ogilvie,
W. C. Sessum. • ' 
REGISTRARS - Mrs. H. J.
land, Ruth Carruthers.
• • REGISTRARS - Mary Stubble- 
Beach, Alfred Ruff.
ROSS' STORE
REGISTRARS - Evelyn Vena-ris, Bernice V. Oliver.. Mrs, Lee Morse. Springdale School burn, Louise McGowen. . ble, Mrs. Charles B. Bruce. :
US Hollywood . . WARD 53.3
WARD 1134 STEWARTVILLE
Hollywood Baptist Church St. John's Episcopal Church JUDGES - Mrs. Jerry' Cooper., 3431 Sharpe 96/1 Mendenhall • 
Old Shelby Lodge Building
Brunswick Road
OFFICER it°. -George C. See&
WARD 421 . WARD 45.4 OFFICER-Gordon Robertson. . Sharpe) School' • Macon School 
field, Mrs. E. E. Jackson. 
.
14,39 Hollywood hies; Fleet Woe .ssethue L. OFFICER -- A. V. Phillips.. WARD ItM S. Greer 
OrruinD -- John H. Ball.. Georgian Hills Elem. School 
OFFICER - - E. C. Fowler.
ing.
411)0E8-Leona Doyle, .J. C. JUDGES-Allen Davis, Mrs. W.
Evans, Mrs. H. D. Bomar, L. Burnett, Elizabeth P. Won- Charles C. Handley.
Causey, Mrs. R. H. Walker, Van L. Kerr, Mrs. Travis G.
Jackson, C: D. Baldwin Da- 
JUDGES, 
Mays, 
ar d1 : 
F. 
. -. a Ny\ Beverly' W.  n 1 I: ...
oti PlItinnrsae.irs.Dar4id. OFFICER -- M. J. Siedell. Paul Stewart, H. B. Osborn, Guy R .Smith, John J. Al.
3930 Lawler 
JUDGES -J. R. Lancaster. W.
W. McCreight, Sam Butler, JUDGES -- Clarence A.
OFFICER-H. D. Bomar. OFFICER-T. K. Robinson. Cox. Ann Krasner, Clovis H. JUDGEs - G, H. Bozeman.
Weir, Hattie Pennington. Jaseph, Ross H. Horton, Da- Simpson, Mrs. Lewis Alford. Cr, Edward A. Tyler, Mrs. T.
REGISTRARS -- Mrs. T. 
B.E. DH.
Pope,




f f et . W: it
Smith,
Marie Hodgson, Charles 0. ley, C. G. Boyer, Lawrence REGIsTit ARS -- Mrs. Robert vid 0. Erwin, Georgia L. Full-
dolph Mills, Mrs. C. A. Hall.1
R 'JUDGES.- - Geo. M. Woods, Jr.,
REGISTRARS - Ann Newton, vid V. Johnson, Eleanor Wood- • WARD 52.2 G. Cupples, Ftheba G. Mash. Young, DOrothy M. Harrison. 
. Dasler. Mrs. W. M. Crawford. Mrs. T, V. Williams,- J. A. REGISTRARS - Mrs. J. L. Diet
Mary, , Mrs.'. .
Dorothy Rinaldi. ward, Alice B. Craddock, Mrs. Faxon Ave. Baptist Church burn, Katherine T. Lockhart, Mildred Green, Mrs. Howard Reeder, J. B 'Wylie. tretU, Mrs. U. NI. Ross.
E. S.• Birdsong. 677 N. Hollywood . T. G. Cupples. WARD 64 AR A. Vaughn, Jr., Howard A. REGISTR S -• Sibyl Tread- ' •' • WARD 434 REGISTRARS-Mrs. Herbert OFFICER-J. B. Mason Sr. REGISTRARS' -June Phillips, • Boy Scout But Vaughn, Jr., W. A. Owen, way, .Mrs. Jack Lancaster. . WHITEHAI'EN 1Hollywood School F. Landstreet, Mary L. Rob-JUDGES--Thelma A, Vaughn, Mrs. Edward G. Tyler„ ION. Mendenhall • . Walter Flitter. 'Chris D. Mar. ' • Ralneshave4 School
REGISTRARS--Dorothy Borjes, 
WOODSTOCK
OMCIER - Jack L. Bunch.'
. 1815 Bryan • inson.- A. J. Goodballet, E. A. ' WARD 501-4 • OFFICER-F. B. Tripp.' . Ain, James Wilson, Jr.
-
son, Camille P. Cameron, . 
Parish Hall,OFFICER--D, W. Walker. Shears, S. D. Gaston,. Wands . South Park School JUDGES-Eerl Hays, Ray Cre. 
'St. Anna Ellis, Church JUDGES -Mrs. Leon G. Hank.
nerd C. 'Hunt, Gladys Parker, Memphis State University Charles R. Zemp, Hugh C. , 
Mrs.. Gene Lamar,JUDGES-W. B. Barron, Her. - WARD 464 . E. Spooner Jessie C, Ma- 1736 Oetwell
3306 Old Millington ltd. ins, C. H. Pitt, Mrs. IL Ws• son, Mrs. Edward Neely, Bob-Rob• OFFICER -Wm. 13, Beckemey-
• Hollowell, Edward G. Grogan, . 
OFFICER -Rembert It. Wil- Lovedady, J, A. Rube, F. W,
• 
Bessie Aldridge, Mrs. Ben
JUDGES - Nellie G. Wiley, Leonard W. Gill, Matt Beard, Denver School 
hams, Jr..
WARD 721
Bushart, Clyde    ..l. Huff, OFFICER--R. W. Johnson.
• Patterson Street ert F. Chapman.
REGISTRARS - Mrs A. C. 
Cr.er. .
' Thatcher, IL S. Gill, Jr. .
Alta Dulaney, • Mrs. J. E. W. L. Forman. Guy -C. Lan- 1940 Frayser Blvd. 
JUDGES --lllartha H. Craw- REGISTRARS -Mrs. ' Robert
S. V. Clips, Dorothy Shurden, JUDGES-John' Farrior, Haw- Chandler, Maurine Rienis. '
W. Skidmore, Mrs. W. .L..Mrs. W. B. Barron, Marie - thorrie Wallis, Mrs. R. B. Slur- Hill. Mrs. Earl Price, Mrs. sky, Arthur R. N1cGoldrick, OFFICER - Venoy Vaughn. ford, C. P. Burst, Mrs. Rem-Bowles, Albert J. Rose, Mar- row. Mrs. James H. Branch, N. 0. Lambert, Joseph Lenzi, Jr., Al L. Laresky, John Ga. JUDGES - Mrs. R. F. Rena. - bert Williams, Robert L.
WARD 52.3
guerite Davis, Mrs. A. P. J.. H. Branch, Mrs. John or- e Mrs. Jack A. Price, Mrs. Mitchell, Mrs. Aubrey Tucker. 
Sproles, Jr.Tent Suneyside Ovic Park Geo. E. Zachs, Mrs.,!. B. lella Jr.Leadford, Horton, Mary Joe Richard- REGISTRARS - Ruby Kerlin- ! • - '
'H. Craig' Jr. M. H. Belote REGISTRARS -Annie H. John' 
Civic ParkWHITERAI'EN I
REGISTRARS --Mary : D o y 1 e REGISTRARS-Mrs- Joe Metre- .. .. . , son.
I rells.
kowske,.Bobbie D. Farley. L. K. Collier, Mrs. P. H. Yar- 
son, Ray Madden.OFFICER-C. C. Collison.
Jrn.si.l.-.Ioward A. Flet,•ier, ,.‘,„,„,„. . Graves Read School1 cea, Mrs. Harry S. Spcars. Mrs.- Edward . Wray, Mrs. ""`".7"`"'''"-- • • C. P. WARD- 65-PRECINCT 1Winningham, Ida E. DoUgh-
a '--- Mot   brough, Sirs.' Jack Schweitz• ,
Tent-Holy Rosary Church ' ' ' -
er, Mrs Bill•Dickerson Mrs 
DISTRICT NO. 2 3398 Graves Rd. •
Mrs. Ellis M. Malone.
yid Hassler, Mrs. M L. Loper. 
erty. 
• 4331 Park . 
Lucean Moore, Mrs. Edgari• 
CAPLEVILLE .' OFFICER - Robert R. Lamb.
JUDGES -. Mrs. James E. in,
WARD 431 f WARD U.! • • Charles C. Collison, Mrs. De-
anaFloyd D. Rowe, Jr., Mrs. Geo. .s...h,,, atatta,, 20. so . OFFICER-H. E. Vaught.'
. WARD 541-5
REGISTRARS -Mrs. B.. J.
Burns, Mrs. L. K. Collier. . 
Coplevillo School
win, Eva M. Bodamer, Hu.
Fire Station No. 23 1 Furniture, by Fleming .
OFFICER-Geo. T. Walker, !OFFICER-Wm. Frank Wells. V. Hodges. Laura Mitchell. -,,,,,,w.-11 a -shoes . . JUDGES-Mrs. Robert Candler. Beeson, /sirs. IV. H. Craig. 
JUDGES -T. H. Crump, Nor- rail E. Campbell, Mrs. John
OFFICER -E. W. Bowe,Jackson Ave, 3374 Park Ave.'Ave.-
F. Schulte, Rembert ris Hall, Trent Malone, C. N. B. Osier, 0, F. Buddenbohm.'JUDGES-James K. Fly, Mel- JUDGES-E. A. Wedman, Mrs. --1' • • OFFICER - F. G. Castle .
R GIMTRkRS - Mrs H.. C. Mrs. W.
. Bergdorf Mrs Frank Menai Donelson, John J. Doggett Jr., . . WARD 71-2 
- Henderson, Otis Stepherson. Edward W. Land, Jr., L. E.-yin Greer. Alpheus E. Saumsl J. IV. Harney, Dora M. Prn- • • ' JUDGES -M. C. Ossario, J.
WARD 531 Betty Galloway, Harmon 'Per. Grandview Heights School . 
REGISTRAR -Mrs. J. W. Dod• Lamb,, Edgar L.• Jones, L.. V.J. A. Kirkland,.. Mrs. S. m.1 rison Mrs. Bert Winnick, N'rs. .. M.' Varossa, Louise H. Mc-
sin, David B. Martin, Porter Rand°, George .Anderson, JrMcKee,. Helen B. Latham,, W. A •Meclaris, Mrs. Radford ' Kingsbury School , Rae, M. Y. Toombs, Charles . . 2342 Clifton. • • 
dridge. - Mrs. Bruce Hale.
• REGISTRARS -Thomas. A.. One Jones, Bonita Childress. 1 IV. Roeebrough, Jr., Winnie 104 N. Graham F. Wilson, Frank Z. Jernigan, H. Chappell. • • OFFICER - P. F. Fracchia. • COLLIERVILLE Flowers, J. B. Ashley. .REGISTRARS-Nancy Hansen, C. Morris. OFFICER ---C, 0. Royette. • Mrs. Lawrence P. Busby, NV. REGISTRARS-Mrs. H. S. 14C7 JUDGES - Mr. Othel Bowden,'Kathleen M. Simms.. ' Donald, Nell J, Cochran. 
Fire Station:REGIS, RAR- Jessie I. Wells, JUDGES -Louis B. Jones, Ada IL Wardle. Sans T. Fuller, Mrs. R. J. Schledvitz, Mrs. OFFICER -Martin Newby. . WHITEHAVEN 11Mrs. A. S. Roberts. it. Billings, Frances A. Dun- Margaret Tenent, E. D. Ten- WARD SS-PRECINCT. I . W, F. Monsarratt, Mrs. G. JUDGES - Pearce Thomas, R. 
•
- WARD • 1 • lap, Betty Joe Harvey. .Annie rot, Jr., George P. Phillips. Mt. Morialt Park-Tent •, ' ,Diggs, Mrs. Undine Levy, C. C. Cox. Herbert Lehman, C. TtniGonsylleg orsaelleihitaLeawood Baptist Church j WARD 48-3 Mae Jackson, Jack Hollings- REGISTRARS -Mildred F.114$ Dye . Audubon Park worth, Martha Boyette, Clara Mayer, Helen Varoasa: 
Mt. Morlah and•Txtk • : A. _Riddle, G. M. Stout, Mrs. H. Harrell, Mrs. Richard F. OserwER_H, A. Ho,„o. ..
OFFICER--James E. Cox. : .• : Travis R. Anderson..OFFICER-W, E. Adkins. I 4160 Park F. Smith, Sally McKee, Mrs. WARD 59-1 " JUDGES - Mrs. Ray- Butler REGISTRARS - Mrs. B. R. dorf, Ralph Hall
Kelsey. Jr., R. L. Howtzen- JUDGES -S. '1). Vinson,' Ed.
JUDGES-Lerr :s.. :. Behr, Mrs. OFFICER--Guy G. Fisher, Edward Bourson, Jr., Mary
Mrs. C. L. Raines, Carolyn T: 
Wyatt, Lillian Dublin. ward Ballow, Jr., Eugene L.
G. Faulkner, Catherine M. Gil- Clenney.• Monteen Long, :qrs. 
Pendleton Presbyterian Church
OFFICER. -Hazel- Herring. Maxey, Sirs. Lloyd Harris,
2791 Barron _. , LucilleP , DISTRICT No. 1 
REGISTRARS - Mrs Henry
Coats, Mrs. Robt. Pulliam. Powell s,f 0 Nebo, Tisft.,14.
Smith, Walter F. Kim Lk B.
• 
Phil- Emerick, Mrs. R. W.
Walker, Eva P. Seward, C. 
JUDGES-Lorraine W. Fisher,
Mrs. FrankRowland, Lucille-ter E. lessen, Mrs. Robert R.
Evelyn Campbell, Mrs. Wal-
mer, Mrs. Hugh Humphreys, W. hl..Collins. . ' 
'JUDGES - Earl.Harwell, Mrs. 'Walter • H. Smith; Robert C. 
'O. Nelson, August F.• Wiet.H. Halford, Herbert Morris,.' 
C
G. H Vellguth. Mrs. W. REGISTRARS '-Bette 
Hamby;.. R. . li.. •Hunsnaker,. -Georgia •Gruntham•Jr.,41:. K.:Willie:in ti: 
. ARLINGTON • CORDOVA era, Mrs. August F... Wieters,KEGMTRARS-Gertrude S Mc-
-GPI,. Margaret . P. Lloyd. -
H. Davis, 'Dan Frintup, Mrs. ' Marie B. Brinn. 
'-Shoup, Gladys.' Wright, Irene REGISTRARS' - Jeanette- C. OFFICER,-• Skiney'BaileY. •
Wilson's Store . : • Cordova &Stool • ..
WARD 43-3 James B. Kay. Gillis, H. L. 'Ellington, Mary -Driver,. Mildred M. Murphey. JUDGES - Raymond D.• Long- 
ornoRR - Carl W; Resell. •-•fleaVard• Thncneen• Mrs. G. W.
Quindley, . Mrs. S. P. Vinson,
WARD el-PRECINCT 1 • 
JUDGES .- Mrs. U. .W.• Diggs,
First Baptist Mt. olive Church 
REGISTRARS-  Julia Lloyd. . , 
. ..
•mire. Walter Bwrow, Jr., Sid- 
Jane S. Dutcher, Mrs. Norma Mrs. W. D. Gay, Mrs. Gm-
Rodgers, J. 11. Humphreys, J. don Wingerd, Mrs. D, D. Wile
. : WARD 53.! •REGISTRARS-Helen Salter, Wells Station School 
Pearl White, . . ' . . '
Mrs. Clyde Warren, Jr. Willow Oaks School '. ney Herring, Fred Pope, Mrs. • hams, Mrs.•James C. ?tartrate. 3811 Mt. Olive , 1612 Wells Station Rd. : Mrs: John Argo,. , , • ht. Reingold,-Robert Schwam.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. B. S. Ed-OFFICER-Isaac Stone,' • OFFICER-A.C. Jerden. ". 4417 Willow • Charles Wilson,' Ora Kellett. REGISTRAR.- Mrs. Marvin C.JUDGES - Geraldine Gray; 
-WARD 47.1'
JUDGES - Geneva Sills, Mil- 
WARD 69.2
Percy .II. Williams, Paul H. 
Vacant Store
' dred Goodman, Evie Mae JUDGES-Sirs, J. S. Stevenson, 
Robinson, Mrs. James Wilson.
. RADS . 
wards. Newton Cook, .Jr.
WHITEHAVEN 4
Sherwood Jr. High School 
OFFICER-Thomres F. Jenkins.' ' REGISTRAR& •-• Mrs. B. R. • Bazemore.
Nichols, Sam Bowman, Mar- OFFICER-John F; Bates,
3399 Airways Blvd.
Giaccaglim, Evelyn Langley, OFFICER -Fred A. Tiedeinan, 
MO Rhodes • Sirs. Ed Dolan Jr.;. James -S. BAR:METZ' 
.
°Uneven Scheeltha• Gladney, Theresa A. JUDGES-Ailene Sanders, liel-i Mrs N. D, Lewis, Jean Hill, J,UDGES - Mrs. *Theo T. Rob- .Stevenson; Mrs. A. W. Fisher, Bartlett T.V. Company . 
Goo. R. James Reboot
'3796 Bishop Rd,Hayes, Matta F. Farris. • I ne 
.
S. Fau ht M Law- G. A. Whalen. Norman .W. OFFICER - Floyd Bryan.REGISTRARS-Doris J. Wil- Mooney.- Blanche IV. Coke, 
Stage Reed & Court 
JUDGES --Mrs. Gordon Bak- OFFICER - Lake Hays, Jr.
en T. Meyers, Mrs, Harold - -r(!)-sy g , rs. erts, Eula K. Walker, Mrs. C.
Mitchell, Athene B. Sowell, rence P. Smith, James C. N. Atkins, Mrs. Gus Rivalto, 
Margaret A. Summers, 'Mrs. 
OFFICER - T. E. Hooker •hams, Laura McDaniel, . I es, Mrs. . 
W.Roberts.. 
ter, M. F. Briggs, Jr., B. J. RIDGES - . Mrs. Thomas W.
REGISTRARS - Pearl Jerden, Norman W. Mooney, Herman 
JUDGES - Glen Reid, OdisLillian Clanton, Christine Cap- J. T. Harris; Mrs. J. T. Her-
' WARD 43.4 . : linger, Evelyn Jordan.
REGISTRARS-Kathleen John- -Myrtle Lyles. 
ris, Mrs. Wilbut - H. Coats, J. Billings, Mrs. Louis 0s1, Ann Sage, E. E. Norwood,
Rowe, Frances Tyler, Joe 
Roepe, V. W. Reed, Howard M u r rats,  Mrs. Haywood
. Wright, Elayne, A. L u a a,. Mrs. Eula Walker, Mrs. E. B. 
R. Bryan.
son, Louise Winborn. WARD M•1 - Keeton, Mrs.- Fred H. Tiede-
REGISTRARS - Mrs. John W. -George, Ed Jappe, John H.
Mrs. C. D. Biddy. Carla Maraim, Robert H. 
REGISTRARS - MI!   d red  Charles T. Littleton, MesaDouglass High School
OFFICER-Melvin Wallace. • WARD 4--2 Macon Road 
maim, R M Clark Mrs C
Gillum, Mrs. Susie Edmond. George, Sr., Mattie Lee Rus- 
Moore, Mrs. Earl Seward. G. Williamson, Hugh,'Stee Mt. Olive I ' Tent-I:Islamism Park 
am, Jr., Mrs. William A1.3=-•
ter, J. P. Thornton, Tern .W.JUL.'S:Eli-Clarence Hayes, Dan- • Master Sales Co. ' OFFICER - A. B. Haines. 
M. Keller.
WARD ea-PRECINCT 2 
FOREST RILL
lel Branch, Arthur Ellison, MIS Lamar JUDGES -Lela H. Smith, Mrs. 
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Mavis sell. Forest Hill School Marra&
Gloria Tompkins, Winnie Grit- OFFICER-Sam Miller C. Hitt, Mrs. .J. W. Sigman. 
Colonial Firm, School REGISTRARS -- Mrs. Sherman OFFICER - .V. L. Hoganson. REGISTRAR - Mrs. B. S. D's!.• Leo Cartier. Mrs. J. W. Still- MO Colonial ' Kelley, Mrs. Clyde B. Warren. JUDGES - Mrs. R. Fl. Griz- fy, Mrs. Sam Hughey,fin. Sam Bush, Eugenia Tay- JUDGES - Marge Bingham," wagon, Betty S. Agee, Charles WARD 584 OFFICER-Robert E. Wilson: -
REGISTRARS-Bernice Harris, Miller, 'Della Liberto, Mrs., ern. 
Betty Strait. R: C. Bell, ' •
SheltOn's- Warehouse . Julia H. limy.
sad. R. E. Grizzard, 1.eonara
F. Hilty, David, A. Skinner,
' Weethavesa ;Wheal
lor, James B. McKay. Louise Liberto, Mrs. Sam P. Bolton, Mrs. Donna South- 
' Cherokee School.._ 
JUDGER-41ra. Michel Eadick, 
BRUNSWICK . , . WRITERAVEN 11
Reola Rodgers. Mary Hattaway, Mrs. George4tEGIsTRARS •-• Ramona Jag- 
OFFICER. -Mrs. Jam Conlin!.
3861 Kimball
Charles A, Sherrod, . B. r




OM. - FFICER-"Sg.eL. 'Tubbs,REGISTRARS-Dies Rochelle, WARD 54•3 
John E. Walter, Alberta Mc- Espy. 'Mrs. B. P. Espy, Mrs'.
R..C, Bell, Christine Dickin- 
Mrs.- Glenn Harrell, W. F.
WARD 44-1
• Fire Station No. 24 
Cartie, Mildred Vinson, Dom.
thy Ramsey, Fred& B a s 0 u, son, Margaret D. Sherrod. 
' Baker, B. W. Reid, Ryland 
JUDGES • -Mrs.. W. C. Agfa• High Point Terrace Catherine Soule. • .
JUDGES-Win. C. Bishin, Rowe Bethel LaBelle Conunaldil Mrs. J. B. Williams, Jean H. it Wilson. '
REGISTRARS-Dorothy B. Lux, 






Jack McNabb, Allie T. Arnett.
Frank Walker, Leonard. R.
lemon,. Fred .F. Edmondson,
Win; B. Drake, RalphII 
Nigh Point Terrace a Phihrood
OFFICER-W. P. Steele, WARD-474 .. • ' 4472 Powell
OFF10ER - W. F. Davis. 
Norma Lesher, Billie Mayer, Mrs. George 'Gibson, Louise
' Si. Belcher, Eunice Crocker, Center JUDGES . -Mrs. W.. F. Davis, Jones, J. B. Williams.
WARD 67-PRECINCT 1 
• JUDGES- -Mrs. J. W. Cells
Mrs. K. M. Klmbrough, Wit.
L.' Williams, C. B. Luck, 206 LaRue .. Rosemary. Plasi; Mrs. Gwenn REGISTRARS - Lucille Mc- Mary Ann Ditto. ELLENDALE Crook, Mrs. J. J. - TwomeY:,
"Raymond LaMountaln, G. A. 
Sea Isle School 
Ellendale School , . 
Ruth If. Evans, Grace WMrs. Harry Cosby, Mrs. OFFICER-W. S. Strehl; Jr.. Campbell, Mabel . A. Carter, Carver, Rosa Lee Houck.
Conaway, Dorothy Miller, El- 5220 Sea Isle 
OFFICER --- A. E. Beatty, Jr. Mrs. Boyd Arthur, Sr., Do-
' Maddox, J. Lucius -McGhee
REGISTRARS ••-• • Dorothy S.
dean Lewis..James Cirtain, C. R. Thom- JCDGES-,,'red G. Murphy, F. WARD 801
. as, Dorothy Riegle, Warren T. Kinnison, Mrs. W. G. Lack- 
R. Cox. A, T. LanIdord. 
230 Missluippf JUDGES -Mrs. J. It. Day, lores II Morrow, Mrs. Boyd Hoover, Mrs. Laurence, EitixoneC.• Riegle, Gladys Hall. eY, Vardaman Black, Mrs. J. REGISTRARS - Mrs. J. N. Kit- 
OFFICER -Thurman F. Vick. OFFICER-Creed N. Taylor Sr., Mrs. John B. Whitelree. Mr..- Maize. Mrs. Robe, .C. Lanier,
rd
Mrs. Bob E. Wood- 
JUDGES-H. C. Smith, Sam B. JUDciES --Mrs. Amelia Cross, Otis Ward, Mrs. William Bur- Roy Winn. • WHITEHAVEN 4
REGISTRARS--Mrs. L. W. Dan- A. Pares, Evelyn Grove. J.
ielson, Mrs. C. W. Thompson.. D. Anthony, Donald Hughes,
a  
. Fitzpatrick. Mrs. Niles ;ones, Albert E. Devoto, John H. tort, Jimmie Albin, IV. W. REGISTRARS - Mrs. Stuart . Whitehaven. School Ca100elwRoy Osborne, Mrs. A, J. Kel- ' Mrs. J. E. Helms, Mrs. Thur- ' Pearson Henry B. McAdams. Joplin, 
Highway $1, S.
Brownstone Building REGISTRARS-Pearl Wormick, REGISTRAR.% - Mrs. George Realty, Jr., Mrs. Inez Mayo. 
Dean, Genetta Roast.
LEVI 1
. WARD 44-2 ley, Mrs. F. T. Kinnison. WARD 551 man Vick, Nellie M. Hays.
5limphis Boys' Tarn 
.
II. MrCommon.
June Porter. H. D. Hardgrave. REGISTRARS • -Mn. A. E.
.
OFFICER - R. Shannon Role-
orriczD-w. R. Flippin. OFFICER --- IV. P. Huntzicker WARD 4111.2 art, Rita Catherine Parham. 
. Levi School
JUDGES - Mrs.- J. tr, Cok,
135 'St. Albans Fairway Mrs. A. H. Perlitius. 083 summer . A. Hall, Juanita Wise. REGISTRAR.% - Mildred Stew- . KERRsms.,,,,, son.
JUDGES---L. W. Holthofer, Mrs. WARD 45 .1UDGES --Glenn Hodges. V. CharIerut School
WARD 67-PRECTNCT 2 
OFFICER -- Robert Porter.:
Twin Oak Country Club 
Dewey, Ray's Garage JUDGES •- John R. Strong Wiley 0. May, Benjamin B.
McLeod. Harry T. Smith, Jack
Hamilton High School C. Austin. Mrs. Guy B. Bates, . 210 Charjean
Wellford, Jr.; Mrs. Geo, Wible,' 1413 Wilson Ellis D. Hurley, West Livau- OFFICER - I. E. Lowery, Sr. :
3231 Helene 
OFFICER -.S. B. Ray, Sr, Annie O'Linger. Mrs. J. W.
B. Hagenback, Henry Hey  -
. F. D. McCaul, Mrs. Walker.
Aday, Jr.. J. R. Swain, MaryJulian M. Cohen, Walker Well. OFFICER-Leroy Shavers 
JUDGES -Mrs. Dewey- Ray, Zorzoli. 'Mrs. W. E. Lottissdais. J. K. Miles, Mrs. Reed JUDGES -.1..Ouise Wallace,
iord, Jr., Mrs. J. J. Baciga- JUGS:1.S - Christine Snavers, McPhillips, Mrs. Fisher Tessie Lewis, Pearl Rettig, OFFICER-Todd M. Miller'. 
Mrs. S. B. Ray, Jr., Thomas Mrs. Robert Porter, • Louise
nolds, H. J. Erilcson,%Jiiinialupe, Margaret Pollard, Mrs, June E. Donelson, . Joan E. Rhymes, Mrs. Van Pritchartt, Lorine M. Oliphant, Merger- JUDGES-Dudiey T. Schaefer, H. Rhodes., W.. C. Oates.
D. Walker, T. H. Williams, C. Rushing, Mrs. James Guy,
'L. Lofton, Ray C. WunitellelliHenry Hinkel, Jr.,. Mrs. John Farmer, Corene McWilliams, Jr., Louis Garner. . .ita F. Fulling, Lois Harrison, Margaret Easterling, Anita.M. REossriLug _ 
J. B. Cooper, Eula Mae 'En-
REGISTRARS Frank L - Risk.
lIZOINTRAIII1--Mrs. Thomas rie Mabry, Bettie Jo Jackson, Fuqua, Mrs. James A. Tay- ford Barnes, Leroy Newberry. Mrs. Louis M. Johnson. Her. 
Mrs. J. C. nis, Eliz . B. Durham, Helen
WH1TERAVEN 7
•ILatigworth, Martin P. Hood. Margie Holmes, Mr': J. Wil- Smith, Mrs. L. H. Dickinson, Cuter. Wolfe, Henry C.' Bondurant, .eiis, Sirs. Ray WuntlotiloW
Inez Ayers, Rosa Busby, Car- REGISTRARS - Mrs. Henry
Kirk, -Mrs. C.. D. Akers. • Velma McChriston, Gwendo- Ion, Jr. REGISTRARS - Dorothy Teas, bert H. Carter Jr., Phillip T. 
E. W. Tompkins,'Marilyn D.
• lyn Upchurch, Grace Thomas. WARD 5.54 Moss, Carolyn H. Gates, Ham.' aster School
LOCKE • Scott, Mrs. Aaron ,Whitney, W.
. Havenview Scheel. WARD 44.3 REGISIRARS -- Mary Lindsey, Avon School 
Helen Crain.
WARD MS 
E. Matthews, Charlotte IMP-
Miller, ' 
1411 Hester .rlett E. Johnson, Vernie Lee OFFICER - D. B. Waymon. elt, Barbara kenberger, J.Gelleway Ouh Roue Femie Monger, Corry Jr. High school
111111 Waken Grove M. OFFICER - Jim C, Galloway.
310 Avon
REGISTRARS-Eleanor T. Mc- Varientan C. Ursery, Mrs. C. RE
JUDGES - H. L. Edwards, W. Olinger. . OFFICER - David Harrison,
WARD 481 22311 CorryOFFICER--Lawrence W. Heusi- JUDGES - E. C. Buchanan, OFFICER - Mrs. Polly R. Carthy, Della'Moss. D. Thomann's, Mrs. IL B. Leech, Mrs. Alden Upton. JUDGES - Gerald- C. Sweatt,
GISTRARS -Mrs. Vannte Jr.
• son, Sr. 
• Allies Miming Station Wm. E. Capelle, Victor F. Walker. WARD sa_maraNcr i Glenn, Bert Lillie. 
LEVI If Gaylord F. Cooper, Korraitit.JUDGES-John W. Bain, Pau- 
Dision Street Giusti, Sally C, Mahon, Sirs. JUDGES - Myrtle M. Hemp- REGISTRARS --- Mrs., E. E. .Buck. Joseph C. Genres, His-School 
.
OFFICER-Jack W. Young. Jesse Sowell, Mrs. Clarence' hill, Eula B. Jefferson, Mal- vey A. Carrington, Robert ,E.Jeter, Jr., Mrs. R. J. Haines. Oro.sc.ER
Ford Road School
0 
line Eilbott. Frances IL Shee-
han, Mrs. - Frederic 0.• Larra- 
JUDGES - Troy Cordell, cbt. E. Gillespie, Mrs, John P. tie Pearl Turner, Robbie Bish- OPTIFC.ER-William S. Reeves.
5444 ?Man
ford Harris, !Lack Gray, Cal- Walker, McKay :Boswell, Jr., op, Pearlie Mae Mims, Ber jilDGES-Mra. John K. 7.ent . . LUCY 
--G. A. Evans. 
Farley, Edwin L. Martin,.
Robert S. Walker, James 44.
bee, Jack W. Kenner, Mercer vin Motes, -Mrs. Blanche William H. Fisher, III, Mrs. nice -Sullen, Ethel Copeland, 
JUDGES. -Ells. Hughes. Mrs.
Davis,•Clifford L, i-Land,
West Mrs.- Robert C. Bur- HI, Waime G. Franklin. Eve- 
Curley Mae Patterson, Dorene
Leighton S. Tapp, Cbsitter,G.
leigh Jr. 
Steen, John Rodgers, .1. E. N. R. Garner, Jack Pipkin. Marjorie Goodman, Louella lyn Garber, Joe 'T. Hopper 
OFFICER - Gordon Crenshaw, •
Lucy School
Smith, Ann Gray. - REGISTRARS -Mrs. Jim C. Burnett. Jr. 
Newson, Rev. Jasper Porter,
•SEGISTRARS-Mrs. Mose Al- REGisTRAsso-Frances Young, 
Gussie Young, Luella Dills-
Virginia Brunson, Meiba-M.
Jesse Smith, Chester Perry; JUDGES ...., William Jorgotr, worth, Mary Ann Wrushum, 
Vaiden, R. R. Kirkpatrick.perin, Mrs. J. A. Laws. , Virginia Cordell. 
6 Galloway, Mrs, Jack PiPkill. REGISTRARS - Aire. Claude Ansley Young, Jack • T. Ja.
French.Gates, Statile P. Herron. cobs. Mark Wortham: Sam Ham- 
Lauvern Wilson, John Dille-WARD lie-t '
WARD 404 REGISTRARS -Mrs. David
' WARD 44-4 WARD 4133
• 
White Station School
Duna Ave. Scheel 
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Wm. S. .Win. .H., 14,0oughoy, urs, dred Dillehunt, Cora Mallett,
metre.. M, S, siurgreh,, hunt, James, W. Splicing, Mil.
Harrison Jr., Mrs. MIMI Ed-
East High School. Pleb Ma Community Caster 514 S. Pericles Reeves, Mrs. Joe T. Hopper. • Lillie 'Si. Hernmontree. Helen Burrell, Mary Ware, wards.
11366 Poplar Alice St. • OFFICER - Lloyd Bergin. min Mae 
WARD Is-PRECINCT I  REGISTRAR. ...Hester isf. Wil- RunYe Truitt .OFFICER-J. H. Gates. • OFFICER-L S. Herring. JUDGES ---H. C. Williams, OFFICER - Mrs. Evelyn Sic' Hebrew Academy'. llama. REGISTRARS - Ethel Dodson, WHITE STATIONJUDGES-Kathrynhi. Boone, atmoza--J: D. Hogan, Mrs. Si. Tom Wamsley, Louie Bien- Rae. Me 3.• White Station Rd. 
Cialoulal Fast Methadon Oraalit
.. Mrs. -Leonard Pierotti. Mrs. S. Hamilton, Frances F. Durft. chi, Mrs. C. S.. England, Mrs. JUDGES - Ruby S. Williams, OFFICER.-Harvey M. Yaffee. weboRrrELLs , 
Juanita Lester.
Call Stokes, Mrs. Beulah Wit- Mrs. W. H. Davis, Mrs. A. B. W. K. Weldon, Mrs. W. A. ' Arlene R. Williams, Bernice JUDGES-Dorothy Hungerford, Forest Drive avie Club monsiN4 am $535 Past Amu*beep. Mrs. Tracy Plyler, Jr., Collins, 'Mrs. H. J. Hill, Dom. Blount. Mrs, Arthur Katz, Brown, Mary L. Green, Clay-
Marge Farnham, Shirley K. „.• ...„, M Fite Road - Godwin's Mee OFFICER -James n Iliktatt.-Marjorie Davis, Frances F. thy Hovekamp. W. P. Che- Mrs. T. R. James, Mrs. Si.borne Taylor, Pearl Booker, OFFICER - 'Fred Godwin. JUDGES -- Geo. T. Roberta,B. Adelson, nr. Grisanti, Dorothy Pinkstort, umt1WR-Uton Drown'.
- REGISTRARS - Martha F. Gre•„cny, :Ilse Stewart.
Newell, Romaine F. Hall.
Gates, Mrs. Ruby R. Ward. REGiSTRARS-Mrs. James Pa
nault, Walter Womick, Rex I.
REGISTRAR:3 - Mrs. Cl y d e Ica% Dorothy M. Johnson, Bet.
Davis, Mrs. Floyd Yarbrough. tie J, Jones. •
. Daisy Brown, Vera U. lay-
REGISTRARS -Leola Parker, REGISTRARS - :Marjorie M.
Paula •Boulton, Paula Levine,
Arthur I. Grisantl. 
JUDGES-J. L. St, Peters, Dew-
!yanIclearsyne3, 
Mrs.ohn 
JUDGES - Mrs. Richard Daly, .Edward S. Thorn, NOVI..
Leverett.
Mrs. Walter Gennette, J., iP.
Katz, . Frank Donelaceh -Jr.,
pia, Mrs. W. F. Morgan. WARD 34•2 .
Farnham, Ruth E. Glass. • Sirs. Nell Sigler. 
Marjorie H. Virginia i.eoissich'ew,ar1:1.ary Sew- ;::
Harper, E. F.. Demuth.WARD 4-•.-3 Flre Station No. It Bertha Jenkins.
The Motion No.- 17 WARD 56.1 354 S. Mendenhall WARD 1111 WARD ea-percarier 1 
REGISTRARS - V, E. Wilson, REGISTRAR -Elsie Sander- REGISTRARS - MM. JIM.,
Schrott, Mrs, Whalley Oche.all National John Bates.Melrose High School Woodside Scheel son.Vacant Store ' OFFICER - Harry U. Scruggs,
OFFICEII-GeOrge T. Smith. Sr Outer Parkway Sr. $43 Dallas - 3347 Dawn Rd.
JUDGES -Margaret Turnip- .1FFICER-Mildred Hicks. JUDGES - Don Delugach, Mrs. OFFICER -- Mrs. Ella J. Davis., OFFICEII-John J. Gala. •
seed, K. M. Hathaway Mary JUDGES-Ella L. Crowe, . ' Theodore Broderick, Ernest JUDGES - Amanda Battle, JUDGES - Louise Fracchia
E. .Wainright, Margaret Look- Hawkins, Vester Hawkins, Al- C. Ball, Tom C. Pollard, R Ethel Reams, Mrs. 'Charley Wayrielda C,akiwell. Norma
Lucille Perry, A. Garrett, Mrs. Earl L.: Bar- Mae Wilson, Juanita Taylor, Raghanti. B. W. Cooper, Paul
• '17Y, Lehi Smith, Mrs. Johnnie Viola Branch, Louise Lester, ber Mrs. Jahn E. Clark. Hazel T. Pyles, Georgia P. Byrum, Rachael Si. Each,
A. Walker, Hazel White. alien inl Williams. REGISTRARS - Estelle H Quinn, Curtisllne Tate. Clara M. Norton,
114501015.5115-ebe. Geo, Hall, REGISTRARS--Queenie Davis, Moorehead, John T. Moore- REGISTRARS - Josephine REGISTRARS - Margaret P.
bud. I %Inbuilt'. Thelma Payton. I Beams Blanche Gain.' Itta Gadd. i Minis L. Guide.
SNELBY COUNTY ELECTION COMMISSION
S. lielsait Castle, Chairman
G. B. "Pat" Joyner, Mather
Lester IT. Broonner. goaerefarv
The Academy curriculum
includes academic subjects and
military training. Courses are
conducted in engineering, the
humanities and subjects re-
lated to the professional du-
ties of a Coast Guard Officer.
During their training, ca-
dets are paid $1,333 per year.
Upon completion of training
Page lz
National Examinations For U.S.
Coast Guard Academy Feb. 18-19
The 87th annual examina- at the Academy cadets are
tion for admission to the U.S. commissioned as Ensigns in
Coast Guard Academy, at New the Coast Guard and awarded
London, Conn., is set for Feb. Bachelor of Science degrees.
18 and 19, 1963 in 156 cities Extra-curricular activities
of the United States, its pos- include a variety of clubs and
sessions and selected cities athletics.
abroad. Successful applicants Coast Guard teams compete
will be admitted to a four year with many colleges in football,
course of instruction at the basketball, swimming, track,
Academy which has provided and other major sports.
career officers for the Coast POST-GRADUATE
Guard since 1876. Coast Guard cadets spend a
' Appointments to cadetship portion of each summer at
at the Academy are made sea, training aboard the bark
solely on the basis of corn- EAGLE and major cutters.
petitive examination and pros- Past training cruises have tak-
pective adaptability to mill- en the cadets to such interest-
tary life. There are no Con- ing ports of call as Oslo, Lon-
gressional appointments or don, Copenhagen, Lisbon, and
geographical quotas. Antwerp.
An applicant must be a high For the Academy graduate,
school senior or graduate, who post - graduate training is
has reached his 17th but not available in such fields as bus-
his 22nd birthday by July 1, iness administration, commu-
1963. Applicants still in high nications, civil engineering,
school must graduate and electronics, oceanography, law,
earn 15 units by June 30, 1963. naval construction, and ma-
The units must include three rifle engineering. Post - grad-
in English, two in algebra and uate courses are conducted at
one in plane geometry. Appli- advanced military schools and
cants must be in excellent phy- leading universities and col-
sical condition, between 64 leges throughout the country.
and 78 inches in height, with Aviation is of increasing im-
proportionate weight, and portance to Coast Guard oper-
have 20-30 vision in each eye, ations, calling for many young
correctible to 20-20. officers to enter this exciting
BACHELOR DEGREES branch of the Coast Guard's
organization for disaster on
the sea or land, during peace
or war.
SIX CITIES
An information booklet and
application forms for entering
the Coast Guard Academy
may be obtained by writing
the U. S. Coast Guard, 426
Falls Building, Memphis,
Ameri▪ can Red Cross Steps-Up
Activities For Cuba Crisis
WASHINGTON; D. C.. -
The American Red Cross is
moving staff to bolster its
services to U. S. Armed Forces
while its nationwide network
of chapters stands ready for
any possible emergency relief
action resulting from the Cu-
ban crisis.
National Chairman E. Ro-
land Harriman said today ad-
ditional measures are being
taken to step up ARC tradi-
tional health, welfare and
safety programs. Red Cross
officials are intensifying their
normal daily cooperation with
military authorities and offi-
cials of other government
agencies.
Herriman said ARC volun-
teers and staff, in close coop-
eration with U. S. Navy and
Navy Relief Society are as-
sisting nearly 3,000 Navy-Ma-
rine and civilian dependents
evacuated from Guantanamo
Naval Vase in Cuba. Supplies
comfort kits, friendship boxes
and toys have been rushed
to Norfolk, Virginia, for dis-
tribution to women and chil-
dren being returned to the
United States.
Red Cross chapters are step-
ping up their normal and con-
tinuing efforts to recruit and
train volunteers so they will
be available to conduct safety
and nursing training pro-
grams. They are prepared now
to expand classes in first aid
and home nursing to train
more Americans who want to
become better prepared to care
$50 Reward
A $50 reward is being offer-
ed to anyone supplying infor-
mation resulting in locating
James B. Pelcher whose last
known address was 848 Balti-
more st.
All replies will be treated
in strictest confidence. Send
replies to "Reward," c/o Tri
State Defender, P. 0. Box 311,
Memphis, Tenn.
for themselves and their fam-
ilies.
Harriman said the ARC
blood program has on hand
an ample reserve of serum
albumin-the blood component
used in treatment of shock
resulting from burns or other
injuries. The Armed Forces





Negroes wI'l reap "a divi-
dend of potential political pow-
er" from reapportionment of
state legislative districts to
give more representation to
city voters - inevitable be-
cause of a recent U. S. Supreme
Court decision says a recent
issue of Ebony.
"If Negroes make use of their
city vote power in the coming
decades, it will have repercus-
sions from one end of the na-
tion to the other," Ebony de-
clares.
Ebony hails the recent Su-
oreme Court decision in the
Tenneo. see reapportionment
case as a "Magna Carta for
city dwellers" which will
mean new vote hope for Ne-
groes" because "most Negroes
now live in cities." The decision
gave city voters a go-ahead sig-
nal to sue for reapportionment
of legislative districts where
they are inadequately repre-
sented.
'Rural and small town poli-
ticains have historically run
the state government show in
the U.S. by carefully drawing
the lines of legislative districts
so that rural areas had propor-
tionately more representatives
than urban areas. State legis-
latures, in turn, set the boun-
daries of congressional districts.
Three of evbry four Negroes
in the U. S. live in cities today,
says Ebony, explaining reap-
portionment's significance for
Negro voters.
,(14-1LITICAL API IRTNEMENT1 ir IL AD' ERL i 
NOTICE of MUNICIPAL ELECTION
BARTLETT, SHELBY COUNTY, TENNESSEE
The undersigned S. Nelson Castle, Lester H. Bren-
ner and G. B. "Pat" Joyner, Commissioners of Elec-
tions for Shelby County, Tennessee, pursuant to law,
hereby give notice or an election to be held within
the corporate limits of the Town of Bartlett. Shelby
County, Tennessee on Tuesday, November 6, 1962.
This election is called for the purpose of voting for
a Mayor, Board of six Aldermen and a Marshal for
Bartlett, Shelby County, Tennessee.
The poll will open at 8:30 A.M. and close at 7:30
P.M. Central Standard Time. The election is to be
held at Bartlett T.V. Company, Stage Road and
Court Streets.
The following officials have been appointed to hold
the election:
OFFICER OF ELECTION  L. B. Johnson
JUDGE  Mildred Hawkins
JUDGE  Betty A. Linhose
JUDGE  Jeff W. Newbill
JUDGE  John F. Boyd
REGISTRAR  Mrs. W. B. Witsell
SHELBY COUNTY ELECTION COMMISSION
S. Nelson Castle, Chairmen
Lester H. Brenner, Secretary
G. R. "Pat" Joyner
e.,111/E“
LAKEVIEWING WITH GERI
An event hailed as one u
Memphis' most enjoyable eve
rsings was the recent appear-
ance of the big name band o
Count Basic, sponsored byLittle Rock, Ark., Cape Gir- 
'Stine and Sunbeam (Mr. andardeau, Mo., Chattanooga,
Mrs. Andrew Mitchell) of re-Tenn., Knoxville, Tenn., Mern-
nowned Club Handy. Thesephis, Tenn. and Nashville.
Lakeviewites are responsibleTenn,
for much of the big entertain-
ment which Memphis receives,
much to the delight if their
many friends and patrons -
all lovers of music and have
deep appreciation for the
famel artists who bow on the
Bluff City scene frequently.
Hats off to this fine couple
and we hope that they will
continue to keep Memphis de-
lightfully effervescent!
Teas. The cOmplZad applies-
forma mint be returned
by Jan. oss,
LLST OF CITIES IN THIS
AREA WHERE EXAMINA-
TIONS WILL BE HELD ,FOR
APPOINTMENT OF CADETS





More than 100 children at-
tended when the Zuber Bynum
Council sponsored a Pre-Hallo-
ween party at the Abe Scharff
Branch YMCA Oct. 27. The Y's
auditorium was colorfully dec-
orated with pumpkins, owls,
cats and skeletons. The chil-
dren played games, danced and
feasted on party food. Prizes
were given to the costumed
guests.
The Zuber Bynum Council,
an organization which exists
mainly for entertaining handi-
capped school children of Mem-
phis and Shelby County, ex-
pressed gratefulness for the
cooperation of parents and
teachers.
Chairman of the project was
Mrs. Mary D. Talford, vice
president. Other members of
her committee consisted of
Miss Margaret Bland, Mrs.
Lorene Osborne, Mrs. Myrtle
Fisher, Mrs. T. R. Neale and
Mrs. Lillie M. Phillips.
r---
• • •
Mrs. Luvenia Woods of Chi-
cago and the aunt of Mell and
Percy Gill of 4914 Peace was
here recently for a brief visit
and en route to Greenville,
Miss., to abide a few weeks
with relatives and friends
there.
• • •
The "Chief" (Sam Peace)
surprised the madam with a
1963 Fairlane 500, black hard-
top for her birthday gift on
Saturday, November 3. Boy,
what a surprise!!! Maggie is
simply bubbling with delight
-and what wife wouldn't!!
• • .
The executive board of
Lakeview Civic club held its
regular meeting last Thursday
evening at the Top Hat and




HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF I
Combine chicken, cornbread and a creamy sauce for this
well-seasoned Chicken Polenta. Carnation Evaporated
Milk appears in both the cornbread cruseknd the sauce
giving extra flavor and nourishment. Carnation adds its
goodness to so many different recipes... and if you haven't
already become acquainted with whipped Carnation, keep
watching this column and the Carnation cans for special
recipes. See for yourself what wonderfully cool and deli




1/2 teaspoon chili powder
1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper








1 101/2 ounce can condensed
cream of celery soup
1/4 cup undiluted CARNATION
EVAPORATED MILK
2 cups cooked chicken
1/2 cup grated process
cheese
cup sliced ripe olives
2 tablespoons chopped
pimiento
Cook cornmeal, seasonings, cups Carnation and water over
medium heat, stirring frequently. Boil 3 minutes. Remove from
heat; stir in Parmesan cheese. Line 1's-quart buttered baking dish
with cornmeal mixture. Combine remaining ingredients. spoon into
crust. Bake in moderately hot oven (375°F.) 40 minutes.
C.5110 Printed In U.S.A. (72)
HOWL OF MUNICIPAL ELECTION
Germantown, Shelby County, Tennessee
The undersigned, S. Nelson Castle, Lester H.
Brenner and G. B. "Pat" Joyner, Commissioners
of Elections for Shelby County, Tennessee, pur-
suant to law, hereby give notice of an election
to be held within the corporate limits of the
Town of Germantown, Shelby County, Tennessee,
on Tuesday, November 6, 1962.
This election is called for the purpose of voting
for a Mayor and five Aldermen for Germantown,
Shelby County, Tennessee.
The poll will open at 8:30 AM, and close at
7:30 P.M. (Central Standard Time). The election











have been appointed to
Oliver Anderson
Walter Gholson






SHELBY COUNTY ELECTION COMMISSION
S. Nelson Castle, Chairman
Lester H. Brenner, Secretary
G. B. "Par Joyner, Member
MOs baskets and lighting fat
- Lakeview. All members of th*
civic club are urged to be prep
f ent for the monthly meeting




Percy Gill co-chaired Men's
Day at his church-Spring-
dale Baptist-and was instru-
mental in achieving more than
the financial goal. Congratu-
lations, Percy and continue
to be the faithful servant you
are.
Wedding anniversaries are
celebrated this week by Mr.
end Mrs. Harry Rice of
bAT RBA Y, NO' EMBER 10 1%2
African Nations See Lesson
In American Indians' Plight
NEW YORK - Many Ath-
ens in white - dominated
countries see the plight of the
American Indian as a horrible
example of what might hap-
pen to them unless they resist
colonial "Great White Fathers,"
The Insider's Newsletter re-
ported this week
Peace, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
• • •
Mitchell of 4844 Ortie Drive
and Rev. and Mrs. C. D. Cole-
man of 4921 Horn Lake Road.
As these charming couples
reminisce their years of wed-
ded bliss, we join in congra-
tulating them and wish for
4920 them many, many more!!
Students working in Rho-
desia for Operation Crossroads
(a pre-Peace Crops program)
say the displacement of the In-
dian in North America is of
great concern to the African
native.
They see a parallel in the
circumstances of Indians who
now hold diminishnig reserva-
tions after being pushed from
vast tribal lands, and the black
reserves of South Africa.
DETERMINED TO LZAD
The fact that reservation In-
dains have no citizenship is
considered an arbitrary be-
trayal of rights by the Africans.
They also note that non-reser-
vation Indians have not yet
been accepted in influential
government or professional cir-
cles.
A spokesman for Operation
Crossroad, Africa, Inc., old
The Insider's Newsletter
the "Indian problem" was fi-
ed on Rhodesians by their
white rulers as an example of
how democratic America treat-
ed indigenous people.
However, despite the, use of
American - export movies es-
pousing the idea that "the only
good 'injun' is a dead one,"
student workers report the
anti - U. S. propaganda has
backfired.
The Africans, they say, in-
stead of considering themselves
luckier and more protected
than the Indians, are more de-
termined than ever to push
the white man out.
couricsi ADVEKTISKMENTI IPMLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT/ (POLITICAL ADVER.TISIMKKT) (POLITICAL ADVERTISLMINT)
NOTICE
The following citizens, residents and registered voters of Shelby County, Tennessee, have requested absentee





• Fletcher O. Cohn




























David C. Berry Jr.
Homer C. Butler















•Mrittee Armistead. Jr. Mal.
• •linheth W. .Armistead
Ionise T. "...Woe
Yoh, 0/ Dillard Tr.
Fredenrk L. Muller






Mrs. Edwin r. Ceske. Jr.
Fdrin V. Corke. Jr.
Mrs. Sidney nvintr.
Walter H Kelly Mal.
Pleanor D. Phillips
Elizabeth A. I ee
n. rrs,;-•







































• Mrs Rastestrnd Rennet





Dnrotby C. Battle -
Ad• If. Fraser











Robert L Bowles. Jr.
Richard I:. Cave
...my Friedmann


















Eliot P. Cl 
WARD 25.1
carries IT. Rona. Jr.
Charles E. Cowin
William J. Paschall. Sr.
WARD 271-5
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tiVeth 'lel"
George A. le Jr.
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rote Foto
. kC1 'f!. %IF r.
frealdn ... atilt!. Cant
. V:a Pant E. I./ethane
rs Leah M. WileMarc Wile
• WARD 214Q,,,..1.r P. Ballet
itun
• hilTnda  P.. gitlargi
Rev. Abe Civrrknall „4
Maid L. Ann
. Will I,_,Car I
Len. W. Rrfrrton





Mr.. William W. Desert..
illistm W. Deupret. Jr




!Jure 01.-, ,,,,,. .,,,,, Jr.r 





larrlan. 1!4. o• Hays SitIon
WARD 31-3
Tracy W. Barnett
2:ace liaggineraycr, H. Patterson. Jr.
WARD 314
Francea E. Holman





T. Durand J. Boas
Charlotte J. Boas
Barry Jay Chen


















Wiinsm 0. Bo-nes Jr.
William L. Blue
Mrs. Birdie Lee Cawthorn
Elizabeth Dudley
Marvin A Gnidfarb
John H. Ouien• Jr.
James W. Moore
William C. Moore






Ervine H. Glee,, Jr.
Albert B. Leatherrood. Jr.
Angelo A. Lucchesi
Robin S. Moore




William /I Bedford, Col.
Anne J. Carltsle
Genevieve C. Easley












































































11"; RattlE Melon.1111.  Meld
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eg. ard H. Crump.:r.
Mr.. Mune Festiva
thE.1.1 .fr er1,011

















Richard I It Ctn.
Kenn • e. Scott
Linda 21. Pro"
Stanley_ S. Shirley
Jake W. Stmdle. Jr.
WARD 04
riltthAnCrin DdrialZasa.Armen Allan Dungen. Jr.athleen V. Dungan
Thomas W. C. Gerdes
Mary Montedonlco
Frank C, )4oreret. III






Valli. T. Ball. Jr.
William
Sue L. Breda






Aubrey S. Howard. Jr.
































. Jeanne E. Hurley


































Henry T. Weylen4. Jr
WARD VI4




























Mrs. Tem.. E Fisher
A Arthur Hal'.. Jr.
Margaret A. Halle
Data A. Pare. Capt.
Soon J. Pace
!Zara%K. Phtltlpe




Merry T. Rchodt, Jr.



























Ch /tarlet B. •gn
Rebecca L. • elven
ilgrall.P143174"
Mrs. 7,_ P. Wesson
Alvin wunderlich. Jr
Mr. Alvin Wunderlich. Jr.






























Nadine S on, Cas
Waller. B. Corm
Lawrence Cyle Drool. Mal.









Wesley H. N. merlon



















Wrnot L. d Rigrmas K, Watts
Edward T. ItoAyttl)d.4t.l.
Patricia H. amid
4.4• Fawner.ore B. 











































Harry E. Keefe. Jr.
.F"hrestleAD.MM.IcTor
Charles Unbergh Ohlail
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This weekend many Lane
College Alumni and friends
are expected to be in Jackson
for Homecoming. This time of
the year is looked forward to.
This has been a bad year for
the Dragons as far as wins are
concerned, but we are still be-
hind them 100 per cent and are
hoping they will come through
with flying colors to give Home-
coming that extra thrill.
November is quite a busy
month, nationally as well as
locally. It is a month of educa-
tion and thanksgiving. Keep
in mind the extra treat Jack-
son citizens are in store for,
the privilege of hearing Dr.
Samuel Sheperd, Jr., who has
done so much for Negro educa-
tion in St. Louis, Mo. Spon-
sored by the Jackson City
Teachers' Association we are
hoping that great gains will be
had from meeting and hearing
this great personality. The pro-
gram committee of which Mrs.
M. B. Davis is chairman, has
gone all out to make it a very
Interesting program. The date
is November 12 at Merry High
school at 7:45 p. m.
The week is also American
Education Week and parents
and interested citizens are in-
vited to visit all schools.
Coming beck to the full
weekend we have in store, the
West Tennessee Educational
Congress is convening on the
campus of Lane college. In
connection with the Congress,




meet also on Thursday of this
week. The sooner all parents
are convinced of the value of
education for their children,
the better we will be able to
cope with world situations.
November 11-17 is observed
as National Children's Book
Week. The theme this year is
"I Like Books." Whatever me-
dia of communications we
have, the book is still the most
important one. It is up to us
to encourage our children to
read.
The Jackson City Federation
of Women's Clubs held its reg-
ular monthly meeting on the
campus of Lane college last
Sunday with Mrs. Marie Penn
presiding. This is a busy year
for the Federation as Jackson
will entertain the state meet-
ing this spring. Great plans are
being made for the event of
which you will be hearing more
about later.
BRIDGE PRIZES
Mrs. Annie M. Bond was the
charming hostess of the first
bi-monthlv meeting of the
Echo Bridge club in the home
of Mrs. Louise Praither who
had prepared a most delicious
menu. The Halloween theme
was used throughout the dec-
orative setting. An extra touch
was added with Dr. Carrie Big-
ger drawing the lucky name of
Halloween, receiving an extra
prize. The second prize went
to Mrs. Bell with the third
go:ng to your scribe. Traveling
prize went to Mrs. V. F. Walk-
er.




The Wednesday Nile Fash-
ionette Bowling League, the
first Women's League formed
at Rollaway Lanes, have made
plans to sponsor a dance at
Club Mona Lisa, 574 Peebles
Road, Saturday, Nov. 17, an-
nouncers Mrs. Willie Edna
"Honey" Wade, the club's re-
porter.
the second meeting in her
home. Top scorer was Mrs. Vivi-
an Bell, second, Mrs. Bernice
Lucas, and third, Mrs. Annie
M. Bond. Mrs. Bell also was
the lucky one for the traveling
prize. Other members present
at both meetings were: Mes-




:hurch had a wonderful cele-
ot-*;on of its seventy - eighth
anniversary which lasted all
week. They were priviledged
to have as speakers two for-
mer pastors, Rev.W. L Var-
nado and Rev. Van J. Malone.
Sunday began the celebration
with the Youth in charge and
it certainly proved that youth
can do things well. Guests on
the program for the devotional
were youth from the Seventh
Day Adventists Church and
delivering the message was
Parker Joyner, ministerial stu-
dent at Lane college, who came
from Memphis, Tenn. He was
introduced by Mack Lacy, also
of Lane college. Mrs. Rosa
Jones is in charge of the Youth
group at Berean.
Mrs. Lula Thomas, a very
devout member of Berean, rep-
resented the church at the
B. M. E. State Convention
which convened in Memphis
last week.
DALIAII SOCIAL CLUB—Members of the
Dalian Social Club are seen at their Pre-
Halloween Ranee at Club Mona Lisa on Oc-
tober 26. Shown on the picture are club of-
ficers. Mrs. Berlin. Reed, secretary; Mrs.
Christine C. Ford, president; Mrs. Ruby
Find Bargains Galore
At Beale St. Stores
During the next few weeks,
merchants in the Beale street
community will be offering
extra savings to the public.
and these bargains will be list-
ed in advertisements in the
Tri-State Defender special
page for the "Beale St. Shop-
The Famous


























HIGH QUALITY — LOW PRICES
BERT'S DEPT. STORES'
125 BEALE 1221 THOMAS
MEN'S ALL WOOL LADIES FIRST QUALITY
LATEST STYLE 60 GAUGE and SEAMLESS
SUITS HOSE 21:::"
s2495 SiAlteration 00
HARR Y'S DISCOUNT DEPT. STORE
















GOOD THRU NOV. 13th
MORRIS' LOAN OFFICE
152 BEALE ST.








182 SO. MAIN ST.
MONEY LOANED ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE
Jones, %lee president; Mrs. Lillian Jones,
treasurer; Mrs. Toya Booker. reporter; and
Mrs. Janie Lewis. business manager. Well
known disc Jockey, Nat I). Williams was a
special guest at the affair.
ping Center."
Some 14 business men from
the area have listed some of
their services and merchan-
'disc in the section below.
IStop by and see what theyhave to offer before you go
home.
The Christmas holiday is
just a few weeks away, and
you can get quality gifts at
just a fraction of the cost else-
where.
Shop at the store of your











What can I do? I have been
teaching for several years. 1
am enjoying it . . at least I
was . . . until people started
blackballing everything I do.
Now, when I am out, I am un-
comfortable, or ill at ease. It
is hard . . . nearly impossible
to please all the public and
yet get a little pleasure for
myself. What can I do?
The annual Harvest Tea at
Avery Chapel AME church, 882
E. Trigg ave., has been planned
for Sunday, Nov. 11, from 3 to
7 p. m., in the church's Friend-
ship room, announces Mrs.
Hattie Harrison, chairman.
In the past the tea — be-
lieved to be attended by the
largest number of guests of any
other church tea in the city —
expects to attract an estimated
1,000.
The affair is open to the pub-
lic. Rev. Peter G. Crawford is





Bring This Ad and Get
20% Off On Any Item.




1963 Standard Sunday School
Commentary.... $2.95




345 Boole Si, Pho JA 7-4732
R•v. C. M. LEE, Owner
• UNCLE SAM SALKY—BROTHERS
SAYS .... . • SPILOIAL
MONEY
TO LOAN! TOP COATS
ON AWYTHING OF VALUE $ 5 .9 5 end up
Bargains in thireditemed Pledges
Shotguns - Cameras .. Diamonds
Reies -Jewelry w Clothing RADIOS-LUGGAGE
UNCLE SAM'S LADIES JEWELRY
PAWN SHOP .
122 BEALE JA 1-11141
NATHAN'S LOAN OFFICE
176 & 178 BEALE STREET
T.V.SETS $49.50 up
Bulova, Elgin Watches 9.95 up











COMFORT AIR COMPANY. INC.
3705 Southern Avenue
FACTORY CERTIFIED CHRYSLER AIRTEMP
For Soles, Service, or any Heating Problem whether
forced oir.steam-hot water, crony *there!l or gas boat-
ing equipment.
All work guaranteed-prompt, efficient service.
Ph. FA 4-3882 or FA 9-4400
Dear Teacher:
Now don't get discouraged.
We need good teachers too
badly. As long as you are in
public life ... and teaching is
public life . . . you will have
oeople guiding or guarding
your activities. You will soon
become accustomed to the
nublicitv. However, if a teacher
wants the respect of her stu-
lents and the resoect of her
community . . . there is a cer-
tain amount of conformity she
must adhere to do. I am awe
you want that . .. Now, I hope




I go to church and Sunday
school every Sunday. I met a
girl there and have fallen in
love with her. My mother dis-
approves, because the girl has




If the girl has had a past, I
don't know of a better place
to go to get forgiveness, and
start a new life than the
church and Sunday school .
If the church turns its back
on her . . . then where shall
she go? Ask mother this. If the
girl is conducting herself hi a
ladylike manner . . . hold on
to her . . . in spite of your
mother. The girl also has a fu-
ture and perhaps a wonderful
one.
LITTLE HOT HOUSE CAFE
155 Beale Street
Chi h .B..f Strsw •Salads
The B•st In Town
Sandwiches Of All Kinds
Beer — Cold Drinks
A Quick Phone Coll •Your Ord., Will
B.R•ady In 15 Mir,'"
526-9954
R1' li)".S' Bath Refresher
I 1,, lit ,, (API. S FROM NINE TO NINETY
CAN KEEP LOVELY AND
FRESH, WHILE USING
RUBY'S BATH REFRESHER
If you ore interested in rook-
Ina extra money for your social
club, church, or any organise.
hail, you con still the BATH
'REFRESHER ono 50.50
basis. This is o good product.
You con oaks money for your
organization as well as your.'
self.
RUBY'S 3ATH REFRESHER
can be purchased at the fol-
lowing Beuuty Shops.
ROWELL - 1439 Ragan D & S - 1552 Wilson
CilARMEL's - 324 Hernando
/1/ / .1S/ .1/ / Ruby Rowell


































THE CISCO KID -:-
ETTA KETT
By Walt Disney
B y Jose Salinas & Rod Reed
OM, OA SO JUMPY.' I THOUISPT
SAW OAS OF TN0511 TWASS, OUT




You AND I WEQE /N A
BiG ESULOING.' I FELT























THAT I WILL GM
Q.JTO NO riaiHTS!
WING! MUSIC!PLOATIN.G.!
THAT MEANS YOU'RE GOING
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T. learn your "Fortune" for today front the stare wrate in the lettersof the alphabet corresponding to the numerals on the hne of the astro-logical period ht which you were born. You will find it fun.
1 2 34 5 fa 75 110 11 12 131411111121S 19 20 21 22 2324 23 24ASCII/PON 11 81.91140PORSTUVWXYZ
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IT'S POTATO-PEELING TIME for the members of Troop
No. 195. This is the first lesson for some of the boys in the
art of Potato Peeling.
IT'S NEARING CHOW TIME — For Scouts of Troop 102,
who participated in the Camporee held recently on Owen
IIREAKIN4:4 CAMP after the Fall Camporee are the above
Boy Scouts of the Central Division of the Chickasaw Conn-
College's Campus. Not only are the boys preparing food for
themselves but also for other Troops which participated in
the cook-camp-out.
cll. Some of the boys experienced for the first time —
camping out overnight.
RADIO & T. V. REPAIRS







PORK LIVER . lb
PORK STEAK Lb
STEAK ROUND LOIN .Lb












[YAP MIIK 3 Tail Cans..394
• Sliced BACON Ira Pak Lb. 39'
BUFFALO FISH Lb. 39'
Grade A Eggs  3 Doz. I"
WE PICK UP AND DELIVER
ANYWHERE IN T1 CITY
ATTENTION, BOWLERS!
Manhattan Bowling Balls
Crown Prince & Swingster Shirts & Bleuus
Complete Limo Of Bowling Supplies & Equipment
TrophIes Fer All °cessions
JACK HUBBARD BOWLER'S SUPPLY
"Your Bowling Eguipnwent Horedguartors"
7975 Lamar FA 7-5122
1420 Davis St. Pho-
iln BR 6-3481
Un WE ARE SPECIALIST'S





WE FI'llSII %ID LAUNDRY
OF tAn ALL KIIIOS
1
Heavyweight Contender Clay Will
Be Armed With Unique Contract
When He Meets Archie Moore In Ring
LOS ANGELES — Cassius'
Clay may have some worries
when he meets Archie Moore
here Nov. 15, but they won't
be about money. A group of
prominent businessmen, most
of them from his hometown of
Louisville, Ky., have taken
care of that matter with a con-
tract unprecendented in box-
ing annals.
It all started when the then
18-year-old Clay returned to
Louisville from the 1980 Olym-
pics with a gold medal and a
hunger to be a professional
heavyweight. Some local busi-
ness executives liked Clay's
show of confidence and be-
lieved he had a bright future
— with the right kind of train-
ing, management, and financial
backing. Before long the group
offered Clay a contract provid-
ing not only for his training
and management, but also fi-
nancial security during and
even after his ring days.
Clay signed and received an
immediate payment of $10,000,
guarantee of an additional
$4,000 in each of the first two
years, and $6.000 in each subse-
quent year if his earnings are
under that figure. In addition,
a portion of his earnings goes
into a trust fund for his bene-
fit when he reaches age 35 or
retires from the ring. Only
when Clay's earnings exceed
Rattlers Fangs "Rip" Tigers
By EARL S. CLANTON III
TALLAHASSEE — Coach
Lawrence Simmons' defense
p-id off in the statistical col-
umn, but Florida A & M Rat-
tlers struck for a 20-0 victory
over the revitalized Tigers in
Bragg stadium before 8,000
here this afternoon.
Fleet halfback Bob Hayes
started Tennessee State on its
fifth straight defeat with a
17 yard paydirt sprint with
5:11 left in the first stanza.
Rattler end, Whitfield Jenkins
recovered Fletcher Smith's
bobble on Tennessee's 37 to
set up Florida's first TD. In
the seven-play march, Hayes
drove for a first down to put
the bail in scoring territory.
Charlie Sutton intercepted




Could catcher Shinichi Eto
become the first Japanese
baseball player to make the
U.S. major leagues?
Eroff"Neittombe, quoted in
the November Ebony, seems to
think so.
Interviewed as he winds Up
his first season as a first base-
man-outfielder with the Chun-
ichi Dragons of Nagoya, Ja-
pan, the one-time Brooklyn
Dodgers' pitching ace has some
glowing words for his team-
mate, Eto.
Eto, reports Newcombe. "is
leading the league in almost
everything" and "is the only
Japanese who could qualify as
a major league hitter." Says
Newcombe, the slightly built
Eto "hits the ball as well as
any big man."
The Dragon catcher is the
only Japanese player New-
combe found "comparable in
any sense to our major leag-
uers." The others Big Newk
sums up as, "Maybe Double-A
or Triple-A. They have a defi-
nite lack of know-how, even
on fundamentals."
Newcombe adjusted readily
to Japanese .baseball — after
some initial trouble recaptur-
ing his timing at the plate.
Now getting set to return to
Newark, N.J., where he has a
bar, package store and apart-
ment building, he tells Ebony
he'll be back in Japan next
season "if I help the club this
year and if I can arrange to
be away from my business for
another five or six months."
own 28 and 30 yards to State's
42 to set up Florida A Sz M's
second TD. Bob Paramore on
the second play from scrim-
mace jitter-bugged 41 yards
to paydirt. Charles Ward ran
the extra point to ice the A
& M 14-0 halftime margin.
Alfred Denson, A & M end,
turned another pass intercep-
tion into a touchdown scurry.
Denson hauled in a Frank
Wynn - directed aerial on the
Big Blues' 45 and raced down
to the 19 before being knock-
ed eot of bounds. From the
19, Paramore and Hewritt
Dixon drove down to State's
one. Dixon blasted over from
the one for the game's final
score with 13:54 left to play.
Facing Southern University
next week at home, Simmons'-
coached Art Holman and Paul
McNeal were the real spark-
lers for the Big Blues. Injured
for the first three games, Mc-
Neal averaged 8.1 yards per
carry for the team high. Fresh-
man Fletcher Smith was tops
with 43 yards in 14 tries.
Simmons' beefed up defense
bottled IT the Florida A & M
offense that has been gaining
400 yards plus per game and
helped them to a total of 183
while gaining 260. Rattler
punter Napoleon Johnson
booted 8 times for 367 yards,
a record during this season's
five straight wins that rushed
their win skein to 17.
The Big Blues' jinx plagued
them throughout the game
and they did not march be-
yond Florida's 28. Five times
It..y interceptions halted Ten-
nessee State drives. Lady Luck
failed to smile on the Rattlers
when the official called back
a 58-yard punt return by
world - record - sharing -
s, inter Hayes with a rough-
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HIGHWAY 51 NORTH MILLINGTON•TENN.
NOW OPEN EVERY NIGHT
BAND NIGHT
Bands — RUFUS THOMAS
— BEN BRANCH
Wednesday-Friday-Saturday
,* 9 P.M. • 1 A.M.
WE CATER TO PARTIES
66,000 doe, the group get a re-
turn on their investment, and
even then they pay for all his
expenses.
Undefeated as a pro, Clay
goes into the Moore fight with
an unbroken string of 15 vic-
tories.
On hand recently to discuss
the business aspects of Clay's
bout with Moore was William
S. Cutchins, president of
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corporation and a member of
the backers executive commit-
tee. After watching Clay work
out in a Los Angeles gym,
Cutchins commented, "Clay
has been pointing to this
match for a long time, and I
believe he will win."
Sharing this confidence are
other members of the sponsor-
ing group, including William
Faversham, Jr., vice president.
Brown Forman Distillers Corp.,
who also serves as Clay's man-
ager; Patrick Calhoun, Jr., for-
mer chairman, American Com-
mercial Barge Line; W. L. Ly-
ons, chairman, Brown-Forman
Distillers Corp.; Vertner D.
Smith, chairman, Vertner D.
Smith Co.; Archibald Foster
vice president, Ted Bates and
Company; Elbert Gary Sut-
cliffe, farmer; James Ross
Todd, broker; George W. Nor-
on, IV, executive, Wave, Inc.;
Robert Worth Bingham, Couri-
er - Journal and Times; and
T. D. Stetson Coleman.
"MEN AT LAST
IT'S HERE"
Thowkand• vi mon rind won..., so-
giny feel ynuno nod poppy up to
79. That timo. runnnwn and ...snit
feeling, may only it. tar th• n•ael
of', supplement. Try RUMOTE
o PHYSICIAN'S FORMULA tnday.
Mon.y • back if not satisfied after
3 bottles. Only 15.00 for a 7 w•elg
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DARK EYES VODKA 100 Proof or SO Proof
100% Drina Neutral Spirits. Clear Siting Dimp-
les Co., Division of lames Slice Dialliling Co ,
Clio moat, Boa m,Kaatiosky.11M SIAM UProof
Koretucky Straight Ilearbon Whiskey limos B.
Seem DroUllingto... Cler mont. Deem Kentucky.
John Ronza's
CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS
2151 CENTRAL AT COOPER IR 6-7573
MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
1 ^'^ I ARCF P4RKIN(' 4/0-1,
"SHOP CENTRAL — AND SAVE"
MI
I ILA x (ip T.7 CP PCS
JA 6-9963
355 Beale St.
VISIT OR CALL MIDWAY FIRST





WE ARE ALWAYS WELL STOCKED
SOLD BY THE CASE
OR MIXED CASE LOT.
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THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NOW OFFERS A NEW SERVICE TO ADVERTISERS
- INSTANT CREDIT -
YOU CALL NOM . • • • • • • • • • • .WE BILL YOU LATER. . . • • • • • . •JAckson 6-8397
To buy, or sell - A house, an automobile, cottage, mansion, a lot, church or furniture. Or to rent a room or an apartment.
YOU HAVE THE GOODS••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••WE HAVE THE RESULTS
Redskins No Cinderella
Teem; Mitch2 I I Difference
cinderella team? George Pres-
ton Marshall, owner of the
Skins says definitely "no."
The tag cinderella was plac-
ed on the "skins" after they
had won 4 straight, an amaz-
ing reversal of form over last
seaspn's play when they com-
pleted a stretch of 20 beltings,
three ties and no wins over
two seasons. Then what is it 
Norm Snead, a second year
that makes the Skins a new
quarterback, to give the Red-
team? 
skins a demolishing air threat
Even George Preston Mar-
shall will have to admit such
between season reversals of
form just don't come about by
chance or caprice. There's al-
ways a pretty good reason. Re-
warding trades, mostly, in this
instance, the acquisition of
Bobby Mitchell from the
Cleveland Browns and Billy LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
Barnes from Philadelphia Ea- The slim and trimmed down
gles. "new" Archie Moore drew the
The Mitchell deal was note- applause of some 200 gym-
worthy. To get Bobby, the nasium spectators as he went
Skins relinquished the rights through three fast rounds of
to the No. 1 back of 1961, Er- boxing in preparation for his
flue Davis of Syracuse. Since heavyweight elimination bout
Davis' was the most publicized with Cassius Clay here Nov.
campus star of the year, and 15.
hence an attraction, Marshall Moore moved his camp from
was asked what thinking went the San Diego Back Country
with the deal. The happy own- "salt mine" where he gets into
er's reply is: the physical condition to the
"In our situation, an estab- gym to finish off preparations
lished player was more impor- for the 12-round bout at the
tent than a box office draw. Sports Arena against the un-
Davis of course had great pa- beaten Louisville, Ky., heavy-
tential, but in pro football this weight
takes time to reach full flower, Although Moore would not
WASHINGTON — 1<irci we couldn't wait.
the Redskins of National Foot- -We needed immediately a
hall League be classed as a
breakaway runner. A pass re-
ceiver with sure hands and
swift feet. And I was tired
watching Mitchell knock our
brains out. He didn't merely
get the first down, he'd go for
50. 70. 90 yards.
Mitchell, overshadowed by
Jim Brown in Cleveland, now
used as a flanker by the Red-
skins, has also teamed with
••toronthing else they lack-
.•d.
They've demonstrated offen-
sive punch and defensive reso-
lution. In defeating the Browns
for the first time since '56, the
defensive took the ball away
from them on first down with
goal to go. A Snead-to-Mitch-
ell pass for 50 yards two min-
utes later finished them off.
Are the Redskins for real?
Can they go all the way? Most
pro observers are still too as-
tonished to have a firm con-
viction
Archie Moore Shows New
Look In Training Camp
reveal his weight, he appear-
ed to be well under 200 pounds
and the layer of blubber he
had displayed earlier this year
was gone.
The veteran boxer went
three brisk rounds with spar-
ring partner Eddie Jackson
whom he shook up several
times and was able to bull
around the ring as he pleased.
"I feel fine," Moore grinned
after the workout. "I want
some more tall sparring part-
ners built like Clay so I can
get my timing down better"
Moore said he would work
daily at Jake Shugrue's gym
in Southwest Los Angeles for
the next 10 days.
Negro Vote In Dixie Seen
Vital In Eight Districts
(Spacial to the Defender)
ATLANTA, Ga. — The
time has finally come when
Negroes can influence elec-
tions in the South, especial-
ly in metropolitan areas.
Perhaps for the first time
since Reconstruction, the Ne-
gro voter will have some say
in what candidates will go to
Congress. With few exception
Is predicted that the Negroes
will go down the line in voting
Democratic.
Negro strength will not be
felt as much as it will in the
future because of the lack of a
two-party system in most parts
of Dixie.
However, states that will
feel the political power of the
Negro are Virginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Ten-
nessee, Georgia, Florida, Ala-
bama and Mississippi.
The all-out campaign to reg-
ister Negroes and get them to
the polls on election day is
summed up in the words of
Dr. Reginald A. Hawkins of
Charlotte, N.C. He said, "We
can gain more in one day at
the ballot box than we can
gain in one year in the
courts."
Commening on why the Ne-
groes are predominately Demo-
crats, one spokesman says this
is a hangover from the Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt New Deal
era.
The Atlanta spokesman pro-
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CORNER BEALE & HERNANDO
Mgr. HAROLD STREETS
minds of many people, is a god,
and he's a Democrat."
Also reaping this loyalty is
Kennedy's New Frontier ad-
ministration is the belief of
Dr. R. C. Bell of Atlanta.
Dr. Bell said, "I strongly be-
lieve that the Democratic par-
ty with the New Frontier has
more to offer the country than
the Republican party ever
will."
In Chattanooga, Tenn., Ne-
gro leaders say that the Presi-
dent's Committee on Equal
Employment Opportunity has
won respect for the party. Al-
so popular has been the ad-
ministration's advocacy of
medical care for the aged un-
der social security and fed-
eral aid to education.
In Columbia, S.C., a Repub-
lican leader maintains Negroes
had been discouraged from
supporting his party because
it is believed that the party in
the South is composed of Dem-
ocrats who switched over be-
cause of the national party's
stand on civil rights and be-
cause most GOP candidates
are ultra-conservative and op-
pose all social and welfare
legislation that favors Negroes.
manager, Alvin Dark branded
the rumor that Orlando Ce-
peda would be traded as idle
gossip with no foundation of
fact.
Dark here for a sportsmen's
dinner suggested "Cepeda is
one of our better hitters and a
good fielder, so why should
we think of trading him away.
"Then he added, it would have
STRICTLY COLLEGIATE, James Meredith, the first Negro
to attend the University of Mississippi, dons a leather
`sports car hat," sports jacket and slacks as he enters his
classes. Newsmen at the "Ole Miss" campus got a radiant
smile from the student as he strolled across the campus.
11111111111111;1111111111111illailmniiimiumiiiiiiiiiiiilliniiiiiiiiinutituniiillill1111111111111111111111111111.1111
Predicts Meredith To
Need Guards Two Years
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. — For the next two years, James
H. Meredith will have to be surrounded by guards, is the
prediction of his chief legal counsel, Mrs. Constance Baker
Motley.
"He will always be a target for somebody," Mrs. Mot-
ley added. Meredith's legal counsel praised his courageous
stand and maintained he would prove a credit to the Ne-
gro race.
iimonittiminniinninnummuumniumnimingiiiiiimminniminumniiiimonnusioninnons
Orlando Cepeda Trade Rumor
Plain Idle Gossip, Dark Says
SAN FRANCISCO — Giants to he two for one of regular
players for us to even think
of getting rid of Orlando."
"In addition" Dark added
"if Cepeda was troubled with
his eye as at once thought, we
would not wish to deal him
off to another club. And now
that his right eye has been
diagnosed as good as ever we
certainly wouldn't thing of giv-
ing him up.
3 Jailed for Urging Ga.
Voter Registration
DAWSON. Ga. — Threela warrant for trespassing sign-
field secretaries for the Stu- ed by A. E. Henry, the white
dent Nonviolent Coordinat- 'owner of the property.
ing Committee were arrested Neblett, 17, a student at
at Bronwood, a small com-
munity near here, as they at-
tempted to speak to Negro
citizens urging them to reg-
ister to vote.
Jack Chatfield, Larry Rubin
and Carver Neblett had gone
to a neighborhood grocery
store, which functioned as an
unofficial community center in sprayed a Dawson home with
Bronwood to speak to local bullets.
Negro citizens. They were ask- Rubin, 20, is a student from
ed to Izave by Sam West, the
Negro manager of the store.
According to reports, they left
in a car, and then returned on
foot:
They were then served with
15 KEY DISTRICTS
There are 15 districts that
will feel the political power of
the Negro vote, with the Re-
publicans feeling it most se-
verely.
In the eighth district in
North Carolina, (Charlotte) if
the 10,000 Negro voters turn
out in the newly gerrymander-
ed area, Rev. A. Paul Kitchin,
Democrat, is expected to de-
feat Rep. Charles R. Jonas,
Republican.
Both candidates are conser-
vatives. Since neither has spe-
cial appeal to Negroes, it is
predicted that Kitchin will win
because he is a Democrat and
most likely to support Presi-
dent Kennedy's program.
The same is true in the ninth
district where Rep. Hugh Q.
Alexander, Democrat, opposes
James T. Royhill jr., Republi-
can. Since both are conserva-
tives, it is believed the only
reason Negroes would support
Alexander is because he is a
Democrat.
Over in Tennessee, the same
motivations may prompt Ne-
groes to vote for Wilkes T.
Thrasher jr., Dernocrat, in the
third district, instead of Wil-
liam Brock 211, a conservative.
A
Southern Illinois University
and the only Negro In the trio,
was handcuffed, and his wrist
slightly injured. Chatfield and
Rubin were not handcuffed.
Chatfield, 20, a student from
Trinity College, Conn., was
shot twice in the arm last
August when nightriders
Antioch College in Yellow
Springs, Ohio, and is working
on voter registration as one of







'I stui eon earn cash selling the Tri-State
Defender weekly. Call us or conic ill




•WOMEN .ho are interested in
/mak' " I Holey. Call Jackson 6.8397
or Jackson 6-839,8 Call or come to:
236 Smith Well Street
For Sale Misc. ,Help Wanted 
3 BOOTH BEAUTY SHOP FOR RENT1 URGENTLY NEED HGME4W0RREKS
South Lawndale across South Park. for only 25c postpaid! Kush your
way. Reaeonable. Ever,thing Lncluded name. addrese. and 255 today In
Call JAcketin 5-0096 FARMER 21uTS /MO Ave. New York
10. N.Y.
Houses For Sale
House For Sale By Owner
Beautiful 3-bedroom Brick House With
Carport Hardwood Floors. 4't, ner cent
to 0.1.'s No Qualification. $72.00 a
Month. Vali FA 7-4659. Airy Rood to
Judson. South to 1765 Wendy Drive
Furn. For Sale
9',,5 /WE




FURNISHED ROHM WITH HALF.
bathn•ter gt lights furnished Phone
BR 5-7124.
3 ROOM APARTMENT $45.00 PER
month. Reliable couple with children
wanted. WHitehall 6.6594
Situation Wanted
I HAVE CLEAN COMFORTA RI P1
home wolking mothers chldren. Also
do living in borne. Call 526.7967.
WANTED TYPING IN MY HOME
Envelopes and lettere, for estimate
csii 946.96913.
PRIVATE PARTY WOULD LIKE TO
purchase a bowls bar in fair condi-
tion. Call JArkson 6-8397,
Help Wanted
RAGSDALE EMPLOY 51 ENT
Lie. Beauty Operator to W01k in
White Beauty Shop
Maid Comb 525 wk
Short Order Cook 520 up
Maids - Cook 
JA 5-4589
WOMAN DESIRES JOB AS MAID OR




Mrs. Lucille Barnes of Den-
ver. Colo., was the guest of
honor at a luncheon given by
Mrs. Bessie Jackson in her
home at 1331 Kentucky st.,
recently.
Mrs. Barnes is the wife of
the Rev. L L. Barnes, pastor of
the Cleaves CME church in
Denver. Both are former mem-
bers of Martin Memorial Tem-
ple CME church here and are
outstanding community work-
ers there.
WOULD LIKE WORK AS COMMON
Ironer or keep children.
Cali: V, H 5-2101.
Homeworkers Wanted:
we wilt send you the complete name,
and addle.,,. or 50 U.8. firms thin
HElP WANTED:
WE NEED EXP. MEN OK WOMEN
high schoni ed. to be &hie to man
age and mutat vise men and women
to woik at selling too nitiii• in field







wanted to sell retail advertis
ing in the Memphis matket
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.
WE ARE 1,00K i NO RJR AN AU
tiltioua hard von king man Internet-
ed in making money &molding to his
al:ditties, gat pauses paid. Need cat
but 01 absolutely necessary. Part og
run time. For to itner lo rot ma tkm
please call IA IS $3117 Circulation
Dept.
/DAILY SIM ER :
Woman dealt. job am baby sitter at
to nuns elder man or woman - would
like to work nights, CII 275642$
P A R T-T M E WOMAN WORKER




Main UP to 62.50 per hour. Part
or Full Time. Call Mr. Hale.
948.0774
Business Services
RA HI-t&c.I.Akk: FISHING ALL DAV
50 cents — Hurst back riding $1
at. 150 cont. IS or. — 5100 Horn
lake Rd. - LX 8.10011.
LAWN GARDEN 511.1t V ICE
Rotted Hulls, rotted sawdust, ham
yard fettlilter: elm PUblIc Hamlin
Call J. J. McNeil, IA 7.9665 - 681
Josephine at,
PI ANO. VOICE AND CHARM
classes. Private or groups. Special
rate to school children. Z. Lois King.




IOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missis-
sippi Stale Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to slay in her
new home.
Are you Dissa t lot ied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in bad health: Are you discourage6c
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
iust as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missis-
sippi Slate line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to took for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked Whilehaven State 1,ine
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
MAI/AM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
ABE SCHARFF BRANCH
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6 2523
YMCA
IC[DS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
I.19 Dormitory Rooms: — Clean. Comfortable. Modern Furniture,
Priyat• Bath — Clean Wash Rooms — Showers . . .
W•eily Rates: $5 -- $10
2. fAode:n Swimming Pool Y•ar Round Swimming: 75,30 If.
Dicing — Swimming — Wading Sections. Uncleiwater Lighting -
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
3 Regulatior Gym Equipped with St•ge: Spectators Section will
1/00 see:ing c•p•city - for Leagues. foutnaments. Compotati..
Matches, Clains - Bcwing - Community Programs
4. 7 'mop Club Itooniti Club Meetings -- Classes Foiurns --
Confcem.es - - J0,1•1.
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES $7 $10 - $25
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